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- Continuously stimulating advances in the aerospace sciences relevant to strengthening the common defence
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of aerospace research and development;
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GENERAL FOREWORD 
I..

The purpose of this Manual is to describe in a series of separately-published Volumes the
basic documentation practices which are involved in the initial setting up, and subsequent
operation of an Information-Library Organisation to provide defence-aerospace scientific and
technical information services.

0 The manual is primarily intended for the main defence-aerospace information centres in
the smaller nations, and the specialised defence establishments and defence contractors
in the larger NATO countries.

0 For those information centres which already have a well-developed system, the manual

may prove helpful in the work of analyzing and evaluating existing system performance,
or in revising an ineffective system. An important subsidiary objective is therefore to
encourage the greater use of modem techniques of information processing.

0 The manual endeavours to meet the needs of a wide spectrum of readers - the senior
man concerned with setting up a new system, as well as junior staff who may be using
the manual as a training aid.

The various Sections aim to focus on the problems and techniques associated with
processing unpublished reports and related information, rather than conventional book-
journal libraries. Emphasis is on practical solutions and, where appropriate, useful
operating suggestions.

The manual has been planned by the AGARD Technical Information Panel and consists
of four Volumes comprising twelve Sections in all, each prepared by a well-known expert in
the field. The Publication Layout is given on the following page and publication of the final
Volume including an Index to all four volumes is scheduled for 1981.4-

S.C.SCHULER
General Editor
(Former Chairman, AGARD

Accession For Technical Information Danel)
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Section 7

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

by
Tom Norton, BA, ALA, DGA, MBIM

United Kingdom

ABSTRACT

After a bief historical overview of information retrieval (IR), a model of an IR system is
presented and described. Tne characteristics of conventional indexing systems aie reviewed
and shortcomings noted. The principles of postcoordinate indexing systems and examples of
feature card and edge-punched card systems with suggested applications are described.
Problems of vocabulary control are discussed and suggestions on thesaurus construction and
presentation are given. The use of computers to produce various types of indexes (KWIC,
KWOC and SLIC) is briefly described. The features of computerised "dial up" on-line
information systems are discussed. equipment, telecommunications, file organisation, search
preparation and strategy, staff training, advantages and limitations of such systems and future
developments. An appendix outlines the principal features of specialised information centres.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Scope and Aim of Section

The literature on Information Retrieval (IR) is vast and draws on contnbutions not only from librarianship and
computer science but also from logk., linguistics, psychology, engineering and mathematls. It would be impossible
within the confines uf ihis Section to deal with more than a small proportion of the topit. represented in this literature
and such an attempt would inevitably be little more than a superficial check list. Besides, much writing about IR is
concerned with experimental and theoretical aspects of the subje.t and cannot easily be translated into operating
principles of practical use in a library unit. This Section of the Manual therefore ha3 a strictly limited scope which can
be summarised as follows:

The p, inciples on which IR systems (manual and mechanised) are based with reference to precoordinate and
postcoordinate indexing systems; feature cards, edge-punched cards.

- File organisation (serial and inverted files); vocabulary control; the thesaurus.

- Computer-produced indexes.

- Computerised IR systems. "dial up" data bases; searching. training; future developments.

Microfilm IR systc.ms are covered in Section 9 and are therefore excluded from this part of the Manual.

It may be asked why attention is not focussed exclusively on computer-based methods since the terms "information
retrieval" and "compute.." are frequently used in such a way as to suggest that they are synonymous. There are two
reasons for devoting considerable attention to manual methods:

There is still a need for simple indexing systems and Lhere is no point in using elaborate methods for small, easily
managed collections. Even large library units using computerized methods could still adopt mar.ual or semi-
mechanised systems for special collections.

The principles on which computerised systems are based are those used by manual postcoordinate indexing
systems and the computer can be regarded as a machine for carrying out postcoordinatc searches.

The aim of this Section is to provide advice so that a rational choice can be made as to the best system for a
particular application. It should be understood that the idea of the "best system" means nothing except in relation to
a particular set of economic and organisational constraints. The "best system" in one set of cuiumstances will rarely
be so in another. Examples of constraints are. the number of staff avadilable, the number of competent support staff
to design and program applications, the number of documents to be indexed each year, the space and equipment
which can be provided, funds available for running the unit, speed with which the index must operate.

1.2 Definition of Information Retrieval

Information Retrieval is. "the recovery of specific information from a collection. It includes all the procedures
used to identify, sear.h for, find and remove the specific information sought, but excludes the creation and use of that
information. The term has now come to be used generically tc include the retrieval of references, do4.uments, facts and
data as well as information"'. This is a comprehensive definition, but in fact most IR systems do not deliver informa-
tion (which is intangible) or documents or facts and data (though "data banks" are be.oming more common) but some
form of document substitute, such as a bibliographic reference with or without an abstrat. In other words, they are
location determining devices.

1.3 Summary History of IR

IR has a history which can be traced back to the earliest libraries. Metcalfe, in his Information Retrieval, British
and American, 1876-1976 (Ref.2) includes two chapters whch set the scene by describing library developments from
the founding of the library at Alexandria in the 4th century BC to the publication of Melvil Dewey's Decimal

Classificatic -i Scheme and Charles Ammi Cutter's Rides for a Dictionary Catalog in 1876. However, for the present
purpose, the history of IR can be usefully summarised in terms of the development of equipment or "hardware" as
follows:

Before 1940 - precoordinate indexes, mostly card catalogues and printed book indexes.

1940-1949 - first applications of manual post.oordinate indexing systems, including edge-punched .ards and
punched feature cards (optical coincidence or peek-a-boo systems).

'.' - 1950-1959 first widespread use of punched card data processing equipment, early computer systems.

- 1960-1969 - widespread application of digital computers to IR in off-line, batch-processing systems,
experiments with on-line systems.

1970 to date - growth and widespread use of on-line systems, both "in-house" and external "diil-up" systems,
availability of complete systems or "patkages" for IR. Development of on-line computerised information
networks both national and international'.

'
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1.3.1 The Term "Information Retrieval"

Calvin Mooers claims credit for coining the term "information retrieval" i, 1949. He recounts4 that he was looking
for a term to express the idea of selective rediscovery of information from a larg, store and after rejecting "cataloguing",
"classification" ard "indexing" on the grounds that they %ere too imprecise, he decided that "retrieve" was the most
suitable, especially since it had not previously been used in philosophical or library writing. Mooers then tried out the
term "information retrieval" in public and one of his papers found its way to the library of the Royal Aircraft
Establishment (RAE) in the UK where pioneering research in testing IR systems was being carried out. The RAE
researchers began using the term in their reports in 1954' 1,' and these reports were circulated back to the United States
According to Mooers it was at this point that the term gained currency and became fashionable.

1.4 Model of an IR System

Figure 1 is a model of an IR system'. Since it is a model, it is a selective representation of the features of a real
system and is therefore simplified but it will serve to illustrate the components of any IR sy stem, manual or mechanised

1.4.1 The Input Stage

The input stage consists of the following activities:

- Librarians, information staff select documents which are to be included in the sy stem. The criteria for selection
wdl depend on a number of factors including the mission of the organisatun in which the library unit is located

Documents are analysed to determine their subject content ("what are these doc-.ments about?") and catalogued,
subject analysis is dealt with comprehensively in Section 3, Volume I of this Manual.

- This analysis is then translated into index terms which act as shorthand symbols or labels for the subject content
of the documents. In many IR systems the index terms are controlled, that is, they are drawn from an approved
set of terms that must be used to represent the subject content of documents. Such a set might be organised as
a list of subject headings, a thesaurus (see para. 5.2) or a classification scheme. If the index terms are unconf rolled,
then they are drawn from words and phrases occurring in the documents themselves (or, more probably, words
occurring in the titi, and abstract).

-The documents are then put into a store and the index records are arranged so that they can be interrogated to
satisfy subject and other requests. The index records could be a card file or a machine readable file (usttally
called a data base).

1.4.2 The Output Stage

The output process is a mirror image of the input process:

- A potential user formulates a 4iuery to which the answer is a set of documents satisfying the information need
expressed by his query.

- He analyses his request (or a librarian helps him to do so).

- This analysis is tr.nslated into index terms drawn fron, the controlled vocpbuary (if one is used).
- The resulting "search profile" is compared with the docunent prof.Jes in the subject index and documents

which meet or partially meet the specification are identified, retrieved from tih stoie and delivered to the user.
In some systems the user can che-k the validity of identified documents ftoi. ,.bstracts before the dokuments ,k_
are retrieved from store.

1.4.3 The Index

In principle IR is simple. the potential user could obtain the set of d., ments which satisfies his inforniation need
by reading all the documents in the store, keeping or borrowing thc rele ,ant ones ard discarding the rest. Cbviously this
is not practicable. The user does not hav- the time or the; inclination to rc., d the enktirecollection apart from the faict
that it may be physic-lly impossible. In addtion, for secarity reasons soieone who does not have a specific "need to
know" cannot be permitted to browse in a classified document collectio, It is the function of an index to act as a
filter - to let through wanted references to documnesits and to exclude unwanted oaes. 2

1.4.3.1 Types of index

The model assumes a subject index, but there are other types (,f index which could be useful:

- A personal author index.

-A corporate author indx which shows thz institution or corporaite body responsible for preparin& a do~ument.
Rules for determining corporate authors are fully dealt with in Appendix A to Se,tion 2, Vularnc i uf :his Manual.

- Report, contract, accession and agency issuing numbers.
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However, when w0 think of an IR system we are usually thinking of a system capable of retrieving references in
answer to particularsubject requests and the principal index is therefore a subject index.

2. PRECOORDINATE INDEXING SYSTEMS

2.1 Conventional Classification Schemes

The traditional IR system is the library subject ;atalogue arranged in alphabetic or classifed sequeace vi both and
available to tle inquirer in ct.rd or printed book form. The alphabetical catalogue has predominated in Noru Ameritan
libraries while the classified catalogue has been more common in European libraries. The main characterisic of conven-
tion3l schemes is that terms which make up the index headings (or symbolic representations such a3 Universal Decimal
Classification numbers) are combinel (coordinated) at the time the index headings are prepared -i.e., they are pre-
coordinated. Such indexes are also linear in organisation and although an entry can be ,reated to represent a highly
complex subject by means of a chain of elements in a subject heading or class n,.mber, this entry can geneially file only
under the first element cited, with the other elements subordinated to it. It is true that a multi-access approach can be
provided by various permutations cf the index terms and filing them in different places, but the number of pre,oordinated
permutations is lnited by practical considerations. For example, a document with 4 index terms could have 15
(i.e. 2 n - 1) comlinations o- index terms, but conventional indexes would be prohibitively expensive and bulky if such
procedures were adopted. In practice, conventional indexes never have all the possible entry points for all documents.
Even so they often still work quite v.ell for the following reasons:

- Indexers tend to assign the most importint index terms and useful combinations of cerms which are likely to be
sought by requesters.

- Behavioural factors such as knowledge of the document collection, intuition, "folk-memory", the requester being
satisfied with a small number of documents rather than all the possible documents on a particular subjett, enter
into the IR process.

2.1.1 The Universal Decimal Classification (UDC)

Since the UDC is the most widely used conventional classification scheme in scientific and technical library units,
other conventional schemes will not be considered. The UDC is the lineal descendant of Dewey's Decimal Classification
(DDC Like the DDC it is based on main classes which are divided into sub-classes, proeeding from the gener to the
more specific, and the process of sub-division is carried out until the desired level of subordination is reached. Auxiliary
devices give the system great flexibility and permit the formation of compound numbers to express complex notions.
Nothing further needs to be said about the structure of the UDC since it is so well known and it remains to consider
how it works in practice. The UDC works very well in practice and in index language tests has equalled or outperformed -,-

its rivals In spitc of theoretiial limitations on providing a multi-access approach to subjects and the growth of post-
coordinate indexing systems, the UDC is, after 85 years, alive and well and in use in an estimated 100,000 library units
(mostly scientific and technical) throughout th world. Under tile sponsorship of the Fddration Internationale de
Documentatibn (FID) the UDC has been published in many languages by the various national standardising bodies or
other national UDC organisations and it is continuously revised (though somewhat slowly) by a network of national
and international committees. The UDC has been applied to machine searthing, notably in the American Institute of
Physics project AUDACIOUS (Automatic Direct Access to Information with On-line UDC System) ' and Chiappetti
has asserted its superiority when used in conjumtion with a thesaurus over multilingual thesauri as a mean5 of retrieving
and disseminating the information resources of the Europar, Economik Community . In a multilingual environment %
the UDC will continue to play an important role in the dissemination of swen,.ifn. and tehnical information. Whether
an individual library unit should adopt UDC if given the choice to start a new document -olleition is a different matter.
Certainly, UDC is adequate for subject indexiig a general scientifik and technical book .olletion, and it automatically

, organises shelf arrangement. But for report collctions, tonsideration should be given to a pusttuordinate indexing .:'
system. Libraries which use UDC to subject index reports find the following disadvantages.

Different indexing approaches. an indexer working in the weapons field will take a different approath from one
in the structures field particularly in regard to providing multiple entry points.

- A considerable amount of tedious filing of multiple index cards.

Since the schedules are revised so slowly, it is increasingly difficult to atummodate new, tomplex subjelt areas
and home-made extensions have to be made to the scheme.

3. POSTCOORDINATE INDEXING SYSTEMS

3.1 Punched Feature Cards

The inadequacies of precoordinate systems fr providing multiple approa-hes to retrieval were noted at 2.1 abovt.
What is needed is a system in which the index t,.rms which are as.signed at the time the do.,umenit is analysed are all V -
equally accessible and there is no subordination of one term to another. A post uordinate indexing system is founded
on these principles of which punched feature .ards (also known as Batten .ards, optital %minidente and peek-a-boo

A _________
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cards) are a practical manifestation. The first systems emerged in the 940s and W.E.Batten in the UK and G.Cordonnier
in France were earl) pioneers. TLe system works as follows. eac.h index term kor "des. riptor") is represented by a single
card and the term is recorded at the top of the card. The remaining surface of the card. divided up so that ea h square
is a grid arrangement of numbered positions and represents a particular doLument identify ing number. So ah ,ard
contains information about all the documents to which that index term refers. When a document is analysd and
indexed, cards :epresenting te .lasses to which it has been assigned are remuved from the file and puihhed or drilkd
in the position which represents the identifying number of the document. The index .onsists of two parts.

-The descriptor file - in alphabetical order.

The document number file in running number order with full bibliographi, details and possibly an abstrad.
This file is essential since the descriptor file gives only a document number. The file need not be on cards, an
accessions register or a strip index (see Figure 2) .ould be used, with the strips ,.olour-coded to represent various
classes of documents - books, periodicals, reports, classified material etc.

i,

-, ,.;

2% 'AI1111111111l
,." -Fig. A pnche featre crd istalatio

'::"Descriptor cards can be of various number capacities. Figure 3 shows one with 1,000 positions but cards of up to
10,000 positions are available.

. , .,When a subject request is put to the system, the appropriate cards which by Loordinaton define the sub ect, are

Sextracted from the des,--,ptor file and superimposed. This, the combination of index terms takes place at the retrieval r
., stage they are postecordinated (see Figure 4). The nu nbers ,ommon to all the w~rds are the identify ing numbers of
_ , . the docuJiients dealing with the subject.

\ , The matching process can be done by placing them over an artificial lght source or even by holding them up to
" ',:Othe light (hence the tern, "optical coincidence"). The advantages of a punched feature card system are.

[0 Faster indexing - no need to decide on a wtation order for the various elements of a complex subjet and then
[77-1 assign a class number.

%- , , "-

",'( .
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Fig.4 IR using punched feature cards .

- No limit to the number of descriptors which may be used.

- The indexing vocabulary can be changed or extended at any time.

In the example shown in Figure 4 only three cards were needed to express seen possible .ombinations of the
index terms (2 n - 1). With a larger number of terms, the economy is even more impressive. For example, a
document indexed by ten terms would need 512 entries in a pre..uordinate system to exprzss all i.ombinations.

- Searching the file is simple, no matter how large it is.

The system is easily adapted to computer retrieval. Figure 5 shows a system with a punched feature card reader
which scans cards individually or in a stack of up to six -ards, totals are displayed on a built-in illuminated
register. The feature cards can be converted into machine readable form via an interface unit.

Disadvantages are:

A separate document number file must be kept and sear.hes lead to this and not to details of the documents. -
This can be more tedious than scanning through cards in a card catalogue or entries in a book aat.iogue. A strip
index file would seem to be the most accessible type of document number file. The documents may also b -
filed in number sequence (e.g. on microfilm).

- There is a limit (in most systems 10,000) to the number of documents that can be .ndexed by a given size of
card, although continuation via second, third etc. series of cards is qu-te .ominon.

Johnson" has written an excellent account of setting up and operatng a punched featurt .ard system and his
'- I article has many useful hints and tips on the practicalities involved.

Crosby" describes a s) stem he devised called LINOC (LINear Optical Coincidence) which he claims is capable of
indexing over 200,000 documents. However, it ii not dear from the deskription Ahether the system is operational and .
no illustrations are shown.
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Fig.6 IR using plain feature cards

3.2 Plain Feature Cards

Mortimer Taube appeatrs to have had the most influence on the development of IR systems in the 1950s, largely
as a result of his entrepreneurial flair. His system for recording (or "posting") document numbers on term cards and
for searching by visually scanning columns of numbers was in some respects a regression w,en t.ompared with punched
feature cards. The Uniterm ("unit term") system that Taube proposed seemed at the time tu offer a deceptively simple
solution to the problem of subject indexing by using single words k"terms') extracted from the document text and
turning the whole process into a clerical operation. To enter a document under a given term, all that is needed is to
write the number of the document in the appropriate column. To avoid "bunzhing" and obtain a more random spread,
numbers are entered by terminal digit positioning. To search the file, the cards for the terms to be coordinated are
extracted and the numbers on each are scanned to see which appear on all of them. Figure 6 illustrates the process.

A useful but now somewhat old-fashioned version of this system is the computer-printed dual dictionary. Each
entry is of exactly the same kind as that on a Uniterm card, but suveral such entries are printed on each page of a book-
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type index, with the terms in alphabctical order. Two .opies of the index are bound side-b) -side, so that one term in
one gopy can be looked up and a second tern, ,n the other Lopy seleded. The displas under the two terms are a~ailable
side-by-side for companng the n bei . Common numbers are noted and a thiri, fourth and subsequent terms are then
looked up for further number Lumpanson. Tinker" desq.ribes a .omputer-produ.ed dual ditionar on microfilm, the
main advantage being that it is easily updated and several opies ,an be made for distribution to remote locations- The
system descnbed by Cherry 4 eliminates the need for a separate documen-t number file. Tms are matched as in a ton-
ventional dual dictionar, but one half of the ditionary has not only terms and document numbers but a full print out
of sufficient bibliographic information to enable the sear%.her to assess the relevane of the documents. Location detgi!-
are also given. Van de Gem15 describes the TOUS (Terminal Qperated Uniterm System) in use at the Fokker-VFW -"

Company in Schipol. In 1976 a manuall) operated uniterm retrieval ., stem (originally introduced in 19'2) was auto-
mated using a terminal linked to a DEC-10 miniomputer. A ,.urrent awareness senice is also operated. S stem capacit.
is 10,000 documents.

3.3 Edge-Punched Cards

Calvin Mooers who ha, aiready beer. mentioned as the originator of the term "information retrieval" vas a" ,c the
originator of the Zator system in 1947 whii.h was implemented by means of edge-punched cards. Edge-punche- cards
are index cards of various sizes with one or more rows of holes around the edges. A popular size of card is 6 in by 4 in
with 72 holes (see Figure 7). In use, the cards are punched by removing the piece of cardboard between the hole and
the edge of the card. The hcles are given meanings or, to put it another way, each index term is characterised as a
single hole or a combination of holes on the card. To sort the cards which have been punched at a particular hole, a

needle is passed through the p,-;k at that hole and the pack is shaken, cards which have been punched will fall out,
leaving the rest still on the needle. The cards do not have to be kept in any order and after use they can be pit back
anywhere in the rest of the pack.

Bibliographic information is entered on the body of the card. There is plenty of room for author, title and an

abstract. The index terms have t. be translated into notches round the card in order to retrieve it and this process is
known as coding.

Th,; simplest code to punch and to sort is one in which one meaning is assigned to each hole and this is known as
direct coding (see Figure 8). It has the advantages of speed and precision, we can go directly to the item we want-
However, if there are only 72 holes, this is not a large number and indirect coding has to be used to extend the capacity
There are various indirect coding techniques which need not be described here. There are clear descriptions of these
techniques in JahodaS, Foskett" and Bourne18.

Advantages of an edge-punched card system are:

- One file gives all the information needed in searching.'-"

- Each card has full bibliographical details.

- Only simple equipment is needed (see Figure 9'

Disadvantages are:
- One card is required for each document, so that large numbers of cards will require significant storage..""

- Limit to number of index terms that can be coded.

- A separate record is needed to show codings fe- nar'-.s and other index terms.
- Searching a large file is very slow. , " ',,

- Cards deteriorate with constant use.

3.4 Applications

Some suggested applications for the three systems described in this Chapter:

- Index for general document collection of up to 10,000 items (punched feature cards).

- Index of conference proceedings or translations (punched feature cards or edge-punched cards).

- Iniex of organisation's own publications (punched feature cards).

- Indexes for specialised collections in an organisation such as a histo, cal collection, a "name" index of missiles,
aircraft, projects etc. (punched feature cards or edge-punched cards).

- Index of subject interests of research workers, scientists for distributing documents for current awareness
services (edge-punched cards or plain feature cards).

- Recording and analysing literature searches (edge-punched cards) 9 .
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Fig.9 Equipment for an edge-punched card system

4. FILE ORGANISATION

41-4
4.1 Serial (Uninverted) and Inverted Files

Edge-puncheO cards which were described above are an example of an "item" entry system. An item entry system
is one where there is a separate record for each item or document and this record identifies the document by means of
the usual tilbhogrdphic citation whi.,h could include an abstract. The conventional library card catalogue is also an item

91 entry system. The alternative to the item entry system is the "term" entry system where the basic records are the terms
used in the system, and listed under each term are the identifying numbers of the documents to which that term has - 4
been assigned. Punched and plain feature card systems are examples of term entry systems. The relationship between
item and term entry systems can be illustrated by means of an item/term matrix (Fig.I0(a), (b)). In Figure 13(a). a, b, c
and d represent a vocabulary of index terms and 1, 2, 3 and 4 are the identifying numbers of the documents in the
document stoic. When a document j, selected for inclusion in the store, it is subject analysed and index terms are
assigned (this is the input stage as shown in Figure 1). The presence of index terms is shown by an X in thL appropriate

_cell of the matrix in Figure 10(a). So document 1 has been assigned the index terms b and d, document 2 the index 4
terms a, c, d and so on. Each vertical slice of the matrix represents the characteristics or attributes of a given item and
can be considered an "item" vehicle. This conventional way of arranging a file is known as a serial (uninverted) file.
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If the matrix is turned round and viewed from a different perspective, as in Figure 10(b), we can say that term a

has been assigned to documents 2 and 3, term b to documents 1, 3 and 4 and so on. A file arranged in this way, since

* .-" it is the opposite of the conventional way, is known as an inverted file.

• -'.' --

4 items (document numbers) terms

1 2 3 4 a b c d

e t x x

r t .- e

- m b m 2 "

-x x X -

a serial (uninverted) file b inverted file

S-; Fig.10 An item/term matrix

The information in the index file can therefore be approached from two different angles:

- Which terms qualify an item?

- Which items are qualified by a given term?

Most index files are organised by term entry (inverted file) or item entry (serial file) (although it should be noted

that other arrangements are also used in "data base management systems"). The method of searching the two sorts of
" file differs:

- Item entry systems must be searched in their entirety; every item has to oe examined to see if it meets the -
requirements of the "search profile". In other words the file is searched serially or sequentially. Since the
whole file has to be searched there is no need to keep the file in any logical order (although it can be a positive
advantage to do so, particularly in larger systems) and new items can be added on at the end (as was noted with
an edge-punched card file).

- Term entry systems do not need to be searched in their entirety; only the items for those terms which meet the
requirements of the "search profile" need be selected and the process of number comparison carried out. The

i*, .' file of term entries must be kept in some logical order (usually alphabetical). r

To sum up: any type of index no matter how small or large can be viewed as a kind of item/term matrix. In a large
system, such as an on-line data base, the matrix will be very large with perhaps 2 million document numbers on one axis
and 15,000 terms on the other. See 7.2.2 below for further details of an on-line data base structure. -X(

fog

5. VOCABULARY CONTROL

5.1 Introduction "- .

In a retrieval system in which the indexers use natural language terms to index documents there will be problems
of consistency in the way that documents on the same subject are indexed. A particular subject may be represented in
different ways in different documents or by different indexers. For example, aberrations (in optics) could be represented
by the following:

astigmatism curvature of field
barrel distortion pincushion distortion
coma Seidel theory. l w.I

The problem for the system user is to think of all the synonyms so that all the relevant literature on a particular subject
may be found. An important function of a controlled vocabulary is therefore to specify which of several synonyms is to

SIZ :"
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be used by mdexers and systems users and suavoid thescattering of the samesubjet mattur under different index termb
in the system. A ontrolled 6oabulaiy .an take a number of forms. For example, it ould be a list of subject headings
or some kind of classification scheme. Modern IR syste.ns often use a form of ..ontrolled ,oabular) whi.h is d.alled a~thesuru..

5 - -

What ;s a thesaurus? Who needb it and why? A thesaurus is. "a controlled list of descriptors used to indicate the",'t1
concepts in a given field, showing relations between -.,.eptuall) related terms and an alphabeti~all) arrang -d index if
the thesaurus is arranged systematicaily. A thesaurus usuaiiy cuntains %.opc nutcs aiiu iiafoluaailOil ji ih 5 U ,Lji1

Or, more shortly. a controlled indexing and retrieval vocabuladr. The subject content of documents ib s)mbolised by
index terms which serve as access points to a document collection. The meanings of words %ary according to the
indexer or the system user and since individuals associate ,on,.epts with different symbols, it would seem umful to have
at least one constant in such a semantic kaleidoscope. The %ord content of a document is a variable while a controlled
v.-cabulary is a .onstant which both the indexer and the system user may use to provide entry points to the document.

5. .. 1 Features of a Thesaurus

A thesaurus provides control ov er synonyms, it distinguishes homony ms and homographs (% ordb w ith the same
sptling but with different meanings), brings related terms together, and allows for the display of hierarchical relation-
ships. For examp~le, the INSPEC Thesaurus has the entry:

abrasive wear

USE abrasion.

_* The two terms are ,onsidered sufficiently lose to be s) non) mous and are therefore controlled by selecting one and
referring from the other by means of the "use" instruction. An indexer is obliged to use "abrasion" and so avoid the
scattering of similar subject matter. .2:

bond (chemical)

bond (adhesive).

The above homographs are distinguished by qualifiers in brackets after them.

a.c. motors
'N NT capacitor motors

commutator motors
V.. induction motors

synchronous motors
BT a.c machines

electric motors.

In the above example, reference is made from the generic term (a.c. motors) to the more :,pecific ones (NT = narrower
terms. capacitor motors etc.) and vice versa (BT = broader terms. a.c. machines etc.). The purpose of making references
of thts kind is to enable more generic or more specific searches to be carried out. So broader terms can be chosen if the
search does not produce any relevant material and a more specific term can be chosen if too much material is retrieved.

absorption

4 RT damping
fading

reflection

sorption -- 1

transmission.
-21

In the above, the related terms (RT) cover the variety of riationships which are not those of a synonym or broader or
narrower term. To sum up, the thesaurus can perform essential functions in both the storage and retrieval of documents.
By providing a specified vocabulary, a document is described only in terms of the vocabulary of the system. Entrance to
the system is only through the vocabulary displayed in the thesaurus. The relationships displa ed in a we!i-constr.cted

M thesaurus guide the system user to the desired documents.

5.2.2 Building a Thesaurus

Building a thesaurus can be a formidable task and is time-consuming. Fortunately, for those organisations with
suitable manpower and time available, there is an excellent little guide which can be unreservedly recommended. i.,.

Aitchison and Gilchrist's Thesaurus Construction. a practical manual22 w ith the emphasis very much on the practical
side. There are also a limited number of orgamsations who specialise in t is type of work and who will produce a
thesaurus tailored to users' needs in conjunction with users and library staff. Before starting to construct a thesaurus,
there are a number of matters to be investigated in the IR system in which the thesaurus will be used.
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Il ° For example:

- Who are the usev ,f the system and will they operate the system themselves or leave this to a librarian? If the
system is user-olerated then the language must be simple and without complex devices.

,. ,-,- What type of questions or "search profiles" will be put to the system? Will they be broad or precise? If broad,
a detailed vocabulary is not necessary but for specific questions the index terms need to be narrowly defined.

... What sort of indexing system will be used? Is it a pre or postcoordinate indexing system? If the former, the
. precoordinated terms may be presented as subject headings in a conventional catalogue or in computerised

- printed indexes. If the latter, it may be a manual plain or punched feature card system or it may be computer-
-* ised or used manually but computer-produced as are dual dictionaries.

There are various other questions which must be asked at the outset, but they all come down to a thorough investigation - -
of what can be achieved with existing resources and how the system is expected to operate.

" " ~ After the preliminail' investigations have been made, an important question is whether a new thesaurus should be
built or could an existing one be adapted. In the defe-ce-aerospace subject field there are certain thesauri which could
be of use to the would-be constructor, for example, the EJC (TEST)2 , NASA24 and INSPEC thesauri. In addition, the
various national centres which process defence-aerospace documents are likely to have compiled thesauri for their own
IR systems and these could usefully be consulted. Other libraries in defence-aerospace organisations may also have
produced thesauri and the wise librarian will use his contacts to gain access to these and possibly save himself some time - -.

-nd trouble. It is unlikely that a thesaurus can be taken over and used without any modification. It is often possible to
use one of the larger thesauri as a framework and to develop certain subject areas within it more fully in accordance with
the specific needs of the library unit or to extract appropriate sections which are particularly well-developed and which
cover subject areas in which the library unit has only a marginal interest.

The process of constructing a thesaurus is described clearly in Thesaurus Construction. a practical manual22 already ,-.
referred to. In addition, there are guidelines provided by the various national standardising agencies, such as the American
National Standards Institute (Guidelines for Thesaurus Structure, Construction and Use25, and the British Standards ,

Institution (Guidelines for the Establishment and Development of Monolingua, Thesaur) Some aspects of the process
which need careful thought are:

-Definition of the subject field. A distinction should be made between the central area, which has to be treated
in depth and peripheral subjects for which part of an existing thesaurus may be used.

- Vocabulary size. The advantage of a small vocabulary is that it is much easier to control and terms can be
remembered easily by the indexer and (perhaps more importantly) by the system user. However, a too-small
vocabulary can prove virtually useless as a data base grows. Vocabulary size is affected to some extent by the,,.h,. o.,-,h;. , ... hecomnpoud

* Al decision to use compound terms or simple terms which on be combined when Searching 1o , f,. th po
term. In a subject field where lengthy compound descriptions are the norm and are used uniquely to representsubject concepts, it would be wise to adopt them.

- Use of classification principles. Any consideration of hierarchical relationships - that of genus to species, for
example - involves classification whether it is explicitly recognised or not. By deliberately using classification
principles, the development of a thesaurus can be carried out more speedily and efficiently. The technique of
facet analysis is a powerful one and can be used to break down the subject field in order to expose underlying
structures. Facet analysis is: "the grouping of terms used in a single field into conceptual categories, each of
which has been differentiated on the basis of a different characteristic" " . The technique was originally
developed by S.R.Ranganatban in the 1930s and is the basis on which his Coloi Classification Scheme is built.
Although Colon Classification has seldom been applied in practice, its theoretical basis, and facet analysis in
particular, have been very influential.

- Presentation of the thesaurus. There are a number of possibilities. The most common layout is a display in
%A tabular form with items arranged alphabetically and, under each item, schedules of related terms with the

natuie of the relationship being indicated. The TEST thesaurus is the best known example (see Vol.II, Section 5,
p.63 of this Manual for a sample page). A thesaurus may a!so be presented with the index terms in alphabetical
order witlin broad subject groups. This is the way the NASA thesaurus is arranged with the terms grouped
under subject division according to the COSATI classification scheme. The English Electric Company (UK) '.'-
THESAUROFACET is the outstanding example of a thesaurus which was developed using the principles of
facet analysis and where the role of the thesaurus and classification system are complementary. The thesaurus
is an index of the classifP'ation and also controls word forms and synonyms and shows relationships which 7T7
cannot easily be dispyed i the sch dules. The classification bcheme gives an overview of the structure of the
subject fields and shows hierarchical and other relationships. More exotic thesauri presentations are diagrammatic
displays such as the "arrowgraphs" of the International Road Research Documentation thesaurus and the generic
tree displays of the Secr6tariat des Missions d'Urbanisme et d'Habitat thesaurus. Examples of these and other
kinds of thesaurus presentation are illustrated in Aitchison and Gilchrist". The individual thesaurus constructor -. ''.
is probably best advised to keep to a presentation in the TEST style unless there are particular reasons for doing '' ,
otherwise.
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When the thesaurus has been constructed it will need regular care and maintenance if it is to remain useful ind
effective. Some terms will turn out to be hardly ever used while others are used so frequently that they are practically
useless for retrieval purposes. These terms will need to be broken down into more detailed terms. There must also be
plenty of room for expansion.

5.3 Links and Roles t 4

The thesaurus does not eliminate all the language problems which may ocur in an IR .-.y stem. Syntactic ambiguities
are caused by the faAt that when an indexer assigns index terms to a document, he does not usually indicate the relation-
ships among them. When the system is searched, irrelevant or redundant items will be retrieved.

Linls are mechanical devices to avoid false combinations of index terms from the set assigned to an item. Consider '"

an item on the "lead coating of copper pipes" where the links would be:

Lead Coating Copper Pipes

100A 100A 100B I OB

B) adding a letter code to the document number, "lead" is linked with "coating" and "copper" with "pipes" and the
possiblc false coordination of "lead" and "pipes" is eliminated. Unfortunately, so also is the useful coordination of
"coatings for pipes" and to put this right, the following is needed:

Lead Coating Copper Pipes

100A 100AC 100B 1OOBC

If the system retrieves terms with at least one suffix in common, tlen the following combinations are retrieved.

Lead and coating

Copp-.r and pipes

Coating and pipes.

But even now, the useful coordinatioxi of "coating" c.ad "coppci" is eliminated. So a system of links which eliminates
redundancy (or "noise") can also eliminate useful information. Links are however very useful when they are used to
separate a multi-topic document into its separate topics, allowing each to be as if it was a separate document.

While links are concerned with the association of index terms at the time a search is carried out, roles or role
indicators are concerned with the further definition of a term in a particular context. They indicate that a term is
functioning as, for example, an "end product" or "raw material". Consider the two terms on the following subjects.
the extracton oafa!wumm,.. firoim bax..e and the .veldng of a!umi*zium cans. in the first, aluminium is thc end
product, in the second it is the raw material from which another end product is made. In a conventional classification
scheme the matter would be resolved by placing the first in the metallurgy part of the scheme and the second in
container manufacture. In a postcoordinate indexing system roles, if used, have to be made explicit. So two feature
cards for aluminium would be necessary:

Aluminium 1 (1 - raw material)

Aluminium 2 (2 = end product).

Discussion of roles and links have featured and continue to feature in the literature of IR. The question must be asked
if, in view of the fact that they are expensive and time .onsuming to itaplement and moreover introduce fresh ambiguities,
they are worth while at ail. The answer is "probably not". As Lancaster po...ts jut

2 8 , the old classic used to be the need
to distinguish between a blind Venetian and a venetian blind. But is anyone likely to be looking for information on blind
Venetians? And if they are, would the data base they search also be likely to have references on '.enetian blinds? And
even if it did, would it not be easy to separate out from the retrieved references those on blind Venetians and venetian
blinds? In short, it is probably bAtter to tolerate some irrelevancy in output than to spend a great deal of time and
effort at the input stage in devising means to eliminate ambiguities which are theoretically possible, but which sldon
cause difficulty in an actual operating system.

6. COMPUTER-PRODUCED INDEXES

Mention has been made of the use of a computer to produce a dual dictionary (3.2 above). The computer can also "

be used to produ;e other kinds of printed indexes of which the most widely used form is the KWIC index.

KWIC is a highly appropriate acronym for "Key Word In Context" and the tec,'uque was developed by H P.Luhi-
of IBM 9. The index is produced by feeding to the computer the titles of documentb lo be indexed and the program
makes one index entry for each word in the title. The program moves the titles laterally so that th, significant word for
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a particular entry always appears in the middle of the column. The title will be truncated or "wrapped around"
according to the length of print line allowed. These features are illustrated in Figure 11 which shows part of an entry
from Chemical Abstracts Review,Vol.85. The "+" indicates the start and the "=" the end of a title. It can be seen
that the length of print line permits some titles to be cited in full, while others have .A.to be shortened. The full
bibliographic citttion for each title can be found by cross referring from the identifying number in the right-hand
column. As a cortrol device, a list of words for which no indexing entry should be made is stored in the computer.
This "stop list" of non-significant terms usually includes conjunctions and the indefinite and definite articles. A KWIC
index is often called quick and dirty: quick in that it is easy to prepare and cheap to run; dirty in that there will be a
number of trivial index entries and, since the vocabulary is uncontrolled, the user has to think of alternative terms that
express the subject he is searching for.

Matthews has described the use of additional control features to improve the effectiveness of the KWIC indexes in TI1
use at ICI (UK) Ltd30 . These control methods are:

Stringing. The KWIC program creates an index entry for each "word" not on the stop list. As far as the program
is concerned a "word" is a string of alphabetic or numeric characters between two blanks. By inserting hyphens,
for example, the program will not recognise certain words for index entry. In another context, the same words
might be significant and not inserting hyphens will allow them to be selected for index entry. This method of
manually tagging entries overcomes the inflexibility of a stop list.

- 20 character rule. This is an extension of stringing. The program only creates index entries if "words" are less
than 21 characters. Word& which are useful in context but have no value can be extended to more than 20
characters by stringing.

- The double period. The 20 character rule can cause useful entries to be lost. The program will not index a word
,1~, ending in 2 periods (full stops). Matthews also describes variations on the basic KWIC format which have been

implemented in his organisation. It is evident that KWIC indexing lends itself to a variety of applications and
there is great scope for modifications and tailoring to meet particular needs.

KWIC has also been applied to repackaging the output from computer searches. The user selects the items to be
indexed, through a regular on-line search. The search can cover any number of data bases and the On-Line KWIC program
merges them into a unified KWIC Index that is used as an index to items printed off-line in separate bibliographies. The
user can make several copies of the output to provide desk-top reference aids to the personnel who need them until the
next On-Line KWIC Index is run31'32.

1 6.2 KWOC Indexes

• Because the filing of the index words in KWIC is not in the usual place and seems unfamiliar, KWOC (Key Word. .. "%

Out of Context) was developed as a variation. Each index term is extracted from its context and printed separately in
the left-hand margin followed by a complete title rather than a shortened version. Figure 12 is a page from a KWOC
index to reports published by the RAE. KWOC indexing has been applied to some large, important national collections
with a view to making them widely known:

The US National Technical Information Service (NTIS) has issued on 1400 microfiche, indexes to over 750,000
of its publications from 1964 to December 1978 with separate cumulations for 1979 and 1980. Apart from
accession/report number and personal author indexes, there is a KWOC index. An interesting feature is that
plural words have been truncated so that the singular and plural forms of a word appear as one group under the
singular form. Thus titles containing the words "atmosphere" and "atmospheres" will appear in one sequence
under the word "atmosphere".

- The UK British Library Lending Division (BLLD) has holdings of 140,000 serial tittes which cover all subject
fields and languages and 50,000 of these are current. KIST (Keyword Index to Serial Titles) is a KWOC index
on 65 microfiche to this collection. Subscribers receive an updated replacement set of microfiche every 3 months.

6.3 Program Packages

There are a number of program packages for generating and produzing KWIC and KWOC indexes3 4, 1. Two such ' r
packages are: ... ,

ASSASSIN (Agricultural System for the Storage and Subsequ.nt Selection of Information). This package was
designed and used at ICI (UK) Agricultural Division but it is not limited to processing agricultural information.
The system. accepts ilpu i in the form of abstracts or docume its Lad provides a wide range of indexes from
automatic indexes based on free text to a controlled approaca. The package, which is written for International A"

Business Machines (IBM) Computers, is used by many divisions within ICI as well as external organisations36 .

- COIN (COBOL INdexing and maintenance package) is a sui,.e of programs written in International Computers
Limited (ICL) 1900 COBOL designed to produce printed indexes including KWIC and KWOC. The package is
used by the UK i3uilding Research Establishment to produ ;e serials lists"3 and the British Broadcasting

65 Corporation (BBC) to produce indexes of radio and televi.ion broadcasts37.
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ECTRICAL MEASUREMENT OF AEROSOLS= +EL 85 099545

D TOXICOLOGY OF INHALED AEROSOLS= +PHARMACOLOGY AN 85 014748
NUM IN AERONAUTICAL AND AEROSPACE APPLICATION: ADVAN 35 128704
LUIDS AND LUBRICANTS IN AEROSPACE APPLICATIONS= F 85 096642
ROCESS DEVELOPMENTS FOR AEROSPACE=  ALLOY AND P 85 123649

TRUCTURE OF PSEUDO4ONAS AERIJGINOSA AS RELATED TO RFSI 85 000732
ANTIGENS OF PSEUDOMONAS AERUGINOSA= +VIRULENCE AND 85 074600

SISTANCE IN PSEUDOIIONAS AERUGINOSA= BASIS OF DRUG RE 85 002207

ELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY ( AES) AND SECONDARY ION MASS S 85 071556
SPECTROSCOPY (ESCA AND AES)= SAMPLES USING ELECTRON 85 197154

A R VIEW OF RECENT LEED- AES-XPS RESULTS= SURFACES: 85 025652

+ANOTHER FOOD CHEMICAL# AF-2, ALPIA-2-FURYL-5-NITRO-2 85 031035
ETS. PART I. STATE OF AFFAIRS= SPOT WELDED SHE 85 097384

ESSA1TS, TRYPTOPHAIIN AND AFFECTIVE DISORDER= ANTIDEPR 85 103593
ATE IN THE TREATMENT OF AFFECTIVE DISORDERS?= CARBON 85 086932

+BIOCHEMISTRY OF AFFECTIVE DISORDERS= 85 190161
EUROPHARMACOLOGY OF THE AFFECTIVE DISORDERS= +N 85 000054
YCHOPHARMACOLOGY OF THE AFFECTIVE DISORDERS= PS 85 116433

NOSIS AND MEDICATION OF AFFECTIVE DISORDERS= THE DIAG 85 103591

TS IN THE ASSESSMENT OF AFFECTIVE STATES IN MAN= 85 116434

EVANT REGULATION OF THE AFFINITY AND CONCENTRATION OF 85 137o13

HARACTERIZATION OF THE + AFFINITY CHROMATOGRAPHY AND C 85 073542

ZYME +GENERAL LIGAND AFFINITY CHROMATOGRAPHY IN EN 85 073965

CLEIC ACIDS AND + AFFINITY CHROMATOGRAPHY OF NU 85 058907

LYLYSINE-SEPHAROSE 4B= 4. AFFINITY CHROMATOGRAPHY ON PO 85 118486

PURIFICATION. LIGANDS, AFFINITY CHROMATOGRAPHY, ENZY 85 073965

+DESIGN PARA14ETERS IN AFFINITY CHROMATOGRAPHY= 85 074372
+ AFFINITY CHROMATOGRAPHY= 85 099054
+ AFFINITY CHROMATOGRAPHY= 85 099055

ATRIXES FOR BIOSPECIFIC AFFINITY CHROMATOGRAPHY= M 85 155862

LICATION OF BIOSPECIFIC AFFINITY CHROMATOGRAPHY= APP 85 -106123

THE CARRIER MATERIAL IN AFFINITY CHROMATOGRAPHY= AS 85 043101

FFINITY AND HYDROPHOBIC AFFINITY CHROMATOGRAPHY=+BIOA 85 015937

+THE SPECIFICITY AND AFFINITY OF ANTIBODIES TO STE 35 091918

LS FOR REFRACTORY +THE AFFINITY OF THE PLATINUM META 85 164910

H AND +NEGATIVE AFFINITY PHOTOCATHODF RESEARC 85 152311

WITH NEGATIVE ELECTRON AFFINITY SURFACES= DEVICES 85 16951

ALLIC REACTIONS= + AFFINITY-CONTROLLED ORGANOMET 85 123996

INS WITH ALTERED OXYGEN AFFINITY
=  +HEMOGLOB 85 138680

TIC AMINIES, SAFROLE AND AFLATOXIN Bi= QITH AROMA 85 104711

+THE ROLE OF AFLATOXIN IN HUNAII DISEASE= 85 041880

MYCOTOXINS, ESPECIALLY AFLATUXIN MUTAGENESIS= ON 85 057549

+EFFECT OF AFLATOXIN ON ANIMALS AND THE 85 014749
ILLUS TOXINS OTHER THAN AFLATOXIN= *ASPERG S 0 4 1 5 7 R

+ AFLATOXINS AND THE LIVER= 85 014733

Fig.1 l Sample of KWIC index

'Vl
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KWIC and KRWOC indexes rely on the titles of documents being informative and this is generally the case with
scientific and technical reports. Titles can also 've supplmeated or "enrichsd" by adding extra key words which will
be processed as index entries.

Suggested applications for KWIC aitd KWOC indexes:

- announcement, accessions bulletins,

- indexing literature surveys,

- indexing conference proceedings,

- personal files of journal references or reports,

- short-term laboratory data compilations,

- journal (serials) holdings lists 3,-

- indexing scientific and technical reports collections.

6.4 SLIC Indexes

It was noted at 2.1 ,bove that the only way to provide multiple-access in a precoordinate indexing sstem is to
make entries for all the possible combinations of the index terms by permutation. Since permutation is an e> pensive
way of providing for finding combinations, it would Jeari) be useful if it could be eliminated. Since per.nmation is
concerned with arranging terms in different orders the first thing is to fix the ordei of the terms. When t:. is done, all
combinations are kept in that ordei. All entries which form the beginnings of longer entries are eliminated- This is the "e
principle of a SLIC (Selective Listing in Combination) index. To illustrate how it works:

Engines, Bolts, Fatigue
A B

Total number of possible combinations (2 n - 1) Entries in a SLIC Index (2 0- ))

S1. Engines I . Engines, bolts, fatigue
2. Engines, bolts 2. Engines, fatigue
3. Engines, bolts, fatigue 3. Bolts, fatigue

4. Engines, fatigue 4. Fatigue

-. Bolts

6. Bolts, fatigue .

7. Fatigue

Thus in column A, entry number 3 wil also cover numbers 1 and 2 which are thus dispensed with and number 6 covers
5 which can also be dropped leaving the reduced number of entries shown in column B. It is not however practicable
to use SLIC for a large number ot index terms, but five is a reasonable number and produces 16 entries. This is too
many to use in a manual system, but practi able with a computer. SLIC was originated by John Sharp who provides a
fuller description of the main features 8 ,3 9.

7. COMPUTERISED IR SYSTEMS

7.1 Introduction

in the summary h'story of IR (1.3 above) it was noted that in the 1950-1959 period, punched card data pro:essing
came into widespread use. Existing manual postcoordinate systems wcre convertible to punched card operations with
former edge-notched card systemb using a card sorter and plai,i and punched feature card systems using a collating device

* These systems were largely superseded in the 1960s by omputer sytems using magnetic tape as the storage medium for
data. A development at the end of this period was the application of computer processing and type setting to the major
abstracting and indexing servic.s. A Ly-product of these pro,.csses Wa a magnetic data tape which could be loaded into
a computer system and searched by undertaking a senal record-by-record s.an of each tape. The method of searching
these tapes was tc construct "search profiles", batcH them together and run them against the records on the tape.
Batch scarchin., is still frequently used, particularly to provide .urre..t awareness services, many personal profiles can ,
be matcl" A during a single run and so khe average unit cost is faily low. Current awareness activities and Selective
Dissemination of Information (SDI) are described in detail in Volume II, Section 6 of this Manual.

Batuh methods for comprehensive retrospet.tie starches are not satisfactory, it becomes time-consuming and
uneconomic to do lungthy computer runs except wvhere u nuntber of searches can be run together. Another disadvantage
of batch searchig is that the seaicher cannot modify his strategy during the run. If the references retrieved are unsatis
factory, then die p:ofile ha to be amended off-line with resulting delay and possibly irritation for the system user.
For retrospective searching, the morC rapid access that fazt-acces. iJtices (such as mainetic discs) in on-line systems

r offer is needed.
:.:I.
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7.2 On-Line Information Retrieval

In the mid 1960s there were a number of projects under way whi.h were to prove important in the future develop-
ment of on-line access to bibliograp ,ic data bases. Two such projects were:

-.. The System Development Corporation (SDC) of Santa Monica. California u as providing an on-line service to a
data base of 200,000 references for 13 govem'nent and private organisations. This work was sponsored by the
Advanced Research Projects Agencv (ARPA), of the US Department of Defense. By 1968 SDC had developed
a program package for on-line searching known as ORBIT (Qn-Line Retrieval of Bibliographic Information
Tirne-Shared) 0 .

- The Lockheed Missiles and Space Corporation of Palo Alto, California were developing a program package for
on-line searching for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). The package was called
RECON (Remote Console) and was based on their own DIALOG package. The RECON system allows NASA
installations, Industrial Applications Centers, contractors and various government agencies to interrogate on-line
the NASA data base- The RECON package was mide available to the European Space Agency (ESA) in 1 9 6 9 4i.

In the library sense an on-line bibliographic data base generally means a collection of bibliographic records held
on-line in a fast-access computer store (usually a disc file). "On-line" means that the searche; is in direct communication
with the data base he wants to search and to the computer in which it is stored. rhe method of accessing and searching
an on-line data base can be summarised as follows: the searcher first makes contact with the computer which holds the
data bases he wishes to interrogate; he then carries on a dialogue with the data base by means of computer programs

. designed to make the on-line system available to inquirers. Such a process is also called "interactive'" use of the data
' , ~ base. The searcher samples the on-line store and refines or alters his query until he obtains a satisfactory set of references.

The final set of references can be pAnted out immediately at the searcher's terminal or can be ordered as an off-line print
to be -zent on to him. This process will now be examined in detail and the description is concerned with data bases which
are held in computer stores outside the searcher's organisation. "In-house" on-line IR is not specifically considered and
although much of what follows is common to external and internal systems, reference should be made to Volume II,
Section 5 of this Manual for detailed consideration of the latter.

Z2.1 Equipment; Communications

Figure 13 shows the UK access point to the European Space Agency's Information Retrieval Service (ESA/IRS).
This access point is part of the ESA/IRS communicat; is network known as ESANET (Fig.14) which has over 10,000
kilometres of leased telephone lines and stretches from Stockholm in the North to Rabat in the South. The UK end
of ESA/IRS is known as DIALTECH and is managed by the Technology Reports Centre (TRC) of the Department of
Industry. To communicate with the ESA[IRS host computer which is located at Frascati, near Rome, the searcher

-, needs a terminal. Terminals are of two kinds:

- a video terminal which resembles a television screen with a typewriter keyboard.

- a printerlterminal which resembles a conventional typewriter.

'The searcher uses the terminal keyboard to send messages to the system and the responses are displayed on the video
terminal or recorded on the paper output of the printer/terminal. It is desirable that a video terminal should be
supplemented with a "slave" printer which can be switched on when necessary to record a search strategy or capture
references retrieved. An example of a "slave" printer is the Tally TI 612 shown in Figure 15 (background). This type
of printer is also known as an RO ("Receive Only" - it has no keyboard and messages cannot be sent) machine. The
Tally T1612 shown in Figure 15 (foreground) is an example of a printer/terminal.

The UK searcher makes contact with TRC by dialling a telephone number. The terminal and the host computer
communicate by means of information which is in digital foim, the telephone system is designed to carry information
in analogue form - electrical signals into sound waves. To convcrt digital signals to sound waves and back again a

__ modem (modulator/demodulator) is necessary. A modem is 'isually rented from the national public telegraph and
telephone (PTT) authority and is a fixture. An alternative is a type of nodem called an acoustic coupler which is
portable and can be used with any telephone handset. There are some printer/terminals which have acoustic couplers
built in as part of the machine.

At-TRC incoming telephone calls are consolidated or "concentrated" by a PD' 11 minicomputer which acts as a
Remote Terminal Concentrator (RTC) into a single telecommunications channel an,. sent at high speed to Frascati.
A second PDP 11 minicomputer drives a high-speed line-printer for producing off-h ie prints of requested references.

The usual operating speed for a terminal is 30 characters per second (cps) which is near to normal reading speed
and printer/terminals often have the additional advantage of using quiet non-impact printing methods. This can be an
important consideration if it is necessary to locate the terminal in a public area of a library unit. A terminal operating
at 120 cps can also be used and can be used for printing out retrieved references on the spot when a 30 cps machine
would make it prohibitively expensive. A terminal operating at 240 cps is used by TRC for its TECHSEARCH service
to carry out searches on behalf of Department of Industry customers who do not have their own terminals. Tbe
Defence Research Information Centre (DRIC) performs a similar service for the UK defence community. Useful advice
on terminals and telecommunications can be found in Hall 42 , Houghton 43 and Wallace".

.IV 
%'
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Fig. 15 Tally Ti1612 RO printer (background) and printer/terminal (foreground)

7.2.2 Da,'i Base Structure

The principles Of serial (uminverted) dnd inverted file Organisation were desc-ribed above at 4.1 and the on-line data
base is structured in accordance with these principles. Figure 16 is a model of a data base file structure. There are 3

... ~ . ~ separate but closely related files which are held on a magnetic. disc or some other fast-access device. The 3 files are.

- the index file,
- the inverted file of postings,

- the serial (uninverted) print file.

The indeAk file is an alphabetical list of the searchable terms in the data base. Linked with each term are 2 items of data.

- the address on the disc where the "postings" for this term are held,

- the number of postings associattd with this term (i.e. a count of the number of references to w hic.h this particular
term has been assigned).

;....

The inverted file stores, for each term which appears in th, index file, a list of all the document numbers to which
' ' the term applies.

The serial (unin-erted) print file is arranged in re ord number or acnession number order and stores various"biUio-
graphic data including possibly an abstract and a list of the index terms assoc~iated with the document.

It can be seen that the foregoing description currespoiids closely to the organisation of files in manual postcoordinate
Sindexing system desribed in Chapter 3. The index and inverted file are the descriptor file and the print file is the docu-

. ment number file. The matc hing proess of superiniposing punched feature Lards o, comparing numbers corresponds to
that of combining sets where the computer systems also carry out comparison tests. The main differenc, of course, is

-that the on-line data base may hold Over a million doounf-nt references instead of merely thousands, and large numbers
of •earch terms can be manipulated in seconds. In Figure 16 the comparison of record numbers in the inverted file shows
that only number 36 meets the specification of being by "Schuler" and about "documentation".
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NUMBER 0
RECORDS

(POTS TO) (POINTS TO)

NDEX FILEPRINT FILE ILE

3 AARDVAR K (INDEX TE RM ) .. ................................

.-------------------------- --------------- ---------------------------------

4O DOCU4ENTATION (INDEX --------------- --- -

TERM) -- - - - - - -

-- --- --- --- -- --- --- --- --- --- -- --- --- --- ------------------------------

4 SCHULER, S C (AUTHOR)-

1I-:: RECORD 36: TI - MANUAL OF

-- - ------------------ , 'DOCUMENTATION PRACTICES APPLICABLE
------ RECORDS4--- - TO DEFENCE-AEROSPACE SCIENTIFIC ANU rk

10 zoo (INDEX TERM) TECHNICAL INFORMATION.

AU - SCHULER, S C (ED)

Fig. 16 Model of data base file structure

Other features of an on-line retrieval system are:

- Display of the indexing vocabulary of the data base. The system can be commanded to display the terms
alphabetically adjacent to any search term along with the postings for each term. Related terms can also be
shown and the searcher can incorporate these into his search strategy.

Truncation device. The sample search in Figure 20 shows the use of the truncation symbol, "?". By entering
"ink?" all terms beginning with "ink" (e.g. "inks", "inking" etc.) will be automatical!y selected.

, Print formats. There are a number of options available. The searcher can request that records of varying length -
bibliographic citation only, citation plus index terms, citation plus abstract - be displayed. In some systems it is
possible to use a "sort" command to organise the output in a particular way.

-- 4, -Free text searching. As well as using a controlled vocabulary, some data bases index natural-language terms
occurring in the titles and abstracts of documents. A natural-language system is likely to be superior to a con-

tog trolled vocabulary system for carrying out highly specific searches. It enables the searcher to look for documents
in which individual organisations, products, processes and individuals are named. On a general point, human
indexing of documents is costly and it is quite likely to be cheaper to put abstracts or partial text (such as
summaries or conclusions) into machine-readable form for searching purposes. Martin4 s describes tests carried
out by the ESA on NASA Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR) tapes for 1973 and 1974 using
either controlled vocabulary or a special natural-language index. Results showed the natural-language index to
be superior in many ways tn the controlled vocabulary.

7.2.3 Search Preparation

In order to make the best use of relatively costly on-line time, a certain amount of search preparation is necessary
and the various steps can be summarised as follows:

- Consult the inquirer and define the subject as precisely as possible. Is a broad comprehensive search required or
a small number of highly relevant references? What sort of references are required (e.g. "state-of-the-art
reviews")?.
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- Any restrictions as to date, language?

- Any references known to be relevan:? (Useful for finding relevant authors and index terms.)

- Any particular files to be searched or is the choice left to the intermediary?

Analyse the subject and list the main concepts. Translate them into searL terms using a thesaurus if ne~.essary
(see Figure 1 - the output process).

Think of alternative terms. Allow for American spelling (e.g. "fibre,'fiber", "organisation,'organization'" both
forms of the latter term can be taken care of by inserting a "universal character", thus. "organi#ation").
Remember that multilingual data bases such as PASCALINE, the machine-readable version of Bulletin
Signalktique, can be sear.hed in French, German and English and searth terms in thehe languages should be
included in the search strategy.

Points like these can be noted on a simple inquiry form illustrated in Figures 18(a), 18(b) and used by the UK
Atomic Weapons Research Establishment (AWRE).

For control and accounting purposes, details of searches undertaken can be noted in a register or on . search form
.ach as the one illustrated in Figure 17 and used by the UK AWRE. Where several on-line systems .re used and payment
is in different currencies, the accounting wan get a little compli,.,ated. Southampton University Lit-dry (UK) ue simple
computer programs written in the BASIC programming language and run on a PDP 11 minicomputer control their
expenditure. The program for DIALTECH (ESA/IRS) accounting is reproduced at Figure 19. n

7.2.4 The On-Line Search

Figure 20 illustrates a simple search carried out on the INSPEC data base on ESA,'IRS. After logging into the
sy stem and identify ing himself by means of a password, the searcher selects the data base he w ishes to sear,.h by issuing
a command, which is a formal instruction to the computer system. The dialogue with the system is ,arried on by means
of such commands. Woids and phrases which describe the subject of the searkh are entered and the system reports the
number of references which match the search statement, transfers them to a temporary working store and assigns a .
reference number to this "collection" or set. Sets can be combined using Boolean operators, chief of which are AND,
OR and NOT. Two of these operators are illustrated in the simple search. A more complex search profile together
with a detailed explanation of Boolean operators can be found in Volume II, Part 6, pages 110-112 of this Manual.
The search illustrates the process of inspeiting references retrieved, selecting further index terms and ,ombining further
sets until a satisfactory search has been completed. An off-line print is then requested, but the references could quickly
have ben printed out by the searcher on a 120 cps printeriterminal. Alternatively, if a large number of references had .
been retrieved and it was necessary to scan them all, the acession numbers only could have been printed on the spot
and the abstracts consulted in the appropriate printed volumes if the searcher's library subscribes to them.

Presentation of on-line search results can be a problem and inquirers are unlikely to be impressed by multiple pages
of references printed on the usual computer line-printer paper. There are a number of possibilities for improving the
appearance of search results:

- It was roted at 7.2.2 above that some on-line systems included a "sort" command for organising the output of
retrieved references.

Retrieved references can be repackaged in KWIC format (6.1 above).

If abstracts need to be studied, the inquirer can be referred to the typographically more attrai.tive printed indexes.

4' Many terminals used for on-line searching have "intelligence" (i.e. they can be programmed) and they can be used
to reformat the references retrieved and present them in an attractive way. ,4

Z2.5 Training for On-Line IR ,_5

In a contribution to the First International On-Line Information Meeting, held in London in December 1977,

Williams"' concludes that the best way of carrying out on-line searthes is to have an intermediar-y do the job with the
requester present to give advie and assistance. Many library units have found this to be so in praLtie. On-line searching
is not a skill which once learnei (like swimming) can easily be recalled. Constant piactiLe is needed to remain profikient.
,There are so many new developments in facilities a vailable on data bases that only personnel who are regularly karry ing

out searches can keep up to date. There are various possibilities for training:

- New users can benefit by watching a skilled searcher carry out an on-line search.

Study of sample searches in systems manuals (produced by all on-line service suppliers).

- Hands on practice under the friendly guidance of a colleague.

i Attending courses organised by service suppliers. ESA/IRS National Centres organise regular training courses.

Joining the various national on-line user groups and attending meetings.

Keeping up to date by studying newsletters produted by service suppliers and reading ouh serial publications
as Online47 and Online Review48 .
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, ...- : A W R E ON-LINE SEARCH..

SYSTEM: Lo e~easI 1 i LO ENQUIRY No. 4_.+"

SEARCHED BY: DWg DATE: I-"
CUSTOMER: Dr C-" 90eZAC E

ADDRESS: 0 c I

TELEPHONE No.: y, 0 1 '6

SUBJECT OF SEARCH:

LOGON TIME LGGOFF TiME:

3:L -O: 20 5 3

File No. File Name Search Time Items Retrieved T or PR and Format
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AWRE INFORMATION ENQUIRY 444

Enquirer: tF1 c. F. JIJ 1 CTF-" Telephone No. x 9 0 | ..

Address: S o I

-V.4Brief Description of Enquiry:

~Additional Details:
CL,"

Level of sophistication required:

Sources already consulted by Enquirer and References known:

.'-'* Urgency: 2. .

Foreign Languages: 'F -- o( Crew -- o.
::. 'j

Period to be covered: 0"7: "".Z

IBooks D Review Articles/Bibliographies Journal Articles

Patents D Reports E- Classified Literature []

O -f,, (-r.,,

Fig.18(a) On-line inquiry form (front) Y,..
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Date Received: 0. Searched by: ~ 2
(i0

External Sources Consulted:

Ff

DRIC/RECON DAWRE/DIALTECH I

Comments/ Results 4

Ofg 1 efPE.$

PE I I=W

- o.8 O'ie- e-ck LocJkLzec WAtLLGr

IMjSPFC- ftde- uV, j-Rg --I S

2- t4~ -77 M 6

i CA

A *4A

.04.

M92S/76

Fig.18(b) On-line inquiry form (reverse) rE
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DIRLTE. BASE 14 13 11-Oct-79 16: 01
30 RERRK DIRLTECH RCCOLINTING PROGRRI RFR"IL 1979
50 PRINT
60 PRINT "?LRAST TOTRL?"
70 PRINT
83 IN.PUT T9
100 PRINT
105 LET Si.- S 2, -<S: = 0
110 PRINT "?c<ERRCH NO?"
120 PRINT
130 INPUT 5$
190 PRINT
200 PR rNT "? FIRST SET EG:

* 220 PRIb T
230 PRINT "... MINLITES IN FILE"
232 PRINT "...... PRINTS""'
2'4 PRINT "... RU RPPROX TOTAL"
240 GOTO 260
250 PRINT "? NEXT SET OR 0 ?11
260 PRINT
270 INPUT Nil
280 IF NI = 0 THEN .340
290 INPUT NS, N2
300 LET 51 = Si + NI
310 LET 52 = S2 + N2
320 LET 53 = S3 + N3
330 GOTO 250
340 REPARK RLLOM FOR Rl') OR PI GPO CHRRGES
350 PRINT "TYPE IN RM' OR 'PPi'" ,
360 PRINT
370 INPUT N
380 PRINT
390 IF N$ = "R" THEN 410
400 IF N-l$ = "PI'" THEN 430
410 LET 01 = 0. 18
420 GOTO 440
430 LET 01 = 0.12 ,
440 REMRRK COP/PUTER TOTAL 5,
450 LET Ti = 51 * 1 i . 15 ! TOTRL GPO CHRRGE INC. VRT@ I 5
460 LET T2 = -2 .C. . 67205 * 1. 15 ! AL TOTAL IN POLINDS STERLING PLU5 VR
T @I!5Z
470 LET T3 53 * 0. 0-22 * .1. 15 ! TOTAL PRINT CHFIRGE PLUS VRT @ IS5'
480 LET T4 = T2 + T- !TOTRL DIRLTECH CHARGES INC. "T
490 LET T5 = Ti + T2 + T3 !GRRND TOTRL
500 REAIRRK RUNNING TOTrL
518 LET T9= T9+ T5
520-t PRINT ""

530 PR IN T "'
140 REMRRK PRINTOUT OF RE-<UL TS 'T I"

550 PRINT "THE TOTRL CHRRGES IN POUNDS STERLING FOR SEARCH(ES) "5$" FIRE
I 560 PRINT l

I.t570 PRINT "DI RLTECH GPO TOTRL RUNNING 7OI07-A

560 PRINT SLIING "## ## r4, T, T5.,T9

PRINT "? RE-RUN: OR • ?"

630 PINLIT Y, 6-?0 INPUT '

640 IF Yf = "Y" THEN 100
650 IF Y$ = "N" THEN 670
660 GOTO 610
670 PRINT
675 PRINT "DON'T FORGET TO BYEF!!!!" -'
680 END

Fig.19 BASIC program for DIALTECH (ESA/IRS) accounting ....:-"'.
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Dialtoch SEARCH:ANALYSIS OF THE INK JET PRINTING PROCESS

File 08: INSPEC: 1971-78.19 -Choose database (Inspec): Response to
SET ITEMS DESCRIPTION Begin 8' command.

4 ? SINK? - User enters command next to question mark.

1 342 INK?- Select 'NK? (? gives right-band truncation)
?.." " 9 S JET? (Response from computer

P 5111 JET?
i~x ? SDROF'?

3 4635 DROP?
K SPRINT?

4 5015 PRINT?
? Cl*(213)*4

5 153 1*(2+3)*4 - Combine sets C 'AND. * OR)
? SANALYS?

2.? SFLOW 6 84311 ANALYS?
'?l? SFLOW

V 7 37302 FLOW
? SFLUID(W)DYNAMICS

8 1567 FLUID(W)DYNAMICS

? SVISCOSITY
9 4807 VISCOSITY

? SRHEOL?

10 1111 RHEOL?

? C5*(6+7+8F9F10)
T - 11 12 5*(6+7+8 Type first reference (most recent) in Set 11.

78A025766, 78B018188 INSPEC Journal Paper
Drop formation characteristics of electrostatic ink Jet usingy; water colored ink
Agui, T.; Nakajima, M.; Nishimura, S.
Imagin Sci. & Engineering Labs,, Toky3o Inst. of Technol., Tokyo,

Japan
Electrophotography (Japan), vol.15, no.2 1170474 elpya, 1976,

38-45. In Japarese , 6 Refs Treatment EXPERIMENTAL
Classification Codes: A41101', B8660, B5180D
Controlled Terms: electrostatics / Jets / drop.s / capillarity /

Printing
Uncontrolled Terms: electrostatic ink Jet / ink drop freaiurnicw /

ink flow / ink drop diameters / capillary

? SAERODYNAMIC?
12 2409 AERODYNAMIC?

? C12*5+11
13 18 12*5+11

? T13/6- -Type refs from 13 in Format 6 (Titles only)
78C005977 INSPEC Journal Pa er

4 Aerodynamic correction for ink Jet Printing

78C003793 INSPEC Journal Paper
Compensating for aerodynamic drag in an ink Jet Printer

78A025766, 78B018188 INSPEC Jourral Paper
Drop formation characteristics of electrostatic ink Jet usir,

water colored ink

77B040157, 77C024749 INSPEC Journal Parer
Development and characterisation of ink for an electrostatic tr,k

Jet Printer

778040155, 77C024745 INSPEC Journal Paper
. Drop charging and deflection in an electrostatic ink jet printer

? PR13/4 - Order off-line priitout of set 13 in format 4 (includes abstract)

P13/4/1-18

LOGOFF Logofi

Fig. 20 Simple search carried out on DIALTECH (ESA/IRS)

Fig.20 Simple search carried out on DIALTECH (ESA/IRS)
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- Practising on training data bases. For example, Lockheed's ONTAP (On-line Training Ar.d Prictl.ic) asing a
sub-set of the low cost ERIC data base, users can elect to perform searches of varying ditficalty and have their
performance assessed. ESA/IRS offers a sub-set of the INSPEC data base relating to infoitnation science, again
at a low access fee.

Z2.6 Advantages'and Limitations of On-Line IR

Following are the main advantages of on-line IR:

Easy and rapid access to a wide range of data bases, many of which may not be available locally. The user can N N
have access to over 40 million references which are up-dated at the rate of 5 million a year. Occasional access
can be made to data bases which could net be .ustifiably purcnased in printed form (not to mention storage
limitations). Information is bought when needed instead of being routinely bought as an Insurance against -,
possible need.

The user is an active participant and can adjust his search strategy and recover from errors of poor query
formulation. A whole data base can be re-searched if necessary whereas this would be a formidable and boring
task with large numbers of printed index volumes.

Elimination of tedious note-taking, typing and photocopying which is characteristic of manual searchaig.
Output can be sorted in different ways - by author, titlc or journal and compiled in a form useful for the
requester.

On-line data bases can be searched by many more access points than a printed index. For example, a data base
may have 15-20 index terms assigned to each item and all of these can be searched, the corresponding printed ..

version would be limited to four or five index entry points for cost reasons.

- The data base is normally much more up to date than the corresponding printed indexes.

- Closer contact with users. Most searches are done by a librarian/information officer and it is helpful to have
the user present to help direct the search by identifying suitable keywords, changing the search strategy where
necessary and suggesting the follow-up of fruitful lines of nquir which often unexpectedly suggest themselves
in such a "conversational" method of working. The librarian can also introduce users to other aspects of the
library service at the same time.

Limitations:

System difficulties. Reliability and availability of many systems could be much better. (Printed indexes are
always available.)

- Data bases often do not extend as far back as required, for example, Chemical Abstracts are available on-line
from 1969 whereas the printed volumes have been published since 1907. Physics Abstracts which have been
published since 1898 are only available on-line from 1969.

Expense. Highly visible charges are incurred eac. iiiae an on-line search is carried out whereas pnnted indexes
can be searched an unlimited number of times at no obvious extra cost. The cost of storing printed indexes is
an overhead cost, more or less independent of the volume of use. ". -

Only one searcher can use a terminal at a time (though it should be noted that on-line searches are much shorter
than searches through printed indexes).

The question is sometimes raised as to whether prin., I indexes can be dispensed with altogether, given the
availability of machine-readable versions. it Las already been noted that data bases are relatively recent and that older
issues of indexes need to be consulted. Ideally, a library unit should subscribe to printed indexes which are extensively
used and fundamental to the work it is engaged in. It is difficult to imagine that a defence-aerospace organisation
could do without the printed volumes of NASA STAR (Scientific and Technicai Aerospace Reports) and IAA
(LIternational Aerospace Abstracts). European users of on-line systems pay much highr network charges than their
North American colleagues arid it would not take many on-line searches to exceed the subscription costs to the IAA . -.

and STAR printed volumes. Anothzr reason for having printed versions of fundamental abstracts and indexes is that
some queries are most effectively answered by sianning entries in a printed index and some are so easily dealt with by
such conventional methods that the cust of doing them on-line is unwarranted. For example, a sunple check of biblio-
graphical details for whih most of the information is already available can be done by checking pnnted abstracts. On c ..'
the other hand, complicated coordmation of several index terms is ery difficult to do manually and is best carried out
on-line.

There is a good deal of uncritical writing about on-line IR and it is difficult to find cautionairy and detached opinions.
Some if thc exaggerated claims for on-line are reminiscent of the extravagant claims of the 1940s and early 1950s con-
cerning microforms and how they would make print obsolete. Harry Collier's sober words are worth reflecting on.
"Long, long ago there were just books. Then there were books and journals. Then there were books and journals and
batch-processing computers. Then there were books and journals and batch-processing komputers and mnirofilm and
on-line terminals. The choice and the variety are to be welcomed, and the challenge to the librarian's or information
officer's skill in knowing which too! to use to get the required information accurately, quitkly and economncaily is a
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challenge that should be welcomed. On-line terminals are an additional tool in the world of bibliographic information;
let us use them in the wisest and most efficient manner ' 49.

7.2.7 Future Developments

A brief look will be taken at IR developments which are already in evidence in some organisations and likely to
become more widespread in the very near future. Therefore, "paperless information systems" and the like will not be .

considered. The subject can be pursued in a recent book by Lancaster" .  %

- More of the same - more data bases, more systems, longer service hours, faster printout service, lower prices
per search. ."

- More SDI facilities. Already available for example with the NTIS, Chenucal Abstracts and PASCALINE data .i
bas.s (ESA/IRS).

- M3re on-line document ordering. Already available for example with NTIS and PASCALINE (ESA/IRS).

- More data bases with abstracts.

- Computer aided fact and knowledge retrieval as well as references and data retrieval.

Low cost telecommunications networks for European on-line users. This is the aim of EURONET (Fig.21)
which when fully implemented will have the same potential for inexpensive IR as the sophistic,ted North
American networks.

- Standardisation of search commands. SESAME, the Common Command Language of DIANE (Direct
Information Access Network for Europe - the intellectual side of the system as opposed to the telecommui'ca-
tions aspect - EURONET) is an example. ESA/IRS is a host on EURONET and can be searched usn~g SESivdE
as well as the existing command language.

- Multilingual data bases with automatic vocabulary switching.

- Automatic data base selection.

- Application of search strategies to several data bases simultaneously instead of having to search one at a time.
Bibliographic Retrieval Services (BRS) have the CROSS DATABASE feature which enables all data bases on the -'

system to be searched or particular ones can be selected.

Automatic log on procedures. With some 20 DIANE host computers and 150 data bases, on EURONET, a
terminal with a memory will be a necessity to relieve the searcher of the chore of remembenng passwords and
carrying out the correct iog on procedures.

- Widespread use of microcomputers. Within the last 2-3 years microcomputers which ase little electricity, require t .,
no special air-conditioned environments and which are portable have become available for little more than the
cost of a colour television receiver. Many of these machines could function as on-line terminals and could be
used, as noted above, to perform automatic log on procedures and to reformat citations retrieved duiing a search
(7.2.4 above). Greater use of microcomputers in IR will be feasible when inexpensive, fast-access, mass data
storage devices (disc systems) are available and this is likely to occur in the near future.

8. OBSERVATIONS

This Section of the Manual has outlined the principles on which information retrieval is based and examples have
been given of indexing systems based on these principles. Human judgement and ,^AfpUience are essential in deciding the
most appropriate system for particular applications.

The availability of computerised IR systems on a "dial up" basis is to be welcomed in that it tz.uhI-% even the
smallest library unit to have rapid access to the world's published output of scientific and technical literature.

The traditional "reference interview" between the librarian/information officer and the requester is even more
important in order to find out exactly what is needed and to make the best use of comparatively costly computer
connect time.

Finally, whatever may be the arguments in favour of standardising practices in library and information units,
there will still be a need for the skilled intermediary to construct local and tailor-made s"hemes for his organisation and f414
to sympathetically interpret his requesters' needs in order to deliver to them the appropriate information. Knowledge
of techniques is important, equally important are the interpersonal skills to use these tethniques to the best advantage. ..

•V .-. .

_____ N-..
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APPENDIX A

A NOTE ON SPECIALISED INFORMATION CENTRES

1. INTRODUCTION
V.-,,

When describing the input stage of a model IR system, passing reference was made to the criteria for selecting
documents to be included in the system (1.4.1 above). Obviously only documents on subjects with which the library
unit's organisation is concerned will be selected for inclusion, but beyond this, there is not usually much in the way of
qualitative evaluation made. All AGARD or NASA scientific and technical reports in certain subject fields may be
collected, but librarians and information officers do not normally make judgements about the excellence or otherwise
of the docum.nts. Nor do most library units involve themselves in the production of new literature by synthesising
and repackaging the existing literature. At most, they produce indexes and abstracts to try and control the large
output of books, conference proceedings, journals and scientific and technical reports which all contribute to the so
called "information explosion". Perhaps the term "information explosion" is a misnomer and we should refer to a
"publications explosion" instead. How many of the thousands of documents added to libraries and information
centres contain worthwhile information as opposed to low-grade research? Which items contain work of real merit
and who is qualified to make such assessments?.

2. DEFINITION

Specialised information centres are a means of coping with the large output of publications and they are concerned
~" with the analysis and communication of highly specialised technologies. A specialised information centre (also called

Information Analysis Centre - IAC) is. "an organisation directed towards the collection of technical information and
'. data in a specific area of effort and its evaluation and filtering into a form of condensed data, summaries or state-of-the-
e art report"'.

3. BRIEF HISTORY

Specialised information centres have a long history in the US where several were set up in the nineteenth century.
After 1940 there was a rapid increase in the number of such centres. In the mid-1960s the term Information Analysis

",.' Centre (IAC) became common with the emphasis on the analysis or evaluative function. In 1963, the Weinberg report'
-' .gave formal identity and provided an impetus to the establishment of IACs and since that date they have proliferated.

The exact number of IACs is not known and there are estimated to be about 200. In the UK the first specialised
information centres were set up in the mid-1960s with financial support from the Department of Education and
Sciences Office for Scientific and Technical Information (OSTI). Martyn' has written a detailed description of four
such centres with the aim of providing criteria for evaluating the cost-effectiveness and usability of their services.

4. EXAMPLES OF SPECIALISED INFORMATION CENTRES

There are great variations in the organisation of such centres and in the services they provide. Following are two
examples of centres in the US and the UK:

Electronic PropertLs Information Centre (US). Established by US Air Force in 1961 to provide expert source
'lN" of information and data on the electronic, optical and magnetic materials of value to the Department of Defense.

The centre, now located at Purdue University, identifies, collects, catalogues, analyses and correlates unclassified
references concerning electronic properties and includes journal articles, reports, books, theses, patents, standards
and specifications and private communications. Abstracting and indexing journals are also scanned. Dotuments
collected are stored on microfiche and subscribers can buy copies. Comprehensive and critically analysed tom-
pilations of the electronic, optical and magnetic properties of materials are produced in the form of data sheets
and state-of-the-art surveys. Literature searches are carried out for a fee.

Mass Spectrometry Data Cen tre (UK). Established in 1966 at the Atomic Weapons Research Establishment
(AWRE) by OSTI with terms of reference which included, the production of a current awareness bulletin,
setting up a collection of spektra, devising methods of identifying unknown substances using cumputeris,;d
techniques. In 1978 the activities of the Centre were transferred to the United Kingdom Chemical Information
Service (UKCIS) at Nottingham University. Services produced by the Centre include the following. The Ma..
Spectrometry Bulletin which is a monthly current awareness bulletin with bibliographic details of recently
published documents dealing with mass spectrometry. (A cumulative magnetic tape version of the Bulleti.
dating back to 1966 can be bought by organisations wishing to use it on their own computers), Mdss SpeCtral
Data Sheets - mass spectra are collected and distributed on a world-wide basis ard advice is re.eived from an
International Advisory Committee for Mass Spectral Data which has representatives from the USA, Frane and
Germany as well as the UK. UKCIS also carries out tutorial sessions on the activties of the Centre and techniques
for searching mass spectral data and lierature.
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Further examples of centres can be found in an excellent, short book by Harvey4 which also examines the criteria,
problems and philosophy for establishing such centres.
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Section 8

DISSEMINATION PRACTICES

by
Fred S.Dyer

Rome Air Development Center
Griffiss AFB, NY, USA

ABSTRACT

This section addresses the dissemination of Scientific and Technical (S&T) Information
to the scientific user community. An overview of the area is presented followed by discussions
of initial and secondary distribution. The need for automated support of the processes is
described. Included as an appendix are the results of survey responses from a number of
National and International Technical Information Centers. These responses detail charters,
data bases, practices and operations of the responding S&T Information Centers. Most of
S&T information points surveyed are concerned with unclassified, unrestricted material.
The exceptions were usually those which interfaced with a well defined user community
readily subject to registration and control, and able to demonstrate a "need to know" such
as contractors working on defense contracts.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 This section of the manual deals with initial distribution of material, specific requests for material, guidelines on
sensitive aspects and conditions of release. In preparation for this section, a questionnaire was sent to a number of
National and International S&T Information points. Some operate in the classical library sense, some as national
repositories and others as specialized andor national retrieval ,enters. Responses were 9f this same general mix. Because
of this, no attempt was made to matrix the responses. The results of the sur ey are included in Appendix A with is split
into 20 separate parts one for each of the contributing centers. It should be noted that two defense repositories, the
UK Defence Resedrch Information Centre (DRIC) and the US Defence (DTIC), operations are presented in depth in
order to provide an insight into their particular -node of operations (see Appendix A, Parts 5 and 7). Detailed descrip-
tions are given showing how DRIC and DTIC handle user registration, requests for documents, document control and
recording, and specific forms used to record the processes involved.

1.2 The task facing the newly operating and even the well established S&T information center is particularly onerous
because of the proliferation of S&T information. In excess of 6,000 to 7,000 articles and reports are produced each
working day, a total of more than 2 million scientific writings a y ear. Looked at from a different point of view, this
would be as many as 20 million published words per working day. Still another measure of the problem is that "the
present world stock of S&T articles numbers at least some 20 to 30 million titles. If the books are also taken into
account you woLId add another 100 million unique titles to the collection. While some manual retrieval operations and
in-house cataloging and abstracting can still be found, it is in the minority among those surveyed. Evidently, even the
smallest S&T Information activity can well afford automation when weighed against the inefficiencies and cost of a
manual operation and the need for creditable searches of S&T intc:mation in response to user needs.

2. PRIMIARY DISTRIBUTION

Essentially this is the initial sending of a document from its originator or publisher to more than one destination,
for example, issuing a technical report in accordance with a distribution list. Primary distribution can take many forms
dependent upon the type of S&T information activity, size, and audience served.

The survey disclosed activities ranging from no activity (BLLD), through profiled microfiche and,'or hard copy
services (DTIC), (NASA), (NTIS), subscription sales (GPO), and announcement services such as. NTIS's "Tech Notes"
and "Abstract Newsletter", NASA's "Selected Current Aerospace Notices", NTC's "Montnly Translations Register
Indexes" and GPO's "Selected US Government Publications".

These all represent effective means of making their users aware of new material entenng the system. The publica-tions are broad but the user need only to peruse a relatively small portion of the information spectrum to keep abreast of

state-of-the-art S&T information. Most of the announcement services are the product of an existing mechanized system
serving to catalog and abstract the material for later retrieval.

A variation of this approach is known as SDI or a selective dissemination of information. Through the use of batch
processing on computers, SDI was made possible. SDI is a system of notification of articles that are relevant to an
individuals information needs. This method depends on a "user profile" which describes the types of articles in which the -<

24 researcher is or is not interested and is usually a search of material entering the data base since the previous search. 2

(Also see Section 6 of this Manual.)

2.1 Batch Retrieval

The batch retrieval services in Europe and Ca.nada have long be %i dominated by c.urrent a" areness services, SDI rather
% than retrospective services. Retrospective searches are usually one t. ne searches for any specified time span of material.

Their popularity is not surprising because such searches are much le., exp.nsive than the larger retrospe.tive search'.

'"\ 2.2 Combined Service

It is found that by combining SDI or current awareness service as offered by DTIC, NASA, and NTIS with microfiche
-,A. SDI services that initial distribution of information .an be accomplished expeditously. By the time the user is awdare of

information availability, at least through formal announcemLnt, the local S&T Information Center has thc mirufi,.hc .opy
waiting for the requestor.

This approach has been used very successfully by the Rome Air Development Center (RADC)* Technical Library for
some years. RADC relies upon two current awareness servkes plus scheduled DTIC bibliographies to publize document
availability (NTIS/NASA), and two SDI microfiche services (DTIC/NASA) to provide the documents. This combination
of products satisfies a high percentage of initial or primary distribution S&T needs. A further input to the ter.lini-al

A.- library resources is the result of paper copy distribution of reports generated primarily within the US DoD. Armed With
these resources, either microfiche or paper copy is provided to the requestor dependent upon his preference.
* RADC is a research and development activity in support of the United States Aif Force, Air FuLe S)stemb Cumniand, Lletorhi,. Systems

Division. The Technical library sei Aces approximately 800 users.
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3. SECONDARY DISTRIBUTION

This is defined as the response of an S&T Information Center to a request for a specific reference or, the process by
Nwhich a specific request identifies pertinent material for retrieval. A frequent problem encountered by S&T Information

Centers is that documentation requests are received which lack sufficient information to enable speedy processng to be
achieved. In order to encorage the orderly presentation of adequate information, it is of considerable assistance if a
standard document request form is used. Some useful guidelines on the design of forms and the processing of requests

... has been provided J.C.Dunne of DRIC and these are given in Appendix B.

Widespread use of retrospective o- interactive information retrieval became possible after the advent of commercial
timesharing computer systems and greatly assists secondary distribution activities. This method differs from SDI in that
while SDI is used to maintain "current awareness" in a given area, interactive systems are used primarily for retrospective
searching of a given topic.

The data bases used in the two types of systems generally contain the same information. The data bases contain
bibliographic information on articles, books, conference processings, reports and so forth, are sometimes accompanied
by abstracts, but do not contain full text 2 . Norton has comprehensively described information retrieval techniques in
Section 7 of this Manual.

S.. The use of online literature searching, of abstracting, indexing and other services has grown very rapidly in recent
years and with this growth searching costs have been reduced considerably. An example of this is the experience of Bell

.. '- Laboratory Libraries where ;n 1975, 302 online searches averaged US$44.00 per search and in 1976 there were 1247
searches at an average cost of $27.50. Reduced terminal and communications network charges make this mode of
operation even more cost effective to use online searching with its high speed and comprehensive coverage, than to do
manual searching requiring high labor costs6 .

In 1976 there were 33 million bibliographic references available for online searching; in 1977 this had grown to 50
!N..: ,ilion. It was estimated that over 2,000,000 online searches were performed in 1977, and online search activities are

growing at a rate of over 40% per year. The growth rate is nearly matched by the number of data bases being provided.
N ~' The Lockheed "Dialog" service for example grew from 18 data bases in 1974 to over 70 in 1978.

3.1 Machine Readable Data Base Distribution

Distribution of machine readable bibliographic data bases are as shown in Table I (prepared 1978):

TABLE I

(See 7 in Bibliography)

Source Number of Data Bases Number of Records (Million)

No (%) No ()
US 208 (57) 58(82)
Non US 154(43) 13(18)

TOTAL 362(100) 71 (100)

3.2 US Services

In the United States there are four major providers of online bibliographic sear,.h services to the general user; tnese
provide access to a variety of bibliographic files. Each of these services has made arrngements vith several or many data
base producers to provide online search services for their data bases as shown in Table 2:

TABLE2
Major US Online Bibliographic Search Services

(See 7 in Bib!iography)
Search Service Retrieval System No. of Bibliographical

•' I Data Bases (Jan 78)

National Library of Medicine ELHILL 18
Lockheed Information System DIALOG 70

* ISystem Development Corp
(SDC) Search Service ORBIT 40

Bibliographic Retrieval Service STAIRS 15

In addition to these four, two were found that serve controlled audiences exclusiveiy, namely, the DTIC/RDT&E on line
system serving DTIC registered users and, NASA/RECON serving NASA scientists, engineers and contractors.

<I:, ,''
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Typically th. S&T information center contracturally arranges to use the particular bibliographic earch serve of
interest. Access i. gained via commercial communication networks or dedicated telephone service. LockheedDIALOG
for example requires access through WATS, TYMNET or TELNET. In th: US, entry is gained through local service nodes
usually providing a 300 baud line which equates to approximately 30 chracters per secu d. A suitable terminal must
be provided by the user from the many compatible devices available coranmicially. Either a teletype or video display
terminal may be used. Telephone interface-devices must also be provided. Search output can be printed locally ur
remotely in batch. Changes for access tr the data of interest includes tie associated communication charges by connect
hour. Rates for DIALOG data base access vary from $25 to $150 per hour. The flat rate communikation charge is added
to the monthly billing. You pay only for what you use and there is no fixed charge.

3.3 European Services

In Europe the ESA/ESRIN Services are used extensively. Others include the BLLD's BLAISE, DRIC's DOORS, and
IAEA's INIS. These were the ones generally identified as a result of the survey. In addition, there were several that served
internal needs of the responders. A number of points responding were also using commercially available data bases such as
Lockheed/DIALOG and SDC/ORBIT. It was found that even the smallest S&T Information Centers responding to the
survey relied upon such services. Personal experience has proven that such ser, ices are a necessary part of a successful
operation. RADC offers DTIC/RDT&E, NASA/RECON and LockheediDIALOG supplemented by on-line ordering of
DTIC and some NTIS material. At RADC we have found that, while mechanized data base a.cess does increase retrieval
activity, it cuts down on search time, increases user confidence in the operation, and is well worth the investment in the
new skills required and the cost of the service.

Personnel and funding determine whether online searches comes alive. the attitude and support of management, the
library director and the head refcrence librarian are crucial to the success of the venture. Unless all are firmly committed
to work for and support online searching, the probability of success is at best marginal. The personalitics and commit-
ment of individual librarians are also key factors7 .

It should be noted that:
'%J

Tests of online and batch searches of the same data base show that qnline searches are both more effective and
more expensive" .

According to Hersey' approximately 60, of the ongoing research information systems identified in a recent
world wide inventory arc operated as a part of a general information system. The concept of combining ongoing
research information with technical report or bibliographic information has been used to enhance the value of a
publication which otherwise might contain only one or the other type of information. An example is NASA's
Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports as published semi-monthly.
McCarn7 has found from a study conducted by Summit and Ferschain that the estimated total cost of providing
an online reference service is US$13,500 per year of which $3,000 is a fixed cost even if no searches are done.
The remaining $10,500 covers 30 searches per month, or about $29 per search.

4. DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL

It has been stressed that automation makes for effective operation of an S&T Information service but, there areinherent difficulties. In the classical manual mode of operation, the data base is both cataloged and available on site,
ani therefore presents no great problem to either the S&T information service or the user. The user min think he is
recovering all there is to know about a subject in response to an inquiry, and the S&T information service usually doesn't
voluntarily extend searches beyond their own holdings. Introduction of automation and access to external data base
seard systems upsets this balance, and exposes both the user and the scrvi.e to a seemingly endless array of options. The
result is that the user can identify material that the S&T Information Service may be ill equipped to recover. Also, since
the machine-readable data bases are gener.lly comprehensive, the identification of items in esoteric journals andi'or
lafiguages is more common than had been true for manuai searches.

This exposes one of the major faults of data base search systems, in that they identify articles but often fail to
provide a way for the u.,.er to obtain them. Some work is being done in improving document delivery and in some ,ases
guides prepared such as the one by Piternich for users of the Canadian information retrieval system entitled, "How to Get
What you Don't Have! A Guide to Obtaining Loans, Photocopies or Microcopies of Sci-tech Publications"''". AGARD
Lecture Series No.69 on "Ilow to Obtain Information in Different Fields of Science and Technology - A Users Guide"
is another source of information concerning information sources and retrieval mthods.

Many S&T Information Services offer prepaid coupons or deposit accounts. It is recommended that these be set
up with potential information suppliers in advance so that user needs can be expeditiously provided for once the
document source is identified.

-5. TRANSLATIONS

A comprehensive seirch of large data bases may well yield half the results in foreign language papers which are
harder to access. The participation of a greater number of countries of the world in the further development of stec ..
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and technology will probably make the language barrier stronger instead of weaker. In many cases the scientists of these
countries will not use international languages for the communication of their research results. When searching through
literature, the appearance of foreign material happens more often now than before because of the increased use of data
bases. In these data bases the literature listed is not limited to a certain area or a certain language. According to H.Collier
(cited in Reference 13) who carried out a count between the years 1970-1975, in the Institute for Scientific Information
data base, the USA Journals account for 37% of the journals, European Journals for 54% and the rest of the world for
9%.

In order to prevent duplication of very expensive and very time consuming translation effort and to insure a better
dissemination of existing translations, thus promoting international and national co-operation, several networks of trans-

- *-- lation agencies, holding centers and international clearing houses have been developed in the USA, Europe and Latin
America 3 . ITC in Delft and NTC in Chicago are two of these centers. Wherever possible the use of such services is
suggested in lieu of establishment of formal translation service programs by the new S&T information center.

The survey however did reveal a number of secondary translation activities: CEDOCAR translates for Internal needs,
CNDST dc-s translations, BLLD has a translations program through its Lending Division, TIC translates for DOE needs,
DRIC offers a free lance service, and ESA has a translation program which supports NASA.

6. USER STUDIES

It has been estimated in a report produced in the USA Office of Science and Technology within the Executive Office
of the President that a ten percent gain in scientific and engineering productivity might be possible with improved
information systems. Although considerable progress has been made in the management of technical information, a great

>j .deal more needs to be done. Better management, coordination and participation with other information systems will
improve the effectiveness of all technical information programs throughout the research and development community
without increasing over all costs. DTIC for example has reached a "crossroad" in its evolution as a major S"T
Information Center. As a consequence, formal studies have been conducted to synthesize the predictions of user require-

].. ments as well as the forecasts and trends in information technology, into a set of realistic, well conceived and documented
technical objectives for DTIC in the next decade' 0 .

7. ACCESS RESTRICTIONS

A study made of a typical US DoD facility revealed that over 50% of its S&T literature was security classified or
having some form of controlled distribution. This information is usually subject related and only available to those
members of the user community having proper security access levels with accompanying "need to know". This is not the
type of material included in the large machine searchable data bases. An exception would be the DTIC ana some of
NASA's collection. In addition to security, S&T information is sometimes limited by sensitivity. For example, all US
DoD generated reports must be reviewed for public release. Reasons for restriction of dissemination in addition to
security can be; information was received from a foreign source wih request not to release further, proprietary informa-
tion provided by the generator for use by the US Government only, test and comparison of manufacturers products, test
and evaluation of military hardware, and evaluation of contractor performance. Such documents are stored in DTIC and
are only released within authorized channels for use by the Government and then only with the conscnt of the office
imposing the dissemination restriction. Other repositories such as DRIC and DSIS, have similar access restrictions. A
number of S&T information centers require user registration and an example of a form for this purpose is shown in
Appendix A-7. Most Defence orientated centers operate a continuous program for reviewing documents so that
wherever possible these are down graded or delimited and made available to the public. Sometimes this is through a
separate repository such as the DTIC/NTIS and DRIC/TRC* relationships seen in the USA and UK respectively. A more
comprehensive description of procedures for classified and controlled access documents is given in Section 10, Vol.IV of
this Manual.

7.1 NATO Agreement

NATO L as formulated an agreement concerned with such matters. The scope of the agreement covers the
communication and use of proprietary technical information for defense purposes when the communication of the
technical information occurs between governments, between NATO organizations or between governments and NATO

tgTI organizations or individuals. All communications of technical information under this agreement arm made for information
purposes only. Also, transmission of classified information shall be only through channels approved by government parties
involved in the communication or receipt of such information .

8. COPYRIGHT

Historically copyrights have been used to protect the interests of the owners. "l'his protection is limited in that the

owner of copyrighted material does not have the right to 'efuse to sell his work. This limitation is based on the premise

* Department of Industry Technology Reports Centre.
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that the owner of the copyighted work has a monopoly and can earn monopoly profits. However copyright is nut the
only method of prctecting property ights that is used in information daa oanks. In their dealings with computer
system operators, the produ:crs of several of the cjmputer-readable bibliographic data bases rely more on their being
the sole source of periodic updates that, cn copyrights.

The existencc of e~c!.cmical electronic storage of textual and reference material mkes the problems of monitoring
usage and charging fees more difficult than otherwise would be the case. Let us adopt the, ometimeb imperfect, analogy
that is often made between a computer data ba,.K and a "conventional" library. In each, input, stoiage, and retrieval
exists as identifiable functions. In the library situation, payment is made for the material - books, serials, etc. - as the
ownership of a tangible item changes onc.. on input. (There is some pressure for payment of an additional sum to -

copyright holders based on the borrowing ot "their" works from public libraries. The UK has recently adopted such a
system on a limited scale.) However in computer systems, there need not be the purchase of any tangible items to
obtain material for the input operation. Although the technical and econom- -,lities permit detail i monitoring and
record-keeping for the computer systems, the difficulties of enforcement are.greater.

Suitable contract arrangements have been developed to cover, ior instance, the agreement entered into by an
abstracting and inde-ing s-vice and a computer system operator such as Lockheed or SDC. These vary considerably - .

some include payments from the computer system to the abstracting and indexing service for each citation the user
obtains on-line or off-line in addition to the payments fo; the data base and updates. But as the number of commercial .
and private computer-based systems increases, it may be beneficial from a cost and efficiency basis to standardize the ,

basis for payments to the generators of the data bases.

Another part of the copyright quandary revolves around the abbtract itself. For example, the American Institute
of Physics asserts that it owns the copyright of all the abstracts published in its journals. There have been several
receit discussions of the effects of and problems associated with universal enforcement of these proprietary rights .  -.:

9. FOREIGN ACCESS

In some replies to the survey (Appendix A), it was found that foreign access is not permitted. In others it takes
place through formal channels such as embassies or designated information services resident in the host country. In the
case of th, USA, Belgium ai.- CK unrestricted contact was found to be permitted thi-ough a public point of contact
(NTIS, CNDST, TRC).

10. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

It has been said that "the future of the knowledge industry and all its components, without exception, is closely
related to the automation of information". The unanimous view of %arious researchers is that during the decade !980-
1990 automated information will entirely replace the more or less adequate manual processes used at present for trans-
mitting and disseminating knowledge. We are moving rather rapid'y and quite inevitably towards a paperless society.
Advances in computer science and in communicatioa technology allow us to conceive of a global system in whicn
reports of scientific discovery and technological development are composed, published, disseminated and used in a
completely electronic modes.

In this respect. RADC is implementing an experimental cffice automation ,ystem giving the scientific worker
direct access to the computerized world, which ,ould include internati.!aal data tases, via an interactive display
terminal and networking. Terminal us-.s will be able to interrogate several data bases directly to idcrtify S&T
information of interest. This is being done using a virtual command language so that the computer will perform the
interface necessary to access the data bases in the users primary command language syntax.

Since the basic S&T information will be documiented in this same electronic ,ystlvn, it may be possible in the

future to dispense with the large national repositories as we now know them and retrieve the information electroniclly
directly from the source files. The source file catalogs could be maintained in turn by a smailler speiaized information
center that the users would approach first. Recovery cf material would be by indicating thu need ant, tle virtual process
would do the rest without the user knowing that it may have been retrieved from yet another data base.

As the user becomes a direct par, of the S&T retrieval process, costs of ac.-ess terminals are redu. -.d, comniunications
enhanced, memories reduced ii both size and cost, new nithods developed for entering anti abstracting information, or
fuil text search becomes possible, a whole new concept for S&T information handling will emerge.

In planning new centers or in studying the old, the impact of this new or projected tt chnology must be seriously
considered and analyzed to aoid rap:J obsolecense of the S&T Information oystem no matter how advanced it may
seem at the pr .sent.

~ ----.
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APPENDIX A

IST OF VARIOUS NATIONAL AND fNTERNATIONAL S&T IINFORMATION CENTERS

WITH QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES

DISSEMI1NATION PRACTICES - FORMAT OF QUESTIONNAIRE

(a) Charter or description of facility and service. (n) Aanouncemeng media.

(b) Sources of data and rdatericl distributed (o) Is material sold ot lov'noe or boll'?

(c) Size of collectio~) (p) Cost and rx.thod of pa;yment for ateria ad secs.

(d) Listing of data banks - includedascriptio'i. (q) Request and registiaticn forms wranpl.s2

(e) How is msaterial accessioned and rarieved? (r) Pro riotional material available.

(F') Natio~nal poiicies affectinig dsseninatioo. Cs) Whazt aspect.- of your opgeration are automated?

(g) ini:!al distribution policy and methods. (t) Guidelintes for access to sensitive material.

Cih) Seconcry distribution policy andm:ethods. Cu) Conditions for rehtase of material.

(i) Restrictions on dissem~netion. (v) Translation services and material availability.

(,)W4, can access the information? Cw) Customer relation and usver need services.

(k) Method of domestic access. (x) Future plans and developinnts.

(1) Method of foreign access if permitted. (y) Staff and training (optional).

(nf) User registration metkod if requiredJ. (z) Comments.

Appendix A

0Attachment Number Abbreviction S&T information Activity

1AIAA American Infstitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Inc.
2 Technical Information Service

750 T1hird Avenue
New York, NY 100 17, USA

2 BLLD British Library/Lending Divisiop ?
Boston Spa Wetherby
West Yorkshire, LS23 7BQ, UK

2.CEDOCAR Ministry of Defense
General Delecgation for Armamtent
Directorate of Research, Studies and Technology
Documentation C(.nter for Armament

1", 26, Boulevard Victor - 75996 Paris Armees,
France

4 CNDST Contre National de Documentation Scientific et Technical
Bibliotheque royale de Belgique
Boulevard De L'Eyipereur 4
1000 Bruxelles, Belgium

5 DRIC Defence Research Information Centre
Station Square House
St. Mary, Cray '

Orpington, Kent BR5 3RE, UK
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.4rrachmc: Number Abbre.vicjior &ffrerczLt

6 MisS P. Fence Sciezrific Informaticn Service
National Defenrce Headquarters (NDHQ)
101 Colonel Byv Drive
Oitf-wa, Canada XlIA0K2

7 DT7IC Dtefense Tttiinicali nformation Cc;-ter
Cameron Station
Ale-xzndria, Va. 22314, USA

STIC Department of Energy
Technica. Infomiahtion Cesiter (TIC)
p.0 n- x 62
Oakridge, Tennessee 37830, USA

9 ESRIN European Spacce Agea-cy
ESRN-Inforntation Retrieval Service z
via Galileo Gailei
0004 Frascati, Italy

~'10 FF-A The Aeronautical Researcui Institute of Sweden
P.O Pinx 11021
S-1 61 11 Bromma, Sweden

11FQA Forsirarets Porskning San Salt
National Defense Research Institute
S-10450 Stockholm, Sweden

12 He!sinkI University of Technology Litrary
Otaniementi-, 9
SF0 2150 ESP O 15. Finland

13 IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency
Kavn~ner Ring 11, P.O. Box 590
A- 10 11 Vienna, Aus' ria

14 iTC International Transictions Centm,

< J" 10) Doelen Straat
Delft, The Netherlands

15 RITL Kung! Tekniska Hogskolans Bibliotek
Reyal Insttute of Technology Library
S-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden

S16 NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Scientific and Technical Information Facility
P.O. Box 8757
Baltimore/Washington International Airport
MD 21240, USA

17 NTIS National Technical Information Service
Springfield, Va. 22161, USA

18 NTC National Translations Center
The John Creiar Library
35 West 33rd Street
Chicago, Illinois 60516, USA

19 SSIE Smithsonian Science Information Exchange Inc.
Room 300
1730 M Street,
Washington D.C. 20036, USA

20 GPO US Governmnent Printing Office

Washington D.C. 20402, USA
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APPENDIX A-I
,,. - _.

American institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Inc. (ALA.A)
Technical iaformation Service
750 Third Avesiue', New York NY 10017, USA

-- 'S-"DISSEMINATI1ON PRACTICES

(a) Charter or description of facility and service.
American Institu.e of Aeronautics and Astronautics - Technical Information Service.

(b) Sources of data and material distributed.
All published literature in space sciences and all allied fields analyzed, abstracted and indexed in our semi-
ronth'y publication "International Aerospace Abstracts".

(c) Size of colleclin(s).
22,OCO books, 2000 pamphlets, 40,000 reports, 1600 current periodical titles, 750,000 microfiche.

(d) Listing of data banks - include description.
NASA RECON.

(e) IHow is material accessioned and retrieved?

All cited material is accessioned with uniqa, abstract number, abstracted, indexed and published in IAA -
all items are also iaput into the NASA data base. Material can be retrieved manually by use of IAA or by
machine using NASA RECON.

(f) Natioral policies affecting dissemina:lon.
IAA is available to all on a subscription basis. RECON is available to selected users through NASA.

(g) Initial distribution policy and methods.
As above.

(h) Secondary distribution policy and methods.
As above.

(i) Restrictions on dissemination.
No restrictions on published sources, limited distribution on data base (handled by NASA).

() Who can access the information?
Available to all via Tethnology Utilization Ctnters, AIAA etc. for machine retrieval published issues for
manual retrieval.

(k) Method of domestic access.
As above.

(1) Method of foreign access if permitted.
NASA data base is available in Europe through ESA.

(m) User registration method if required.

Access to RECON is limited to users with assigned passwords.

(n) Announcement media.
¢ fAA; STAR (for report section of NASA data base).

(o) Is material sold or loaned or both?
IAA is availabie on subscription, all material ited in IAA i, available in photucop form at $6.00 per item
up to 20 pages and an additional 25t. per page thereafter -,icrofiche is available for non-copyright items at
$2.50 per fiche, Loans are available only to the NASA Centeis and Technology Utilization Centers.

(p) Cost and method of payment for material and services.
Costs as above; deposit accounts and coupon system in effect.

(q) Request and registration forms (samples).

No specific forms are required - tdephone calls, telegrams, letters, and personal visits are all accepted.

I,. I
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(r) Promotional material available.
All available promotional material attached.

(s) What aspects of your operation are automated?
Input and retrieval into and from the NASA data base - a major part of the production of IAA.

(t) Guidelines for access to sensitive material.
Operation is limited to "open literature".

(u) Conditions for release of material.
Not applicable.

(v) Translation services and material availability.
All cited material is available -- translation of other than sufficient for abstract is not offered.

(y) Staff and training (optional).
Total staff 80 - library staff 10.

%-.

.,4
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APPENDIX A-2

British Library/Lending Division (BLLD)
Boston Spa Wetherby
West Yorkshire, LS23 7BQ, UK

DISSEMINATION PRACTICES

I (a) Charter or description of facility and service.
The British Library Lending Division exists to provide a loan/photocopy service to any library in the UK
prepared to abide by the regulations relaing to registered users. The service is also extended to libraries
abroad, which may obtain photocopies direct and loans through national centers.

(b) Sources of data and material distributed.
Worldwide collection of material (periodicals, monographs, microformis, etc.) in all subject fields; supply of
literature "on demand" only.

(c) Size of collection(s).
0The stock of the Lending Division comprises of over 3 million volumes of books and periodicals, and over

42 million documents, mainly reports, in microform. The main criterion for acquisition is that the items are
likely to be wanted on interlibrary loan. Serials are collected irrespective of subject and language; 51,000
current titles are received. English ldnguage monographs, wherever published, are acquired comprehensively,
while foreign language monographs are bought on a selective basis. Other categories taken include non-classified
report literature, conference proceedings and British official publications.

(d) Listing of data banks - include description.
British Library Automated Information Service (BLAISE), British Library Index of Conference Proceedings
received at BLLD (to be included shortly in BLAISE) UK input to MEDLINE.

(e) Wow is material accessioned and retrieved?
Mainly manual input, some mechanised retrieval.

(f) National policies affecting dissemination.
Coveied in (b) and (c).

(h) Secondary distribution policy and methods.

Distribution of British Library Research and Development Dept. Reports (BLRD Reports) on nicrofiche.

(i) Restrictions on dissemination.
Within copyright laws.

C) Who can access the information?
Restricted to our own publications: acknowledgement requested.

(k) Method of domestic access.
Only to registered users, mainly libraries and information centers. Telex requests accepted (see 1).

(1) Method of foreign access if permitted.
Photocopies, subject to copyright, available on prepaid photocopy form/koupon systems, loan available only
through national centers. 'felex requests accepted, provided these conform to rules and formatting instructions.

(m) User registration method if required.
UK users, write to Loan Enquiries, from elsewhere write to International Lending Section.

(n) Announcement media.
1. BLLD Announcement Bulletin (A guide to British Report, Translations and Theses).
2. Index of Conference Proceedings Received.
3. Interlending Review.
4. Current Serials Received.
5. Journals in Translation.
6. Serial Publications of the European Communities and its Institutions held by the BLLD.

(o) Is material sold or loaned or both?
Loaned, and photocopies provided within copyright laws.
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___- (p) Cost and method of payment for material and services.
On prepaid form/coupon system.

(q) Request and registration forms (samples).
-/ . Specimen request forms enclosed.

(s) What aspects of your operation are automated?
Serial ordering and acquisition; partial autc-nation of monograph acquisition; some loan/photocopy requests

'-' received by telex processed on minicomputer.

t) Guidelines for access to sensitive material.
No sensitive material held at BLLD.\N. Na, ,

(v) Translation services and material availability.
The Lending Division maintains a translations index to the nearly 2 million translations in stock at Boston
Spa. Most are ad hoc translations of mainly scientific/technical articles translated from Russian, Japanese, -
difficult others, and also Western languages. The LD cooperates with the National Translations Center,
Chicago in providing an exchange of translations and information about them. In cooperation with the

-\ >International Translations Centre, Delft, "Journals in Translation" was recently produced. The LD provides
an input to NASA of translations of interest to the aerospace community.
In addition, the LD has a translating program under which to date some 10,000 ad hoc translations have been p..

made.

(w) Customer relation and user need services.1 , : Loan Enquiries Office (for UK users); International Lending Section (for enquiries from outside JK);

External Relations and Services Section.

(x) Future plans and developments.

To extend the Automatic Document Request Service (ADRS), now available to BLAISE users, to users of
other host data bases.

(y) Staff and training (optional).

760, 130 of whom are professionally trained.

~7~7
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APPENDIX A-3

CEDOCAR
Ministry of Defense
General Delegation for.ArmamentDirectorate of Research, Studies and Technology 

I ,
Documentation Center for Armament
26, Boulevard Victor - 75996 Paris Armees, France

DISSEMINATION PRACTICES

(a) Charter or description of facility and service.
The directorate of CEDOCAR maintains three sub-directorates. scientific and technical information,
technical equipment, and administration. Facilities consist of two media libraries, one referral library, and ° .

a computer for information processing.

(b) Sources of data and material distributed.
Magnetic tape of descriptions compiled by CEDOCAR, including foreign tapes acquired by purchase, purchase
of primary documents and subscriptions to magazines.

(c) Size of collection(s).
Diverse collections of various sizes.

(d) Listing of data banks - include description.
The CEDOCAR undertook coordination of data bases of the General Delegation for Armament (DGA), about
15 at the present time, particularly in the area of materials, oceanography, thermodynamic data, ...

(e) How is material accessioned and retrieved?
Standard procedures for retrieval of descriptions on terminal, and terminal-supported research.

(f) National policies affecting dissemination.
Secondary documents reserved for agencies approved by the Ministry of Defense. ':

(g) Initial distribution policy and methods.
Categories not used in France.

(h) Secondary distribution policy and methods.
As in (g).

(i) Restrictions on dissemination.
See reply under (f), the CEDOCAR looks for introductory notice "Limited Distribution" knotice "Unclassified
Limited").

(j) Who can access the information?
Approved users, members of approved agencies.

(k) Method of domestic access.
Special access cards issued to users after investigation.

(1) Method of foreign access if permitted.
Special access cards (especially for foreign students in Armament Schools) issued after investigation.

(m) User registration method if required.
"Users File" is consulted.

(n) Announcement media.
Background research, selective dissemination of information.

(o) Is material sold or loaned or both?
Secondary documents available for sale, primary documents available for lending or or-site consultation.

(p) Cost and method of payment for material and services.
Cash payment, or deduction from deposit. ,.1 ,
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(r) Promotional material available.
Special forms to request issuance of access cards.

(s) What aspects of your operation are automated?Retrieval, research, preparation of secondary documents.

(t) Guidelines for access to sensitive material.
Department set aside for processing of classified information, service reserved for duly accredited users.The CEDOCAR operates within the framework of Instructions compiled by the Security Authorities.

(u) Conditions for release of material.
Users provided with special access cards.

~ :. (v) Translation services and material availability.Translation Department; translations carried out exclusively for the internal needs.

(w) Customer relation and user need services.
One Division is tasked with maintaining relations with the users.

(x) Future plans and developments. t.
Computer for information processing replaced by a more powerful computer, automation of documentation
management services.

'..- *?s
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APPENDIX A-4

Centre National de Documentation Scientific et Technique (CNDST)
Bibliotheque royale de Belgique
Boulevard De L'Empereur 4
1000 Bruxelles, Belgium ".."

DISSEMINATION PRACTICES

(a) Charter or description of facility and service.
The CNDST is a R/D information service providing scientists, technologists and engineers witti the documen-
tation and information they need for their projects. General multidisciplinary library and science/technology
national information center for Belgium.

(b) Sources of data and material distributed.
Bibliographical searches and numerical data. ,-, .

(c) Size of collection(s).
Royal Library approximately 4 million books, approximately 30,000 current periodicals, reports, conference
papers, etc.-

(d) Listing of data banks - include description.
1. Own produced data banks and inventories.
2. Data banks received from outside for retrospective and R/D searches.
3. Use of networks: ESA, Lockheed, SDC, etc.

(e) How is material accessioned and retrieved?
By classical and automated methods: keywords and free languages. .' 'V.'_

(f) National policies affecting dissemination.
In this state of development, no direct impact. Some normalization and coordination is foreseen, when
EURONET is going operational.

S,(g) Initial distribution policy and methods.- .As public service, no' itation. Priorities for advanced academic and industrial research and development. %

(h) Secondary distribution policy and methods.
General scientific public information and free distribution of documents

(i) Restrictions on dissemination. V.
Only for classified and restricted documents (controlled distribution).

(j) Who can access the information?
Each qualified scientist, engineer, medical doctor or agronomist (advanced research work).

(k) Method of domestic access.
Documents: on loan or copies.
Information: on request.

(1) Method of foreign access if permitted. . ""
No limitation for foreign access.

^WM

(m) User registration method if required. .
For documents: yes (user card).
For information: obligatory for qualified answers.

(n) Announ~cement media."'"
Leaflets, seminars, "open doors' and other media (e.g. exhibition, demonstrations, etc.)

(o) Is material sold or loaned or both?
Books on loan: some publications are sold (e.g. inventories). .: -

Information is free of charge: only computerized services and copies are charged.

(p) Cost and method of payment for material and services.
Prices are scheduled: payments are cash, cheques or international reply coupons. ,-2.-
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(q) Request and registration forms (samples).
* . Yes, as well for documents as xeroxcopies, as request for information.

(r) Promotional material available.
Yes.

(s) What aspects of your operation are automated?
Catalogs, data banks as well as housekeeping activities. National Centre for ESA-IRS.

(t) Guidelines for access to sensitive material;
Only with special permission (controlled access and copyrights).

(u) Conditions for release of material.
With mutual agreements.

V i (v) Translation services and material availability.
" Yes, only for difficult accessible languages (Russian, Slavic language, Japanese, etc.)

(w) Customer relation and user need services.
Yes: educational and promotional sections.

N
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APPENDIX A-5

Defence Research Information Centre (DRIC)
Station Square House
St. Mary Cray
Orpington, Kent BR5 3RE, UK

DISSEMINATION PRACTICES

(a) Charter or description of facility and service.
DRIC acts as the Master Record Centre for UK Defence reports. DRIC serves the Ministry of Defence Branches
and Establishments and organizations with cuirent UK Government defence contracts. DRIC also performs
subject searches of scientific and technical report literature and provides copies of announced documents for .
loan or retention if stock permits. Unlimited reports are held by Department of Industiy Technology Reports
Centre (TRC) at St. Mary Cray.

(b) Sources of data and material distributed.
Mintech Technology Reports Center and Naval Scientific and Technical Information Centre before 1st October
1971 plus all defence controlled and classified reports after that date. DRIC has access to the unlimited reports
held by DRIC also has several exchange arrangements with other centers such as DTIC.

(c) Size of collection(s).
Total estimated at over 800,000 reports.

(d) Listing of data banks - include description. -

All classified limited defence reports. Overseas defence reports. US Military Specifications, other US specifica-
tions and a number of Commonwealth and other foreign specifications.

(e) How is material accessioned and retrieved?
Subject indexed using US Thesaurus of Engineering and Scientific Terms (TEST) plus supplementary terms
and other details of the report. Reports can also be retrieved by author and corporate author.

(f) National policies affecting dissemination.
Wherever possible the results of UK defence research and development is applied to the civil field. Unclassified
restricted reports are scanned for "know how" and released to TRC if possible. '

(g) Initial distribution policy and methods.
SDI service - MOD staff only. Standard Profile Service similar to SDI but on a broader subject basis.

(h) Secondary distribution policy and methods.
Manual search prior to 1970, computer search using DOORS (Defence Oriented On-Iine Retrieval System)since 1970. -'. '-

(i) Restrictions on dissemination.
Need to know required.

(i) Who can access the information?
Reports from DRIC collection are available to MOD Staff and Defence Contractors on loan, Some copies
(paper and microfiche) for retention.

(k) Method of domestic access.
Request for documents should always be made on Form DRIC REQ 1. DRIC services available via local
technical information officers or librarians.

(n) Announcement media.
DRIC Defence Research Abstracts (DRA) journal. Two main editions. MOD Editiun (semi-monthly) available
to MOD staff only and Contractors Edition (monthly). SDI service standard profiles and magnetic tape.

(o) Is material solid or loaned or both? '. .-
Loaned.

(q) Request and registration forms (samples).
Requests for subject searches should be made on form DRIC/TECHENQ/78/ 1.

(r) Promotional material available.
-1 Yes, a number of leaflets including a newsletter.
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(s) What aspects of your operation are automated?
DRIC has a RECON terminal to the ESA mechanized information network. Index of DRA is computer
produced. DRIC accesses BLAISE (British Library Atitmated Information Service) and Lockneed Dialog.

(t) Guidelines for access to sernitive material.
DRA MOD Edition is confidential discreet, Contractor Edition is restricted.

(u) Conditions for release of material.
Need to know and relevant UK Government Contract reference for non-MOD users.

(v) Translation services and material availability.
Freelance translation service is available at varying rates per 1000 words of original language. Translation
services available to MOD members only.

(w) Customer relation and user need services.
-r- SDI Service, user profile service.

(y) Staff and training (optional).
k DRIC has a team o", subject specialists to analyze and subject index incoming reports and to carry out

literature searches on request.

(z) Comments.
Additional detailed information concerning DRIC pro -esses can be found in the following material.-

Extracts of: Page
DRIC Guide to Services 63-65
DRIC Leaflet No.3 66-68

.--," DRIC Leaflet No. 10 69-70
DRIC Leaflet No. 14 71-73
DRIC/TECHENQ/78/1 74

,. P

S I ' 4 _ .
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(Extract DRIC Guide to Services)

SEARCHES

Searches of DRIC's own defence-oriented data base are supplemented in appropriate subject areas by searches in
the many data bases relating to openly available reports and journal articles available on the European Space Agency's
RECON service and the British Library's BLAISE service. DRIC has terminals on-line to these services and searches
are conducted in a manner similar to that described above for DOORS.

Data bases available on t - RECON system include:

NASA Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports abstracts (STAR)

International Aerospace Abstracts (IAA)

US Government Reports Announcements (NTIS-GRA)

Physics, Electronics and Electrical Engineering and Control Abstracts (INSPEC)

Chemical Abstracts

Metals Abstracts (METADEX)

Engineering Index (COMPENDEX)

Electronics Components Databank (ELECOMPS) .

World Aluminum Abstracts

Environmental Abstracts -V
BIOSIS .

ISMEC

Oceanic Abstracts.

Data bases on the BLAISE system include:

US National Library of Medicine's MEDLINE, TOXLINE and CHEMLINE

MARC Cataloguing information. -

Subject Searches should be requested on DRIC/TECHENQI74/ 1. In addition to the topic of the search, information
which should be given on the Form includes the period to be coy -red, any limitations on reports to be retreved (e.g. %
security gradings, not by certain authors), and one or two rcferei.zes to papers already known to be relevant to the
subject. Requesters outside MOD are required to supply a statement of need-to-know.

How can one obtain reports from DRIC?

Reports from DRIC's collection are available to MOD staff and Defence Contiactors on loan, or for retention where
the number of copies permits. Many reports are available on microtiche which aie always sent for retention.

Requests for reports should always be made on Form DRIC REQ I. Supply of reports to requesters inside MOD is
straightforward vhet, the DRIC Reference number ,s quoted on the form or where enourh information about the report
is given for thi number to be quickly found in D~iC's records. (The DRIC reference number is in the form BR-nnnnn
for British reports and P nnnnnn for overseas reports.) For non-MOD requesters, DRIC may have to 5eek permission for
the release of the report ".nd this may cause some delay, in the case of classified reports, non-MOD requesters should -

quote their need-to-know and the relevant UK Government defence contract reference.

If requested reports are not already available in DRIC's collection, attempts will be wade to obtain them from
appropnate sources. In the case of %JS reports, the US authorities insist or a specific need-io-know for unclassified an.
classified reports and requesters will be asked to compiete a special need-to-know form.

What other services does DRIC offer?

Translating -

DRIC has facilities for the translation into English of foreigi, language scientifi, and technical papers and reports,
including J.lassified ones. A limitcd amount of translation i.., a foreign language is alv undertaken. Theze services are "4
available to MOD staff only. -;

Translating is ,arrted out either by a panel of freelance translators and in this way most languages can be covered.
Close liaison is mainta,ned %ith the MOD General Linguist,3 Seriwt.. Completed translations are added to DRIC's ,. -
collection and are announced in Defence Rebearch Abstracts. A iequest to DRIC for a translation should include the
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document to be translated, preferably in original fora, plus two photocopies. On receipt in DRIC a check will be made
with the Aslib Index of Translations to see whether a translation already exists. (If this check has aready been carned
out this should be stated.)

Trmnslation are subject to copyiglhi and are normdly supplied for use withbn MOD only, but may be issued outside
on receipt of a personal-use-only declaration. 1: 'e

Military Specifications

DRIC has a comprehensive and regularly apaated library on microfilm of US Military Specifications and associated
documents which includes the following series:

MIL Specifications

Federal Specifications quoted in MIL Specifications

MILStandards

MIL Handbooks

Drawings in AN, MS and NAS series as referenced in MIL documents
Qualified Products Lists (QPLs).

Photocopies from the microfilm are available on loan or can sometimes be provided for retention. A number of
US military specifications of key interest to MOD are held in original paper copy form and they are available on loan.

DRIC staff can help to identify relevant specifications using subject and title indexes in cases where the requester C. €
cannot quote a referen~ce number.

DRIC also maitains a library of other US specifications and holds a nt.mbei of Commonwealth and other foreign
specifications. Staff of the Specifications Section can assist with locating sources of supply of specifications not held
by DRIC.

Requesters may visit DRIC to carry out their own searches, but arrangements to do this must be made in advante.

Requests for specifications should be made on DRIC P.EQ 1.

Defence Spin-Off .,_

It is official policy that whenever possible, the results of UK defence research and development shall be applied in %
the civil field. Copies of any MOD reports received by DRIC which can be given an unlimited distribution are passed to
the Department of Industry's Technology Reports Centre (TRC) and to the British Library Lending Division both of
which provide services to the civil field. In addition, DRIC scans all unclassified and restricted reports to determine
whether they contai,. new ideas oi "know-how" which would be of alue to British industry. Permission for unlimited
distribution is requested for any reports (or selected parts thereof) which meet this requirement and they are passed to
TRC which makes the information available via a Tech. Alert service. Tech. Alerts are published in the technical press.
(Originators who think that a report might be suitable for a Teh. Alert can assist by quoting this on Form DRIC/BR/75/1
if used, or in a note accompanying the report.)

Publications

DRIC issues a number of leaflets which describe in greater detail the services outlined-in this bro,.hure and several
other specialised publications as follows:

- DRIC Newsletter.

- Directory of Scientific, Technical and other Specialised Information Services in the Ministry of Defence
(available to MOD only).

- Travel Guide to Ministry of Defence Establishments (available to MOD only).

- Ovcrseas Scientific and Technical Liaison Officers in the United Kingdom (available to MOD only).

- DRIC Directory of Corporate Authors.

- Defence Research Abstracts Magnetic Tape Manual - DRIC Manual I (DRIC-BR-3605 1). """"

, - Manual for the Descriptive Cataloguing of Documents - DRIC Manual 2 (DRIC-BR-43828).

- DRIC Manual for Abstracting and Subject Indexing - DRIC Manual 3 (DRIC-BR-44600).

Manual on Computerised Selective Dissemination of Information Procedures DRIC Manual 4 (DRIC-BR-4bo9S).

Guide to Profile Construction of Headings and References used in the DRIC Directory of Corporate Authors -
DRIC Manual 6 (DRIC-BR-55016).
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-DRIC-SPEC-1000 Forma! Standards for Scientific and Technical Reports Prepared for the Procurement
Executive, Ministry of Defence (DRIC-BR-270 12).

-DRIC-SPEC-2000 Format Standards for Ministry of Defence Research and Development Reports
-. (DRIC-BP-52505).

-Leaflet No.1I - DRIC Literature Resources and Services.r

- . -Leafle, No.2 - DRIC On-Line Terminal to ESA Space Documentation Service (SDS).

kj- Leaflet No.2a - Using RECON Printouts supplied by DRIC.

-Leaflet No.3 - Defence Research Abstracts.

-Leaflet No.4 - US Military Specifications, handbooks, MIL Standards and Federal Specifications.

-Leaflet No.5 - MicroF .

-Leaflet No.6 - DRIC SDI Services.

-Leaflet No. 7 - DRIC On-Line Termrinal to the British Library Automated Information Service (BLAISE).

-Leaflet No.8 - DRIC Translation Service.

-Leaflet No.9 - Notes for Translators. oz

- - Leaflet ?! 10 - Technical Enquiry Service.

L eaflet No. 12 - Explanatory Leaflet for form DRIC/BR/75/1 "Distribution of Reports via DRIC".

'9 7.P
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4. PAOCURE&*NT EXECu~ivF MNIS1FY OF DEFEN~CE

W- k--IESES1Q-.PHil i i on FI rN T!I i #i n
CEflTIE 
STATION SQUARE HOUSE STMARYCRAY ORPINGTON KENT BR5 3RE TELEX 896866 TELEPHONE ORPINGOTN 32111

DRIC Lev.flet No. 3 (Revised March 1978)

DEFENCE RESEARCH ABSTRACTS

Unclassified-controlled and classified scientific and technical reports* received
in DRIC from government establishments, firms and other organisations working in
the defence field in theUK and overseas countries are announced in DRIC's Defence

I. Research Abstracts (DRA) journal.

This journal is issued in two main editions:

MOD Edition (semi-monthly) - this edition is graded Confidential
Discreet and is available to MOD staff
only.

Contractors Edition (monthly) this edition is graded Restricted an'.
is intended primarily for UK Government

defence contractors.

All reports announced are available to MOD requesters in paper copy form on ican or
for retention if stock permits. Many reports, including all MOD reports, are avail-
able for retention as microfiche (see DRIC Leaflet No. 5 for more ±nformation on
microfiche). Availability of reports, as paper copies or microfiche, to UK Govern-
ment defence contractors may be subject to confirmation of a relevant need-to-know
or the receipt of other necessary approvals.

INDEXES

Computer-produced subject,author, report number and DRIC accession number indexes
are included in each issue of both editions of DRA. Quarterly and annual cumulated

indexes are issued as separate publications. These indexes contain subject, author,
report number, DRIC accession number, corporate author znd monitoring agency,
contract number, translations, conference, and titles sections. Each index entry
includes the DRIC accession number (for requesting purposes) and a DRA Location V

Number which facilitates reference to the abstract of the report.

*Unlimited (openly available) MOD reports are also announced in DRA; any other

Unlimited reports received are passed to the Department of Industry Technology

Reports Centre for announcement in their R&D Abstracts Journal. The latter is
available to MOD and UK Government defence contractors free of charge from TRC

upon authorisation from DRIC.

/Contd. '.".

No limitations on distribution
or further disclosure ;.
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SUBJECT COVERAGE

Defence Research Abstracts covera wide range of subjects, and entries are arranged

under twenty-two subject fields which are subdivided into grout , as ollows:-

AERONAUTICS ELECTRONICS AND ELECTRICAL NAVIGATION, COMMUNICATIONS,

AeroynaicsENGINEERING DETECTION, AND

Aeronautics Components COUNTERMEASURES
Aircraft Computers Acoustic Detection
Aircraft Flight Instrumentation Electronic and Electrical Engineering Communications
Air Facilities Information Theory Direction Finding

Subsystems Electromagnetic and Acoustic
AGRICULTURE Telemetry Countermeasures

Infrared and Ultraviolet Detection(Not subdivided) ENERGY CONVERSION (NON-PROPULSIVE) Magnetic Detection

ASTRONOMY AND ASTRO2HYSICS (Not subdivided) Navigation and Guidance
Optical Detection

(Not subdivided) MATERIALS Radar Detection
Seismic Detection

ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES Adhesives and Seals
Ceramics, Refractories, and Glasses NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND

Atmospheric Physics Coatings, Colourants, and Finishes TECHNOLOGY
Meteorology Composite Materials V

Fibres and Textiles (Not subdivided)

BEHAVIOURAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES Metallurgy and Metallography ORDNANCEMiscellaneous MaterialsORNCE
Administration and Management Micelneu Mtril
Documentation and Information Technology Oils, Lubricants, and H iraulic Ammunition, Explosives, and

DcomenionadIfomtosTcnlg Fluids Pyrotechnics ~
EcnmisPlastics BombsN

History, Law, and Political Science R eC a h s_
Human Factors Engineering Rubbers Combat Vehicles

Humanities Solvents, Cleaners, and Abrasives Explosions, Ballistics, and
Linguistics Wood and Paper Products Armour

JF-Achine Relations ?ire Control and Bombing

Personnel Selection, Training, and MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES Systems

Evaluation Mathematics and Statistics GunsRockets .. $2
Psychology (Individual and Group Operations Research Rcewt
eiou )CHANICAL, INDUSTRIAL, CIVIL, UdweOnc

AND MARINE ENGINEERING PHYSICS

BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL SCIENCES Air Conditioning, Heating, Lighting, Acoustics
Biochemistry and Ventilating Crystallography

n Civil Engineering Electricity and MagnetismBiolog v"  Construction Eqainment, aterials, Fluid Mechanics

Bionics arBadLeICicnicas MedicineContainers and Packaging Optics
Clinics] Medicine Couplings, Fasteners, and Joints Particle Accelerators
Envronmental Biology Ground Transportation Equipment Particle Physics

Escape, Rescue, and Survival Iydrailic and Pneumatic Equipment Plasma Physics
Food Industrial Processes Quantum Theory
Hygiene and Sanitation Machinery anj Tools Solid Mechanics bm-:" -
Industrial (Occupational) Medicine Marine Engineering Sold-stata PhysicsLife Support MaieEgneigSoi-tt hsc
Lie Suppot EPumps, Filters, Pipes, Tubing, and Thermodynamics

Medical and Honpital Equipment and Supplies Valves Wave Propagation
Microbiology Safety Engineering -"'

Personnel Selection and Maintenance Structural Engineering PROPULSION AND FUELS
(Medical)

Pharracology METHODS AND EQUIPMENT Air-Breathing Engines
Physiology Combustion and Ignition
Protective Equ.,ment Cost Effectiveness Electric Propulsion
Radiobiology Laboratories, Test Facilities and Fuels

Stress Physiology Trst Equipment Jet and Gas Turbine Engines
Toxicology Recording Devices Nuclear Propulsion
Weapon Effects Reliability Reciprocating Engines
CHEMISTRY Reprography Rocket Motors and Engines

Rocket Propellants
Chemical Engineering MILITARY SCIENCES "K

Inorganic Chemistry Antisubmarine Warfare SPACE TECHNOLOGY

Organic Chemistry Chemical, Biological, and Astronautics
Physica- Chemistry Radiological Warfare Spacecraft

Radio and Radiation Chemistry Defence Spacecraft Trajectories and
Intelligence Re-entry - -.

EARTH SCIENCES AND OCEANOGRAPHYInelgceR-trLogistics Spacecraft Launch Vehicles and
Biological Oceanography Nuclear Warfare Ground Support
Cartography Operations, Strategy, and Tactics
Dynamic Oceanography
Geochemistry MISSI.!X TECfINOLOGY
Geodesy Missile Launching and ;round Support
Aeography Missile Trajectories
Geology and Mineralogy Missile Warheads and Fuzes
Hydrology and Limnology Missiles
Mining Engineering
Physical Oceanography
Seismology
Snow, Ice, and Permafroat
Soil Mechanics
Terrestrial Magnetism

%I
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DO YOU SEE DEFENCE RESEARCH ABSTRACTS REGULARLY?

If not please ask to see a copy either from your local information officer or

\" librarian, or direct from DRIC using the slip below. A sample copy can be sent
if you wish to assess further the value of the journal. If you are a Project
Officer responsible for a contract, does your contractor know of the Contractors
Edition of DRA?

ro: DRIC/Publications
Room 506

* Station Square House
St Mary Cray
Orpington
Kent
BR5 3RE

*I do not see Defence Research Abstracts at present; please add my name to the
distribution list.

*Please send me a semple copy of:

Defence Research Abstracts MOD Edition f',..

II Defence Research Abstracts Contractors Edition 2

DRA Cumulated Indexes

4, A, *delete as applicable.

Signed ................................ Date.....................

Name
(IN BLOCK LETTERS) ...................

Branch or
Establishment ........................

... . . . .

.. ...

L'.

Ta
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PROCURlEMENT EXECUTIVE MINISTRY OF DEFENCE

DE FElCE
I.ESElPCH
U!I fO IIi iTIIOI CElTPE
STATION SQUARE HOUSE STMARYCRAY ORPINGTON KENT BR53RE TELEX896866 TELEPHONE ORPINON 32111

DRIC Leaflet No. 10 (Revised March 1978)

DRIC TECHNICAL ENQUIRY SERVICE

THE SERVICE

DRIC has a team of subject specialists who carry out subject searches of the
scientific and technical report literature on request for Ministry of Defence
Branches and Establishments, and for organisations with current UK Government
defence contracts. See Annex A to this leaflet for details of DRIC's team of
literature searchers and their subject specialisations.

LITERATURE RESOURCES

In house sources DRIC's holdings comprise the reports accessioned by
Mintech Technology Reports Centre and the Naval
Scientific and Technical Information Centre befo.e
1 October 1971, plus all defence controlled and
classified reports received in DRIC since that date
(total stock is estimated at over 800,000 reports).
All are fully indexed. DRIC also has access to the
Unlimited reports held by the Department of Industry
Technology Reports Centre at St. Mary Cray.

External 3ources DRIC has its own RECON (REmote CONsole) terminal
through which it is linked on-line to the ESA Space
Documentation Service network computer at Frascati,
near Rome. The RECON terminal permits rapid and
exhaustive searching of a data base comprising over
nine million references to open reports and published
papers. The major data files available include the
NASA Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports
(STAR) bulletins since 1962, the US National Technical
Information Service bulletins (Government Report

Announcements) since 1970, Chemical Abstracts since
1969 and INSPEC since 1971. This service is described
more fully in DRIC Leaflet No. 2.

DRIC also has a dial-up terminal to the British Library
Automated Information SErvice (BLAISE). On-line access

.4't to BLAISE enables DRIC to search an extensive data base
of life sciences literature. Files available include
MEDLINE, TOXLINE and CHEMLINE, in addition to MARC
(both UK and US versions). The number of literature
references on file totals over four million. This
service is described more fully in DRIC Leaflet No. 7.

/Contd.

No limitations on distribution

or further disclosure
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External sources (contd.) DRIC also holds printed indexes to the major US
official abstract bulletins and these too are used
in answering enquiries.

REQUEST PROCEDURE

Requests for subject searches should be made on form DRIC/TECHENQ/78/l
(copy attached). Requests should be addressed to DRIC Technical Enquiries
Section, Room 507, Station Square House, St. Mary Cray, Orpington, Kent,BR5 3RE

*j (Telephone: Orpington 32111, Extension 249).

When requesting a search the following should be specified:

i the subject scope of the enquiry

ii the period to be covered

iii any limitation on the security grading of the reports to be
rettieved

I iv any other limitations on the reports to be retrieved (eg reports by

a particular author or originated by a particular organisation, etc)

v whether details of reports available fron DRIC are required, or
whether details of reports announced by the US but not currently
released to the UK are also required

vi the form in which the results of the search are to be presented.
DRIC can provide a list of report references, abstracts of relevant
reports and copies of relevant reports; the normal practice is to
provide abstracts to enable the requester to decide whether the
reports are likely tobe of interest, before the full reports are sent.

44440

Provision by the requester of one or two literature references known to be
relevant can be of great assistance to DRIC staff when searching for further
references.

VISITS TO DRIC

:.. '!' Requesters from the defence community are welcome to visit DRIC for the purpose
of identifying and scanning reports. As DRIC's holdings comprise several
collections of reports indexed by different methods, advance inotice of such
visits, together with the details of the proposed search, should be given.
This will enable DRIC staff to effect a preliminary search.

'..
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PROCUREMENT EXECUTiVE MINISTRY OF DEFENCEr-f$DEFEflC
CEITIE"
STATIONSQJARE HOUSE STMARYCRAY ORPINGTON KENT BR5 3RE TELEX896866 TELEPHONE ORPINGTON 32111

DRIC Leaflet No. 14 (Revised March 1978)

UNCLASSIFIED OR UNLIMITED?

A brief explanation of these terms is given below in an attempt to clarify
% the distinction.

If a document is not marked RESTRICTED or above, then it is UNCLASSIFIED;
there is no lower security classification. Although UNLIMITED is often
indicated as a security marking, it is strictly a distribution statement*,
and indicates that an UNCLASSIFIED document has been approved for release
to the public (in the UK, copies are sent to the Department of Industry
Technology Reports Centre (TRC) and the British Library Lending Division.
To warrant UNLIMITED distribution the document must conform to certain
criteria. For example it must contain no matter which is objectionable on
grounds such as policy, commercial security or adverse comment on commercial
products. It must be clearly marked as being openly available or with a
purchase price. Additionally there a.e restrictions on the categories of
unpublished documents which may be cited as literature references.

To sum up, an UNLIMITED report must be positively identified (and marked) as
such or bear a clear indication that it is suitable for public release; all
other UNCLASSIFIED reports must be treated as documents with limitations on
their distribution.

*Note. In US practice, the distinction is rigorous. The DDC Document Control _z
Form DD1473 has separate sections for "Security Classification" and "Distribution
Statement"; the notes on the latter give the standard forms of statement to be
used, including "Distribution of this document is unlimited". In the UK the
term UNLIMITED is often u.ed on its own, as it necessarily implies UNCLASSIFIED,
and this practice is followed on the Document Control Sheet contained in DRIC
Spec 1000, and the Report Documentation Page in DRIC Spec 2000.

WHERE TO APPLY: DRIC OR TRC

Reports that are known to be UNLIMITED should be requested from TRC, unless
they are also known to have P or BR accession numbers in which case they should
be requested from DRIC. All other reports should be requested from DRIC, r ..
including AGARD publications for which DRIC is the national distribution centre.
The correct request form should be used, ie DRIC REQ 1 for DRIC held items and
TRC/72/2 for TRC held items.

The attached Report Location Flowchart has been drawn up to give guidance as to
where to apply for various categories of reports. It also serves as an aid in
deciding whether a report is likely to be UNLIMITED or not. Notes on the flow-
chart are given overleaf. /ot,*,' ; /Contd. .

I/ IN.."

No limitations on distribution
or further disclosure

S.l-.
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NOTES

1. The flowchart is not intended to cover all possibilities;
the following points are made for your guidance.

2. 'Commercially confidential' reports are exemplified by
Research Association reports, usually graded
'Confidential to Members'.

3. 'DRA' should be taken to mean Defence Research Abstracts
(Jan. 1972 onwards) or Part 2 of R & D Abstracts
(up to Dec. 1971).

4. 'R & D Abstracts' should be taken to mean R & D Abstracts
(Jan. 1972 onwards) or Part 1 of R & D Abstracts (up to
Dec. 1971).

5. You should not reach the point 'END'. If you do then you
have not followed the flowchart correctly - start again
from 'BEGIN'.

NEI
N

'"A.

7-.1

%.
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REPORT LOCATION
BEGIN~

FLOWCHART
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"" REQUEST FOR LITERATURE SEARCH For DRIC use
D E This form may be used by MOD Date received:
P ESEflCH staff, and by members of the

*"" I~h'9~PrIt~IrI~r~f civilian community when Search.re.erence:
iIIFOPM1Aff 11Oi requesting literature searches Search reference:

C~~fTIOE in support of UK Government
. -.- defence contracts and projects.

REQUESTOR Name: Telephone No. Ext.

Address:

4
'.

SUBJECT Please state the subject as specifically as possible:

ADDITIONAL Give any technical background or other information thought necessary
INFORMATION to clarify your enquiry (continue overleaf if necessary):

REFERENCES Please list authors, corporate sources or accession numbers of any
relevant references already known to you:

LIMITATIONS ON SEARCH

1. Grading of literature references 2. Period to be 3. Size 7'
(Please tick as appropriate) covered Maximum number of

Unlimited (open) From .......... references required
(RECON/BLAISE searches) Fo.... If fewer than.
Defence controlled and To ............ please broaden search
classified or search back files

as appropriate %
SNEED-TO-KNOW This section must be completed by all requestors frnm nllie the

Ministry of Defence

UK Government defence contract number or details of any relevant UK
Government defence project ............................................ 

"

Name, address and telephone number of sponsoring MOD Project Officer:

N Signed: Date: --

When completed this form should be sent to: Defence Research Information Centre,
Technical Enquiries Section, Room 507, Station Square House, St Mary Cray, Orpington,

.', ..9 Kent, BR5 3RE. Telephone: Orpington 32111, Ext. 249.

DRIC/TECHENQ/78/l (Superseding DRIC/TECHENQ/74/l)
JH



APPENDIX A-6

Defence Scientific Information Service (DSIS)
National Defence Headquarters (NDHQ)
101 Colonel By Drive
Ottawa, Canada K1 AOK2

DISSEMINATION PRACTICES

(a) Charter or description of facility and service.
DSIS as an agency of NDHQ/CRAD (Chief Research and Development) acts as the central organization for
(a) Recording the existence of scientific and technical documents dealing with Department of National Defence

(DND) R&D and distributing these documents within DND and to allied countries.
(b) Acquiring, cataloging, storing, announces, retrieves and disseminates Canadian and foreign defence-relatzd

RDT&E reports and project information.

(b) Sources of data and material distributed.
N% Sources of information are Canadian, NATO, and Commonwealth defence departments and miscellaneous.

(c) Size of collection(s).
., 500,000 paper reports and 200,000 microfiche.

(d) Listing of data banks - include description.
Bibliographic data.
Work Unit Data (projects).
Staff Studies (military position papers, etc.).
Low-Intensity Conflict Information Analysis (terminated).

(e) How is material accessioned and retrieved?
Cataloguing data is entered on in-house computer, announced by selective dissemination of information and
document digests, and retrieved by remote terminal retrospective searching on outside computer.

(f) National policies affecting dissemination.

Government to government distribution only.

(g) Initial distribution policy and methods.
Initia! distribution is by pre-clearance and semi-automatic distribution to defence departments of allied

" "countries. A digest of Canadian reports is also distributed.

(h) Secondary distribution policy and methods.
Secondary distribution is through defence departments after clearance (if not covered by pre-clearance).

(i) Restrictions on dissemination.p Security and content clearances as well as exchange considerations.

A) Who can access the Information?
Canadian access is limited to defence department and its contractors. No foreign access except for requests
for specific reports.

M(k) Method of domestic access.
Remote terminal retrospective searching 'n outside computer. Letter and telephone requests.

* \.l-, (1) Method of foreign access if permitted.

Requests for specific reports as announced in digest of Canadian documents.

t91 (m) User registration method if required.
Domestic users registered in a Patron File. Contactors must make special applicatioa for access.

.. I (n) Announcement media.

Restricted and Secret Document Digests.
Confidential Canadian Digest.
Selective Dissemination of Information (SDI).

(o) Is material sola or loaned or both ?

Paper copies are distributed or loaned. Microfiche copies are distributed.
"- .
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(p) Cost and method of payment for material and services.
No costs applied to users except for remote-terminal search time.

(r) Promotional material available.
Brochure on DSIS services (in preparation).

9, Guide to DSIS services.
Guide to SDI services from DSIS.

"! (s) What aspects of your operation are automated?
Patron File, Master records, SDI, retrieval, microfilm indexes, Document Digest printing.

(t) Guidelines for access to sensitive material.
Patron File (list of users) contains need-to-know and clearance data.

(u) Conditions for release of material.
All limited-distribution and classified documents are released for defeice purposes only. Further restrictions
may be applied as appropriate.

(v) Translation services and material availability.
-, DSIS has no in-house translation service but arranges translation of research and development reports as

required.

w C,,, sCtotozr relation and user need services.
Custom,r Services Centre established as initial and routine contact point to DSIS. Liaison visits regularly to
heaviest users. Routine yearly contact with SDI clients to confirm profiles if not already adjusted.

(x) Future plans and developments. . .
It is intended to bring the retrospective searching in-house.

(y) Staff and training (optional).
Staff 35 total, 8 professionals of which 6 are scientists, 1 is a librarian, and 1 is a computer specialist.
Support staff training is on-the-job.

V4

%).

II -
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APPENDIX A-7

Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC)
Cameron Station
Alexandria, Va. 22314, USA q

DISSEMINATION PRACTICES ,-

(a) Charter or description of facility and service.
DTIC is the clearing house for the US Department of Defence (DoD). Collections of research anu development
in virtually all fields of Science and Technology. A primary field activity of tht, Defense Supply Agency,
DTIC has the mission of answering three questions in support of DoD Research, Development and Test,
namely. (1) What research is planned?, (2) What research is currently being performed?, and, (3) What results

v were realized by completed research?. <, I

(b) Sources of data and material distributed.
Defense agencies and associated.contractors are required tc deposit information (both uni.Jasified and lassified
including secret and restricted data) into vanous data banks. DD form 1473 must accompany all inputs.

(c) Size of collection(s).
Technical Report Data Base contains over 1.2 million titles categorized into two-level arrangement cunsibting
of 22 major subject ficids and further divides into 188 related subject groups. (See "s".)

(d) Listing of data banks - include description.
Master and inverted files for Technical Report Bibliographic data, Research and Technology Work Unit resumes,
Program Planning summaries, Independent Research and Development resumds, central registry.

(e) How is material accessioned and retrieved? (See attachment.)
Documents are bcreened to insure they are of S&T Scope and are not duplicates. Upon selecton, each report
is assigned an AD (Accession Document) number, proceosed into the collection and recorded by micro-
photography.

A'.
(f) National policies affecting dissemination.

Security and Sensitivity of material. DTIC serves the general public by releasing material to NTIS, identifying
and advising report availability and seeking public release of documents.

(g) Initial distribution policy and methods.
Automatic Document Distribution program (ADD).::i Microfiche. i!.
Automatic Magnetic Tape Distribution program (AMTD).

Scheduled Bibliography.

(h) Secondary distribution policy and methods.
Report Demand Bibliography. -

Direct Reponse Bibliography.

-. .Re -'^-ctions on dissemination. (See attachment.)
Classification and limitation markings, user registration.

(j) Who can access the information?
Regstered users consisting of US Government R&D ativities, associated contractors, sub-cuntiac.tars, and
grantees and ,rganizatiuns between contratts through a potentia: contraLtor piograns. There are collections,
however, that contain proprietary data or information compiled for spe. ifi,. purpose of DoD management
decisions which are available to defense components only.

.4 (k) Method of domestic access. (See attachment.)
Classified/Limited Services - Direct DTIC Contact, ose DTIC form 1. _7
Unclassified/Limited Documents - NTIS Contact.

(I) Method of foreign access if permitted.
Unclassified/Unlimited - Normal contact is through NTIS.
Other contact is through embassy or other country designated contact media.

(in) User registration method if required. (See attachment.)

%i Completion of DD form 1540. Classified Services also require a DD form 1541 "Facility Clearance Register"
Process described in a manual entitled. Registration for S&T Information services of DoD (DSAM 4"85.3). -"
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(n) Announcement media.
Technical Abstract Bulletin (TAB) and Indexes, Annual Indexes, TAB Quarterly Indexes, Bibliography of
Bibliographies and DDC Digest. Also, brochures, pamphlets, manuals and journal articles.

(o) Is material sold or loaned or both?
Some sold, some free. ,

% (p) Cost and method of payment for material and services.
Payments are handled by NTIS and vary with particular service. Technical reports have a $3.00 service charge.C for full-sized copy or $.95 for microfilm. This cost also applicable to unclassified/unlimited DoD documents
of NTIS if you are a DTIC registered user and have an NTIS deposit account. (See NTIS.)

Ell (q) Request and egistration forms (samples).
See attached.

(r) Promotional material available.
Yes.

(s) What aspects of your operation are automated? (Also see "z".)
Defense RDT&E On-Line System - a network of remote terminals linked to DTIC's Central Computer,
accessing all four data banks. Consisting of: 900,000 technical records, 116,000 one-page records for work
Unit Information, 27,000 or more one-page summaries of completed or active products, 19,000 one-page
summaries of IR&D. A typical terminal installation consists of an input/output CRT display and printer.

" A magnetic-tape cassette is also available for use with the system. Special term" ial facilities are made available
for DDC users in Los Angeles, Washington D.C. and Boston. User manual is DSAM 4185.13.

(t) Guidelines for access to sensitive material.
Clearance request form used to gain approval of release from office invoking the restriction. (See attached.)

(u) Conditions for release of material.
Must uphold conditions of classification and sensitivity.

(w) Customer relation and user need services.
DoD components are offered all four data banks. Other users have access to TR's and WUIS. DTIC also offers
referal to S&T information services not available at DDC.

(x) Future plans and developments.

DTIC has a continuing program to study techniques and equipment to improve information transfer.

(z) Comments.
N, Data Bank By-Products: "3

1. Announcement publications.
2. Automated document distribution.
3. Automatic magnetic-tape distribution program.
4. Bibliography program.
5. Defense R&D of the 1960's.
6. Defense R&D of the 1970's.
7. Selective dissemination of information.
8. Technical vocabulary.
9. Recurring management information system reports.

Additional detailed information concerning DTIC is as follows:-

(Note - all references to DDC are now DTIC.)

1. Extract DDC: Page
-,, Users Guide 79-80

DD form 1541 81
DD form 1540 82-83

'-S DD form 1473 84-85 ".5.
DD form 55 86-87

.,-4

5,..,t
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(Extract DDC Users Guide)

1W11AT ARE THE REGISTRATION PROCEDURES?

Registering an organization for DTIC services iniolies the following ations by the requcs.-gk vrg~nizataor. and by
DTIC:

I. Requester Complete a DD Form 1540, Regz~tration for Scientiff% and Technical Infurmation Services ejsec
DSA Manua 4185-3 for registraton irrstrutionsj and distribute a,ording' o the Cop) Dtsignatior. shown an
the form. Contractors who require classified services are retluired to complete a DD Form 1514:, Facility
Clearance Register, and forwa%-rd to the appropriate DC.ASR.

2. DTJC Upon receipt of a completed and certified DD Form 1540, assign a DoD) User Coae Numnber and
% procms the form through the coemputer operations.-or inlusion on the .entral registry - Return a duplicate

copy of the DD Form 1540 to the senae: with a servic paJket of materials, including a-pplicb request forms.
(except for the DTIC Forms 1, Document Requests, which are forwa-rded if the user- elects to open an NTIS
deposit account'.

3. Requester If copies of technical reports are desired, two options are available to registered DTIC users-
(1) order direatly from the National -edihnzcal Information Servixe (NTIS;% with chewk, purchas order, mine)
order, or American Express Credit Card Number to cover service charges, or k:!) order directly from DTIC or

66;NTIS afer establishment of an NTIS Deposit A..cunt. DTIC users are encouraged to open an NTIS Deposit
Al-.4unt because faster response to requests and a S.60 dislwunt is provided for DTIC-supplied do.uments.
sent directiy to DTIC by option (2; above. Ani NTIS deposit account application fom and instructions are
contained in the DTIC service packet provided each new DTIC user upon registration.

4. DTIC If the user established an N7TIS Deposit Aczount, a supply of DTIC Formns 1, Docunent Request, is
prepunched with the applicable DoD User Code N..-nber and forwarded to the registered user organization.

5. Requesier - If certified to receive classified services, complete the DTIC Form 9 'lip the DTIC service packet)
to receive copies of the Technical Abstract Bulletin and corresponding Indexes free laf charge, znd forward to
DTIC. (All organizations, except US Government agencies, are required to complete DD Form :54 1, Facility
Clearance Register, to receive classified services from DTIC.)

6. DTIC Place the names of registzrr crganizations on the distribto list to receive DTIC Digest coples, on
an automatic basis.

HOW ARE INCOMING REPORTS CONTROLLED?

Accessions Program

The acquisition, evaitation, and selection of technical reports applicable to the RDT&E program. This program
L designed to maintain high standards for a,,cepting reports into the DTIC colletion. while providing for maximum
interchange of information.

Reports are receiv-4 fromn Government insiallations, industrial contradtors, univeritiesand mcn-profit orgtnizations
participating in the RDT&E program. These reports are gererated by several funding mct'ods. such as DoD sponsored,
DoD co-sponsored with non-DoD) organizations, 4nd non-DoD) sponsored. The source . and types of funding are important
factors in the selection decision.

The DsilC collection consists mai~il~ of reports subnietted at the time of primary distribution. The incidence of
acceptance to the collection is high szne the preparation and stietion are controlled by iientical or compatible DulD
regulations. Each report is examined and added to the collection if it contributes. to onz.)r more aspects of the program.
A report is rejected if its technical coverage is considered insignificant.

'i ,dprvosy.hog

teReprints of reports published in journals are checke' for duplitzhon with informali anre-.ei'e r'iui hog
teprimary distribution procedures.

Special arrangements are made~ for acquisition of reports L,! financed by DoD and nct coatrolrd by DoD i Cgulations,
ir contractual agreements, but whi.;h meet report selection re5q...rern -nts a.d represent techinicaly significant additicns to

'N111%the DTIC collection.

,\ .,.. Also, if references are made to valuable technical repu.rts in biblugaphies or other publicatx..ns recciv 2J in DTIC,
or if requests are received for reports which are n,,t incuded ir. the ccrrent colltction, DTIC .naktb every eff..rt to aquire
copies of those reports.
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HOW DO YOU SUBMIT DOCUMENTS TO DTIC?

1. Prepare the technical report in accordance with MIL-STD 847A.

2- Double check the report to determine whether a DD Form 1473, Report Documentation Page, has been
included- Completion of this one-page summary is vital to activities within DTIC for processing, announcing,
and linking collections. For example, completion of Block 10 of the DD Form 1473, Program Element,
Project. Task Area and Work Unit Numbers, enables cross-referencing the ongoing research projects reported
on the Work Unit Information Summary, to the completed research efforts included in the technical reports.

3- Reconsider the report cover if it is a dark color. Dark colors create problems in microphotography. It is
difficult to get good legibility of downgrading and declassifying markings when they have bcen printed on
these colored covers For instance, black ink on a dark blue cover does not provide enough contrast to
discern the printing, either on microform or bWowback copy. ff dark colors are used, you are urged to repeat
downgrading and declassifying statements on the first page following the cover.

4- Complete a DTIC Form 50 (DTIC Accessions Notice) and forward with your report, if you wish to be apprised

of the AD number assigned to your report. The DTIC Form 50 will be returned with the assigned AD number.

5. Check the number of copies necessary for DTIC:

(a) 12 copies of unclassified/unlimited reports.

Co) 2 copies of cLassified and/or unclassified/limited reports.

Note- If required number of copies cannot bc supplied, DTIC will a,.cept one complete, legible copy on loan,
to be returned to you after reproduction.

6. Package the reports and forward by postal services listed below:

(a) Registered mail for Secret reports.

(b) Certified or registered mail for Confidential reports.

HOW DO YOU ORDER A DOCUMENT?

Distribution of all documents under the control of DTIC must be made in accordance with the document seirmty
level and assigned distribution limitatit.,ns of the reports. The following paragraphs outline the requirements for request-
ing various categories of reports.

Classified Documents

To request classified documents which ," ::e no additional distribution controls, it is necessary to be a registered
* DTIC user and certified to receive classified in: zrmation. Users with N IS Deposit Accounts order directly from DTIC

using a DTIC Form 1. Other: esters order from NTIS citing the document requested, their user code number and
the contract registered with DTIC for classified services.

Limited Documents

Documents with distribution limitations are recognizable by the "L" suffix to the AD number. Their limitations
are imposed on some classified and most unclassified documents supplied by DTIC. DTIC users affected by theL assigned distribution limitation (e.g., contractors or grantees requesting a "US Government Only" report) request on a
DTIC Form 55 provided in the DTIC service packet. All DTIC Forms 55 are sent directly to DTIC where the request
is validated and forwarded to the document controlling office for release determination.

Unclassified/Unlimited Documents

These documents are not supplied by DTIC but may be ordered from DTIC by user. with established NTIS Deposit
Accounts. Users may submit requests directly to NTIS, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22161, USA, but
DTIC-regiztered users receive a S.60 discount on Defense documents ordered directly from DTIC. Service charges for

2 - these Cr' uments are determined by NTIS and are based on number of pages within a document.
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INSTRUCTIONS"

FOR CONTRACTOR: FOR COGNIZANT DCASR:

1. Complete Part I in duplicate (three copies if you

desire a file copy). I Complete Part 11.

2. For'ard tsko copies to the Defense Contract

Administration Services Region (DCASR) having 2 Forward one copy to DDC at the address given below

security cognizance over your company.

3. Separate facility clearance registers are required 3 If you, have no record of facilit) clearance, return

for each location to which classified material will forms to contractor with appropriate explanation

be sent. .'"'

PART I

NAME AND MAILING ADDRESS OF FACILITY (ClaisafJed 2. STREET ADDRESS (Actual location il different from Item I)

rmaterial will be forwarded to this address)

3. TYPED NAME AND TITLE OF RECUESTER 4. SIGNATURE 5. DATE

PART II

e. THE FACILIT Y LISTED IN P ART I IS CLEARED TO RECEaVE AND STORE DEP AR TMENT OF DE FENSE C LASSIFIED MAT EF. L

UP TO AND INCLUDING

0SECRET ElCONFIDENTIALI
(Any change affecing this facility clearance will be reported ioedlately to DDC.)

7. NAME AND ADDRESS OF TIH DCASR a. TYPED NAME AND TITLE OF CERTIFYING OFFICIAL

9. 3IGNATURE 10. DATE 4

11. MAIL TO: Defense Documentation Center

Cameron Station
Alexandria, Virginia 22314

REMARKS
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARATION OF REPORT DOCUMENTATION PAGE

RESPONSIBILITY The controlling DoD office will be responsible for completion of the Report Documentation Page, DD Form 1473, in
all technical reports prepared by or for DoD organizations.

.LASSIFICATION Since this Report Documentation Page, DD Form 1473, is used in preparing announcements, bibliographies, and data
banks, it should be unclassified if possible If a classification is required, identify the classified items on the page by the appropriate

-, symbol.

COMPLETION GUIDE

General Make Blocks 1. 4. 5, 6. 7, 11, 13, 15, and 16 agree with the corresponding information on the report cover. Leave

Blocks 2 and 3 blank.

Block 1. Report Number. Enter the unique alphanumeric report number shown on the cover. -

Block 2. Government Accession No. Leave Blank. This space is for use by the Defense Documentation Center.

Block 3. Recipient's Catalog Number Leave blank. This space is for the use of the report recipient to assist in future
retrieval or thedocument •

Block 4 Title and Subtitle Enter the title in all capital letters exactly as it appeais on the publication. Titles should be
unclassified whenever possible. Write out the English equivalent for Greek letters and mathematical symbols in the title (see
"Abstracting Scientific and Technical Reports of Defense-sponsored RDT, E, "AD-667 000). If the report has a subtitle, this subtitle
should follow the main title, be separated by a comma or semicolon if appropriate, and be initially capitalized If a publication has atitle in a foreign language, translate the title into English and follow the English tran.lation with the title in the original language. ,
Make every effort to simplify the title before publication.

Block 5 Type of Report and Period Covered Indicate here whether report is interim, final, etc., and, if applicable, inclusive
dates of period covered, such as the life of a contract covered in a final contractor report.

Block 6 Performing Organization Report Number Only numbers other than the official report number shown in Block 1, such "'
as series numbers for in-house reports or a contra.tor grantee number assigned by him, will be placed in this space. If no such numbers
are used, leave this space blank.

Block 7. Author(s) Include corresponding information from the report cover. Give the name(s) of the author(s) in conventional
order (for example, John R Doe or, if author prefers, J Robert Doe). In addition, list the affiliation of an author if it differs from that
of the performing organization.

Block 8 Contract or Grant Number(s) For a contractor or grantee report, enter the complete contract or grant number(s) under
which the-worlreported was accomplished Leave blank in in-house reports.

Block 9 Performing Organization Name and Address. Fr in-house reports enter the name and address, including officq symbol,
of the performing activity For contractor or grantee reports enter the name and address of the contractor or grantee who prepared the b-

report and identify the appropriate corporate division, school, laboratory, etc., of the author. List city, state, and ZIP Code.

Block 10. Program Element, Project, Task Area, and Work Unit Numbers. Enter here the number code from the applicable
Department of Defense form, such as the DD Form 1498, ,,Rcsear.h and Technology Work Unit Summary" or the DD Form 1634
"Research and Development Planning Summary, ' which identifies the program element, project, task area, and work unit or equivalent
under which the work was authorized. N

Block II Controlling Office Name and Address Enter the full, official name and address, including office symbol, of the
controlling office (Equates to funding, sponsoring agentjy. For definition see DoD Directive 5200 20, "Distribution Statements on
Technical Documents.")

Block 12. Report Date. Enter here the day, month, and year or month and year as shown on the cover. ...

Block 13. Number of Pages. Enter the total number of pages. '

Block 14, Monitoring Agency Name and Address (if different from Controlling Office). For use when the controlling or funding '5'
office does not directly administer a projct, contract, or grtnt, but delegates the administrative responsibility to another organization.

Blocks 15 & 15a. Security Classification of the Report. DCLassification, Downgrading Schedule of the Report. Enter in 15
the highest classification of the report. If appropriate, enter in 1Sa the dclassification, downgrading shedule of the report, using the 4
abbreviations for declassification, downgrading schedules listed in paragraph 4-207 of DoD 5200. 1-R.

Block lb. Distribution Statement of the Report. Insert here the applicable distribution statement of the report from DoD
Directive 5200.20, "Distribution Statements on Technical Documents." ,

Block 17. Distribution Statement (ot the ab.,tract entered in Block 20, if dfferent from the distribution statement of the report).
Insert here the apphable distribution statement of the ab.tract from DoD Directive 5200.20, "Distribution Statements on Technical Doe-
uments."

Block 18. Supplementary Notes Enter information not included elsewhere but useful, uch as. Prepared in cooperation with
Translation of (or by) . . Presented at conference of ...To be published in . ..

Block 19. Key Words Select terms or short phrases that identif the prinLipal subjects covered in the report, and are
sufficiently specific and precise to be used as index entries for cataloging, c-onforming to ,,tandard terminology. The DoD "Thesaurus
of Engineering and Scientific Terms" (TEST), AD-672 000, can be helpful.

Block 20. Abstract. The abstract should be a brief (not to exited 200 aord,) factual summary of *ne most significant informa-
tion contained in the report If possible, the abstract of a classifted report should be unclassified tnd the abstract to an unclassified
report should consist of publicly- releasable information,. If the report contains a significant bibliography or literature survey, mention
it here. For information on preparing abstract, see "Abstracting S ientific and Te.hnical Reports of Defense-Sponsored RDT&E,"
AD-667 000. v
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REQUEST FOR LIMITED DOCUMENT DCCNRLN. UE OTO O

NOTE- This form may be classified if necessary. See Instructions on teverse.

No crbonpapr reuird inthecompetin ofthi for.-.

1. REQUEST AND JUSTIFICATION

AD NUMBER CLASSIFICATION: DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT:

-0Unclassified 03 RD C0 U.S. Gov't. Only

DATE REQUESTED 0 confidential 0. CNWDI C3 DoD Only Otesto: (Address in Section 111)

0 Secret 03 NATO 03 All Release Controlled

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION (Include Al/Available Identifying Data)
SPONSORING MILITARY ACTIVITY AND SERIES NUMBER REPORT TITLE AND PERSONAL AUTHORS .'V ORIGIN/.TOR.5 SERIES NUMBER AND DATE PUBLISHED

CONRAC ORGRNT UMBR F REPORT ORIGINATING ACTIVITY (Glue speci ic LaF. or Div. and Location)

REQUIRED FOR (Explain need in detail, include applicable con tracts)

II.-REQUESTING ORGANIZATION AND GOVERNMENT SPONSOR IDENTIFICATION
REQUESTING ORGANIZATION AND ADDRESS SIGNATURE AND TITLE

REGISTERED CONTRACT NUMBER CONTRACT CLEARANCE

GOVERNMENT SPONSOR AND ADDRESS TYPE COPY AND QUANTITY

03 Microform ______ Copy($) 0 Paper Copy _ Copy(s)
METHO'D OF PAYMENT

03 Charge to NTIS Deposit Account No. ____________

________________________________________________________ 0Bill My OrganlZation to the Attention of:

CONTRACT MONITOR AND TELEPHONE NUMBER

Ill. RELEASING AGENCY DECISION

RELEASING AGENCY
0 APPOVEDFOR RELEASE TO REQUESTER IN. SECTION 11

QAPPROVED FOR RELEASE TO ALL REGISTERED DDC USERS
WITH ADEQUATC SECURITY CLEARANCE AND NEED-TO-KNOW
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INSTRUCT IONS

A. ALL DDC USERS1. Complete User Control Number block, if desired, for your internal control purposes.

2. Complete Sections I and II. In Section III, complete the Releasing Agency and address blocks
only.

3. Enter all available bibliographic information in Section I for use by DDC and the releasing agency
in document identification.
4. Explain in detail your requirement for the document in Section I.

5. Contractors and Grantees must identify in Section II their government sponsor including an
appropriate individual's name and telephone number.

6. Indicate method of service charge payment in Section I, either as a charge to your NTIS
deposit account or as a bill to your organization from NTIS. DDC will not accept any form of
prepayment with this request. (Service charge will be made only for documents approved for
release.)

7. Indicate type of copy and quantity requested in Section II. Microfiche will be supplied when-
ever possible if "Microform" is selected.

8. If classified information must be included, CLASSIFY THIS FORM.

9. If the document requested is CNWDI, certification that you are currently approved for access
to CNWDI information must either be on file at DDC or furnished with this request.. '

10. Do not include payment or order cards with this request. Retain "Requester's copy" for your
record and for ward remaining three copies to: '_ .

Defense Documentation Center
ATTN: DDC-DDR K M-
Cameron Station ,
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 r..,

B. RELEASING AGENCY

1. Review the request. Contractor or Grantee government sponsor identification and contact
point is included in Section II for your use, if necessary.

2. If approved only for specific requester identified in Section II, check that approval block,
type name and title, sign and enter date in Section III. Retain "Releasing Agency copy" and
return remaining copy to DDC.

3. If approved for all DDC users, check that approval block, type name and titlt, sign and
enter date in Section IIl. Retain "Releasing Agency copy" and return remaining copy to DDC.
NOTE: When this block is checked the existing distribution limitation assigned to the report
is retained, but you are giving DDC the authority to release your limited document to all
registered DDC users who are cleared for the security level and subject area of the document.

4. If disapproved, check disapproval block, type name and title, sign, enter date and explain '

reason for disapproval in Section III. Retain "Rcleasing Agency copy" and return remaining
copy to DDC.

5. As directed by OUSDR&E (R&AT), DoD releasing agencies should:
a. Complete this form and return it to DDC within 15 days.

b. Reexamine the need for a limited distribution statement on this document and,
if possible, authorize its removal. To document this review, a memorandum
indicating that the limitation statement can be removed or explaining why it
cannot be removed should also be sent to DDC.

N., .
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APPENDIX A-8

Department of Energy (DOE) -.
Technical Information Center (TIC)
P.O. Box 62 'O
Oakridge, Tennessee 37830, USA

DISSEMINATION PRACTICES

(a) Charter or description of facility and service.
The US Department of Energy Technical Information Center, located in Oakridge, Tennessee, is DOE's "-+-
central point for collecting, processing, announcing and disseminating the world's technical and scientific
literature on energy. From this input, TIC creates a number of bibliographic data bases from which TIC .-

publishes a number of announcement journals. ..

(b) Sources of data and material distributed.
TIC acquires all technical reports issued routinely by DOE offices and contractors for processing, distribution
in full-size to official addresses, microfiching for sale to official addresses, for transmittal to NTIS for further
sale, and for announcing in TIC's abstracting and indexing journals. TIC also acquires full-size copies of energy
literature by purchase or through exchange agreements. TIC obtains bibliographic citations and abstracts for
the remainder of the world's energy literature on magnetic tape for indexing, processing, and announcement. , -

(c) Size of collection (s).
TIC maintains an archive of approximately 500,000 technical reports issued by the AEC, ERDA, and DOE. .

(d) Listing of data banks - include description. "
Energy Data Base - contains approximately one million entries,with bibliographic citation, abstract, and --.-

subject indexing to the world's scientific and technical information of interest to DOE.

General and Practical Data Base - contains over 10,000 entries on energy information available as mass-media
products, such as pamphlets, booklets, fiLms, posters, and technical information for the public or the layman.

Research-in-Progress Data Base - contains over 15,000 records on energy or energy-related research projects.

(e) How is material accessioned and retrieved?
DOE reports wan be accessioned from TIC for official requesters, or from NTIS for non-official requesters.
TiC publications can be accessioned from TIC, GPO, or NTIS. Citations from the TIC data bases may be V,1

accessioned and retrieved from DOE/RECON for official requesters, or by non-official requesters from three
processors: the Western Regior.al Information Service Center, NERAC, or the University of Georgia Computer
Center.

(f) National policies cffecting dissemination. .. '.,

The National policy affecting dissemination is that of encouraging wide dissemination of information.

(-' Initial distribution policy and methods.
DOE reports printed in sufficient quantities a~e distributed free in full-size copies to official addresses. Other ..

DOE reports are sold through the microfiche facility to official addresses, and by NTIS. TIC a&i journals are "-- "
free to official addresses and exchange partners. All initial distribution is made from the TIC facility.

(h) Secondary distribution policy and methods.
Official requesters may obtain full-size copies of DOE publications free from TIC, if TIC has full-size copies '
in stock. Otherwise, secondary distribution is made by purchase from NTIS, GPO, or the TIC microfiche .
facility.

(i) Restrictions on dissemination. "" " "
National defense considerations cause restrictions on the dissemination of a small number of DOE reports,
and DOE reports in certain technology areas are disseminated outside the US only in exchange for similar
type information.

(j) Who can access the information?
Any US individual or organization can access unclassified information. Foreign nationals and organizations "-.
do not have access to certain DOE reports, and to TIC's data bases except on an exchange basis. . .-

(k) Method of domestic access. ..
Official iequesters can obtain DOE publications direct from TIC, and access TIC's data bases on DOE/RECON. .. ."+

Others can obtain DOE publications from NTIS or GPO, and access TIC's data bases through the information ,.". -
processors given in the answer to question (e) above. 8/",'-'-
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(1) Method of foreign access if permitted.
Foreign requesters can purchase most DOE publications from NTIS or GPO, and obtain the others from TIC
on an exchange basis. Foreign requesters may obtain TIC's data base on an exchange basis.

(m) User registration method if required.
None required. L,

(n) Announcement media.
TIC publishes a number of abstracting and :ndexing announcement journals, and has a number of reports and
booklets describing TIC's products and services.

(o) Is material sold or loaned or both?
Material is sold, given away free, or exchanged. The only loans made are non-English publications which may .'-

be the only copy held in the US.

(p) Cost and method of payme:t for material and services.
The cost is variable depending upon the material and service being provi led. '-

(q) Request an,. registration forms (samples).
No 'gecial form required.

(r) ;, motional material available.
A variety of promotional materials are available from TIC.

(s) What aspects of your operation are automated?
All bibliographic data are input to the TIC computer through an on-line CRT-terminal system, processed by
computer, and repro-copy output produced by computer. Report distribution is semi-automated. Various -..

administrative files are also automated.

(t) Guidelines for access to sensitive material
Guidelines are those required for national defense.

(u) Conditions for release of material.

Conditions vary.

(v) Translation services and material availability.

TIC performs as a clearing house for information on translations of publications pertaining to energy made or
in progress. A translations list is published. Translation service can be arranged by TIC for DOE offices.

(w) Customer relation and user need services.
TIC does not have a separate component devoted to customer relation and user need.

(x) Future plans and developments.
These depend upon future funding and staff levels thus are not so definite that they can be announced.

(y) Staff and training (optional).
TIC has a staff of about 230. Training is done on-the-job.

sit
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APPENDIX A-9

European Space Agency
ESRIN - Information Retrieval Service
via Galileo Galilei
0004 Frascati, Italy

S- DISSEMINATICN PRACTICES

(a) Charter or description of facility and service.

Informatio:- Retrieval Service (irS) is the STI department of the European Space Agency which comprises
11 memher states (Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, United Kingdom). IRS is required to provide computer-based STI services to the Agency's staff,
its Advisory Groups, its main contractors, and to the member states.

(b) Sources of data and material distributed.
NASA supplies its NASA File of aerospace abstracts as announced in STAR and IAA under the terms of an

information exchange arrangement;

.. ',0 Many commercially available data bases such as Chemical Abstracts, INSPEC, COMPENDEX, etc. are maintained
online;

A holding of NASA microfiches of NASA-sponsored reports (also supplied as part of the information exchange)
is maintained.

(c) Size of collection(s).
Data bases cover the following broad subject areas:

Subject Name of Time Refs/
data base span month

Aerospace NASA 1962- 5,500
Agriculture CAD 1973- 10,000
Aluminium ALUMINUM 1968- 630
Biology BIOSIS 1973- 20,000
Biology PASCAL 1972- 40,000
Chemistry CHEMAES 1969- 32,000
Computers/control INSPEC 19711 8
Electrical/eietronics INSPEC 1971-
Electronic Components ELECOMPS 1970- 2,000
Electronic Components SPACECOMPS 1976- 280 -p.

Energy ENERGYLINE 1971- 400
Engineering COMPENDEX 1969- 8,400
Environmental Science ENVIROLINE 1971- 760
Information Science INSPEC INF 1971- 100
Mechanical Eng. ISMEC 1973- 1,000
Medicine PASCAL 1972. 40,000
Metallurgy METADEX 1969- 2,600
Oceanography OCEANIC 1964, 500
Physics INSPEC 1971- 10,000
Pollution POLLUTION 1970- 500
Si/tech NTIS 1970- 4,200
Sci/tech PASCAL 1972- 40,000

(d) Listing of date banks - include description.
Answered above.

(e) How is material accessioned and retrieved?
( On-line interactive information service.

(f) National policies affecting dissemination
IRS is available in each member state at the discretion of that member state, usually via the organ of a

'5' National Centre nominated oy the government department concerned. Policies tend to differ in each country.

(g) Initial distribution policy and methods.

(See (h).)
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(h) Secondary distribution policy and methods.
(Answer to both (g) and (h).) IRS provides a reference (or abstract) retrieval service but does not provide
original documents other than NASA reports on demand.

(i) Restrictions on dissemination.
The on-line service is available throughout the member states. All requests from non-member states must be 0
referred to the ESA Council. If access is approved a surcharge of 10 per cent is levied for all non-member
state access. This recognizes that they have not contributed to the basic investment.

O) Who can access the information?
Anyone requiring access must (subject to (i) above) sign a standard form of contract. If access to the NASA
File is requested a Tripartite Form must also be signed and in-scope input must be provided.

(k) Method of domestic access.
(See (1).)

(1) Method of foreign access if permitted.
(Answer to both (k) and (1).) On-line in the following steps:

1. Choice of file.
2. Selection and logical combination of keywords.
3. Display of references and retention of those useful.

(in) User registration method if required.
Each user is assigned an I.D. which must be entered Nia his terminal during the logon procedure. The I.D.
defines which files may be accessed.

(n) Announcement media.
Exhibitions, mailing of brochures etc., limited space advertising, conference presentations.

(o) Is material sold or loaned oi both?
Hardwired terminal equipment is rented.
Microfiche copies and blow-back are sold.

(p) Cost and method of payment for material and services.
Various hourly rates dependent upon particular file accessed. Charges are :nvoiced monthly and payable in -.

national currency at the official ESA rate.

(q) Request and registration forms (samples). -.

Used.

(r) Proniosiont'l material available. """

Several brochures and a newsletter.

(s) What aspects of your operation are automnated?
On-line interactive interrogation. U'
O -line data entry.
Statistics.
Invoicing.

(t) Guidelines for access to sensitive material.
No sensitive material currently on-line other than a small number of ELDO documents in-orpoiated in the
NASA File, reque.sts for these must be sent to ESA HQ. 2 ,

(v) Translation services and material availability.
Translation program for NASA covers about 100 ONERA and DLR reports annually.

(w) Customer relation and user need services. ' . - ---

IRS maintains a Customer Services Seidion of five staff currently who provide training and support to
National Centre staff with a tontinuous program of seminars throughout the member states at beginner and - -

advanced level, provide user manuals and associated material (e.g. newsletter NEWS and VIEWS).A..

(x) Future plans and developments.
There is a need t. add more data bases to satisfy the demands of both existing and potential Iients, retrieval
software is being extensively developed, on-line data entry and private file servites are being further developed
and promoted, remote printout of seardi results over tht neL%,ork is being extended, on-line SDI profile entry
has been introduced and will be promoted, connection to Euronet may reach wider market.

"-.- 1*
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(z) Comments.
IRS has set up its own telecommunication network - ESANET -- stretching more than 10,000 kilometers and
extending through most WVest European countries; linked up with other communication Networks such as
CYCLADES (France), TYMSHARE (Europe), CNUCE (Italy) to ensure wider access; IRS will also be available
through the EURONET DIANE Servioe when introduced.

j77
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APPENDIX A-10

The Aeronautical Research Institute of Sweden (FFA)
P.O. Box 11021
S-161 11 Bromma, Sweden

DISSEMINATION PRACTICES

(a) Charter or description of facility and service.
FFA is concerned with research in the aeronduticai field. The library gives service to about 50 scientists inside
our Institute and also to other libraries all over Swedeii, industrial as well as public and scientific ones.

(c) Size of collection(s).
Collections. About 10,000 books, 65,000 technical reports, 12,000 printed leaflets, 250 journals (substriptions
and exchange).

(d) Listing of data banks - include description.
In collaboration with the Armed Forces, Air Material Department, aeronautical technical reports in some
Swedish libraries Pre indexed (COSATI) with lists evey month.

-, ~ (e) How is material accessioned and retrieved?
Books are catalogued manually and we use a classification system of our own.

0) Who can access the information?
Open to our own staff and other libraries.

(1) Method of foreign access if permitted.
,~' Possible for all Swedes to visit the library after permission from the librarian. (As we belong to the Defence,
- -foreigners are not allowed to visit our Institute without special permission.)

(n) Announcement media.
Accession lists twice a month (125 copies) inside and outside our Institute.

~ -/1(o) Is material sold or loaned or both?
Material is on loan.

(p) Cost and method of payment for material and services.
Service is free of charge (Xerox copies cost 0.50 Sw.Kr./copy outside our Institute).

(s) What aspects of your operation are automated?
None.

(t) Guidelines for access to sensitive material.
Sensitive material is not given on loan outside our Institute.

(w) Customer relation and user need services.
As our library is a special library in the aeronautical field (we are only a few in our country), and some of the
material is exclusive, we consider it our duty to give service to others.

(y) Staff and training (optional).
The staff consists of 35 persons.

4r
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APPENDIX A-11

7 Forsvarets Forskning San Salt (FOA)
National Defence Research Institute
S-10450 Stockholm, Sweden

DISSEMINATION PRACTICES

(a) Charter or description of facility and service.
The responsibility for Swedish defence research is vested in one estabishment. FOA. The scope of the
Institute is accordingly very wide. Apart from defence research, FOA serves Utrikes departemente! - UD
(The Ministry for Foreign Affairs) - with scientific background information. The five research departments
of FOA have their own specialized local libraries. In addition, there is a central unit FOA Index p~oviamg
computerized services to the department libraries.

(b) Sources of data and material distributed.
Ordered materia!, subscription to about 2500 journals (AD reports).

(c) Size of collection(s).
The library collections contain 80-90,000 documents growing at about 4000 new titles each year. It also has
about 250,000 AD documents.

(d) Listing of data banks - include description.
Systems analysis weapons technology, applied electronics ABC research, human studies.

* - (e) How is material accessioned and retrieved?
Lists of recently acquired books, lists of periodicals SDJ service based upon NTIS data base, retrospective
services using DIALOG, ORBIT, RECON and New York Times.

(f) National policies affecting dissemination.
Classified documents are made available to users within the Swedish defence organization on a need to know

"N basis.

(g) Initial distribution policy and methods.
Periodic listings, SDI, circulation, subscription service.

ft." Sc.,d;ry distribution policy and methods.

Commercial retrospective searches.

(i) Restrictions on dissemination.
Classified documents are made available to users within the Swedish defence organization on a need to know
basis.

(j) Who crm access the information?
Primarily for internal use.

(k) Method of domestic access.
Unclassified documents published by FOA are available in Sweden by purchase or subscription.

(1) Method of foreign access if permitted.
Requests from defence agencies for reports should normally be made through that countries Defence Attache
Office in Stockholm. Subscriptions through FOA Info, FACK S-104 50 Stockholm 80.

n) Announcement media
Periodic lists, SDI.

(o) Is material sold or loaned or both?
Both.

,e I (r) Promotional material available.
.4- Yes, "FOA in a nutshell".

(s) What aspects of your operation are automated?
Catalog card production, FOA periodic listings NTIS SDI, DIALOG, ORBIT, RECON, NYT.

V. V
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(t) Guidelines for access to sensitive material.Internal users only -- need to know.

(u) Conditions for release of material.

(v) Translation services and material availability.

(x) Future plans and developments.
Experimental on-line system for documents arriving at and leaving the Institute.

XI,

I.

a-, .
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APPENDIX A-12

HelArki Univtrsity of Technology Library
Otaniementie 9
SFO 2150 ESPOO 15
Finland

DISSEMINATION PRACTICES

(a) Charter or description of facility and service.
Helsinki University of Technology Library statutorily acts as the National Central Library for technology in
Finland offering library and information services to anybcdy reqtiri,.g scientific; and technical information.

(b) Sources of data and material distributed.

Sources of data and material are acquired through purchase, exchanges and through the publishing activities
of the University of Technology.

* (c) Size of collection(s).
500,000 volumes of reports, periodicals and books. 500,000 reports on miciofiche.

(d) Listing of data banks - include description.
The library maintains one data bank only, namely INIS, The International Nuclear Information System,
created on a cooperative basis by the International Atomic Energy Agency.

The data base is searchable on-line by customers in Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden through the
information and documentation dedicated network SCANNET.

(e) How is material accessioned and retrieved?
Purchase is the major accessioning method. As regards publications of the university, a certain number of
each report has to be deposited with the library and given to the library for dissemination.

(g) Initial distribution policy and methods.
Reports from the different departments of the University of Technology are distributed according to mailing
lists.

(h) Secondary distribution policy and methods.
Secondary distribution is carried out on requests, free of charge to cooperating institutions and on pa ment
to others.

() Who can access the information?
Anybody.

(k) Method of domestic access.
Reading room use, loans, photocopies, of not copyrighted, and inter-library loans.

() Method of foreign access if permitted.
' .~ Loans, delivery of photocopies if not copyrighted.

(m) User registration method if required.
No user registration required.

(n) Announccment media.
Lists of accessions are disseminated in close to 1000 copies. An annual AKWIC-Index is made of journal
papers in Finnish periodicals and of reports in Finnish from Helsinki Univeisity of Technology and the

! ,National Center fo" Technical Research.

An AKWIC-Index is periodically compiled of dissertations and research papers of the university.

(o) Is material sold or loaned or both?
Both.

(p) Cost and method of payment for material and services.
Reports are sold at a standard price of $15.00, copies are supplied at a price of 25 cents/page and services
are charged by hour of the work of an information specialist plus computer etc. costs. The costing policy is
non-profit.
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(q) Request and registration forms (samples).
Most zequests are received by telex or by national or international inter-library service request forms. No
special form for this library is required.

(r) Promotional material available.
Handouts in Finnish, Swedish and English are available.

(s) What aspects of your operation are automated?
The INIS on-line system is automated, the production of AKWIC ;ndices also. Cataloging of library m.iterial
and selective dissemination of information concerning accessions is also automated.

(t) Guidelines for access to sensitive material.
No sensitive material in the collections.

(v) Translation services and material availability.
Translation services are carried out helping library clients on the spot free of charge. For other translation
services there is a charge.

(w) Customer relation and user need services.
The Information Department, and the Library Services Department the library are responsible for customer
relations and service.

(x) Future plans and developments.
An integrated automation of also other library functions than cataloging and on-line service to supplement
the present COM outputs offline.

(y) Staff and training (optional).
The library and its ten departmental and ten institutional libraries have a total staff of 70 persons, 30 of these
are graduates. User training is carried out e.g. concerning tie user of various on-line systems, such as the
ESA/ESRIN, Systems Development Corporaticn etc.

(z) Comments.
A heading without an answer should be interpreted as not relevant to our services.

k4

71
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APPENDIX A-13

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
.... Kavntner Ring 11, P.O. Box 590

A-101 1 Vienna, Austria

DISSEMINATION PRACTICES

(a) Charter or description of facility and service.
The International Nuclear Information System (INIS), operated by the International Atomi.. Energy Agen..y
(IAEA) in zollaboration with its Member States, provides access to the world's literature on the pea.eful uses
of nuclea science and technology. Collection of both input and output are completely dcentralized. Only

"V' the processing, checking and merging of the data ,'re centralized.

(b) Sources of data and material distributed.
Inputs received from member states through INIS Liaison Officers at a national level.

(c) Size of collection(s).
More than 440,000 cacur.,eits and articles have been announced since INIS was ;ut in operation in 1970.
About 70,000 items are now announced each year.

'7:'- (d) Listing of data banks - include description.
Twenty-three subject fields concerning every aspect of the peaceful uses of nuclear sciciice and technology.

(e) How is material accessoned and retrieved?
The responsibility fir ident'fying, cataloging, abstracting, and indexing the relevant information published
within a country re-t. with the INIS Liaison Officer representing that country. Tle IAEA hab .he responsibility
for merging the input from the Member States and publishing the results.

(f) National policies affecting dissemination.
Each INIS Liaison Officer has the exclusive rights for the dissemination of the collected information within
his own country, except for the printed INIS Atomindex and the microfiche.

(h) Secondary distribution policy and methods.
Microfiche of the "non-conventional" literature announced in INIS Atominde;., available to the public.
"Non-conventional" literature is defined as that, such as scientific and technical reports, patent documents,
and non-commercially published theses and dissertati %is, which is not comarercially available through the
usual distribution channels.

(j) Who can access the information?
,, .There are no restrictions on access to INIS Atomindex or the microfiche.

-'° (k) Method of domestic access.
Access is-through INIS Liaison Officers.

-Z (1) Method of foreign access if permited.
Access is through INIS Liaison Officers.

(n) Announcement media.
1. INIS Atomindex, a semi-monthly abstract journal available to the public on subscription. Each issue

contains a main entry section (abstracts) and 5 indexes. The indexes are cumulated semi-annually.
2- Magnetic tapes in a variety of formats duplicating the information in the printed INIS Atomindex, but

available only to participating Member States and international organizations.

kz : .,(p) Cost and method of payment for material and services.
The annual subscription to INIS Atomindex (by surface mail from Vienna) is $200.00. Air mail delivery is
$150.00 additional. The microfiche of "non-conventional" literature are $1 per document, irrespective of
the number of microfiche involved.

(r) Promotional material available.
INIS newsletter, brochures.

A__ (s) What aspects of your operation are automated?
Magnctic-tape service, INIS Atomindex generation record input, bibliographic data and abstra-A, four major

,.~f.ies.



(w) Customer reliltion and user need services.
Direct inquiries to nitional INIS Liaison Officer.

(x) Future plans and developments.

In 197 7 the IAEA commenced work on the establishment of an experimental cooperative system for directioii-line access to the INIS data base. Effectiveness to be assessed in 1979. Also coopera-ting ilith space
documentation service of ESA and the International Institute for Applied Sy stems Anal)ysis, exploring w ays
of further improving and developing the service.

P4 W*
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APPENDIX A-14

International Translations Centre (ITC)
101 Doelen Straat
Delft, The Netherlands

DISSEMINATION PRACTICES

(a) Charter or description of facility and service.
The objective of ITC is to improve and facilitate the use of literature published in less accessible languages
and of interest to science and industry and also to promote internationa cuoperation in this field. Itb inter-
national board of Management is composed uf representatives from participating national centers, namely.
Belgium, Denmark, France, Federal Republic of Germany, Greece, The Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Swed n
and Switzerland.

(b) Sources of data and material distributed.
Any organization or individual having translations available is invited to send notification to its national enter
or ITC or, deposit a copy in ITC. Bil liographic data is required including, author, title, name, year, volume,
number of original periodical, number of pages, name of agency from which available, price when known and
language. Periodicals must be romanized.

(c) Size of collection(s).
140,000 - not the primary function of ITC.

" - (d) Listing of data banks - include description.
?",4 Catalog giving access to over 500,000 translations mainly from East European and Asiatic scientific and

technical literature into western languages. Some western to French, some Spanish.

(e) How is material eccessioned and retrieved?
The data base will be available through EURONET, the European on-line Information Netwo;k. The
information section handles some 800-1000 requests a month. Translated and filed alphabetically. Subject
requests difficult.

(f) National policies affecting dissemination.
Foundation under Dutch law.

(i) Restrictions on dissemination. () Who can access the information?
None. Anyone.

(k) Method of domestic access.
Applicant must give full bibliographic data about the original. Information on the existence of a translation
and its locationb. Requests for reproduction are provided at the actual cost (with a small handling fee).

(n) Announcement media.
World Transindex announces 32,000 translations per year. Arranged by subject headings derived from
COSATI. Includes source and author index. Five Year Cumulations, Journals in Translation (Joint
Publication with British Lending Library Division) and Translation News.

~~. .f ' material sold, or loaned o; oh
Sold.

(p) Cost and method of payment for material and services.

Copy cost and small handling fee.

(r) Promotional material available.
Yes.

(s) What aspects of your operation are automated?
World Transindex produced by means of PASCAL system.

(v) Translation services and material availability.
The center does not prepare translations nor order translators to prepare translations.

*(z) Comments.
Basically a referrai service.
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APPENDIX A-15

Kungl Tekniska Hogskolans Bibliotek
Royal Institute of Technology Library (RITL)
S-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden

DISSEMINATION PRACTICES

(a) Charter or description of facility and service.
The Information and Documentation Center of the Royal Institute of Technology Library provides a service
primarily in support of the institute. The service essentially consists of SDI and retrospective searches of
external data bases. SDI is a w.omputerized ,urrent awareness service scanning 10,000 references veekly.
Retrospective searches are performed interactively using different data bases with over 20,000,000 references.

(b) Sources of data and material distributed. -
SDI references printed on cards mailed to users twice to four times a month. .1etrospective oearch of field of
interest available in one hour. Data bases searched are ESA/RECON, SDC/ORBIT and Lockheed/DIALOG,

(e) How is material accessioned and retrieved?
" INComputerized facilities.

Since our start ten years ago we have been working on grants given by the government. Thse grants have
permitted us to work out an SDI program called EPOS/VIRA for the SDI service that enables us to run many
data bases in a uniform format and enter the search profiles in remote batch from a terminal. We are also
acting as national center for the IRS-RECON system, i.e. we have a 'igh-speed terminal here and also a
concentrator for the RECON network.

(g) Initial distribution policy and methods.
SDI.

(h) Secondary distribution policy and methods.
Retrospective search.

Ci) Restrictions on dissemination.
The service is mainly for Swedish users. We are also giving service to other Nordi. countries but not too many
countries outside the Nordic ones.

()Who can access the information?
61',' Anyone in those countries mentioned above who needs information may demand help.

k Method of domestic access.
The SDI service is a decentralized batch service, i.e. we are iesponsible ror running the tapes and maintaining
the system. The formulation of the profiles is done not only within our organization, but also at about 20
different universities around the Nordic countries and within some industries. The profiles are then entered
in remote batch to the central computer in Stockholm. This means that a person in need of information ,an
discuss his problems wth someune often at hand (geographic), while the sy stem is still maintained in Stockholm.

(1) Method of foreign access if permitted.

0. By foreign access, heie I mean outside the Nordic countries, we have special ,ooperation with some countries,
fo. instance Portugal, who can access the SDI system irn the same way as Nordic users. Otherwise we do not
have many foreign questions. We are restricted by contracts with the data base producers of some of the
data bases.

(m) User registration method if required.

We have a tustomer file stored in the computer. This Lustomer file prints out labels to all profiles wlih have
given output during the last search. This file is .lso used for invoicing. The .ustomer file is built in the same
way Ps the profile file.

(n) Announcement media.
We have some pamphlets in Swedish. Otherw.se we are giving seminars within our institute and on different
places around the country.

;. '
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.. ~ (o) Is material sold or loaned or both?
M ." E Each information search is formulated for the individual customer. It is his unique problem and the result is

his own to treat in the way he wants to. Some producers, however, have put restrictions for the use of
information from specific data bases, and the customer has to follow these rules.

(p) Cost and method of payment for material and services.
The price fcr the SDI subscription is SwCr 880 per year and query. This price is regardless of the number of

":' "-'data bases used and number of references retrieved. The price for a retrospective search is dependent on the

time spent at the terminal. One hour terminal time is charged at SwCr 800 regardless of system. An extra cost
for a high volume of printed references is charged. The SDI service is invoiced annually in advance,

X.'' . retrospective services shortly after the result is received.

(q) Request and registration forms (samples).
There are no strict forms to be filled in.

(r) Promotional material available.
2N •See under point (n).

(s) What aspects of your operation are automated?
For our services we are almost only using computerized systems.

(t) Guidelines for access to sensitive material.
No, we do not have any guidelines.

(u) Conditions for release of material
Those conditions are data base dependent.

(v) Translation services and material availability.
The library is a member of International Translation Centre but we do not do any translations ourselves.

Requests for hard copies from references retrieved from the computerized services are channelized through
the RIT Library to the appropriate library where the full material is available.

(w) Customer relation and use) need services.
As far as possible we try to help everybody who comes with questions to us, regardless if it is in connection
with a search or not. We try to keep the relations as informal as possiole and do not always charge for service.

(x) Future plans and developments.
We are involved in the testing of a new Swedish interactive search system called 3RIP. During the next year
we will implement some data bases not always already available. Among these data bases is our own data
base in mechanical engineering, MechEn. The test will show if 3RIP is more economic and has better
facilities than other big interaitive systems and we will try to work with the users adaptions such as help
facilities.

11

(y) Staff and training (optional).
The department within the RIT Library that is working with computerized information services, IDC, consists
of 24 people. Of those 12 arc information officers educated in different scientific disciplines, 3 are working
with the maintenance of the systems, both the SDI service and 3RIP. One is typing our MechEn data base
and the rest are working with administrative and clerical tasks. The training of the staff is mainly done

,' , in-house by practical woik. Courses given by outside organizations such as SDC are attended.

;ft ,',We are also doing a lot of education and training of people outside our organization, ma'nly students within
the Institute This training involves manual literature searches as well as computerized searches. As a national
center for RECON we are giving courses for those who want to use the system within Sweden and Finland.
The organizations who want to use our SDI service in their work have to attend courses at IDC.

(z) Comments.
IDC is a department of the RIT Library and the serviLe given is first of all adapted to the need of information
by the researchers of the Institute,. Since this service is available we try to help everybody in the country who
wants this kind of service.

kt%.
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APPENDIX A-16

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)

Scientific and Technical Information Facility
P.O. Box 8757
Baltimore/Washington International Airport, MD 21240. USA

DISSEMINATION PRACTICES

(a) Charter or description of facility and service.
%-' The NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility serves as central repository for over 1.8 million items

of aerospace derived technology. Collects and distributes to industry, to the academi,. community and to the
interested public as well as to its own scientists and enginerns the scientific and technical information which
results from aerospace research.

(b) Sources of data and material distributed.
NASA Space and Aeronautical Research, NASA Centers, NASA contractors, other Government agencies and
their contractors, private i.nd unnersity research institutions, and foreign governmcntal industrial and academic

i1 laboratories.

(c) Size of collection(s).
1.8 million including books and serials. STAR population is 425,000, IAA is 525,000 for a total of 950,000
accessions. Increasing at 90,000 per year.

(d) Listing of data banks - include description.
S11 subject divisions, 75 categories.

, .1J (e) How is material accessioned and retrieved?
Staff of information specialists catalog and abstr,.t bibliographic informatiun, stored in facilities computer,
material located by coniputerized search.

\. I (f) National policies affecting dissemination.
NASA must provide the widest practicable and appropriate dissemination of information concerning its

'44 .activities and results thereof.

(g) Initial distribution policy and r:thods.
Dissemination of hard copies of microfiche to registered users. "Selected Current Aerospace Notices" to
NASA scientists and engineers and its contractors at two-week intervals.

(h) Secondary distribution policy and methods.
Available from sales source noted in STAR. Usuall National Tecnni al Information service and US Govern-
ment Printing Office.

(i) Restrictions on dissemination.
Searches by registered users. Security classified and administratively restricted by official requirement.

_j) Who can access the information?
Vi Registered users unless available from sales source.

(k) Method of domestic access.
.- " Technology utilization program - 50,000 requests per year.

(1) Method of foreign access if permitted.
%.. Sales source subject to restrictions of that source.

(m) User registration method if required.
L.- Apply to facility.

(n) Announcement media.
Semi-monthly "Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR)" presents 1000 doLument abstracts in
75 categories. Companion journal "International Aerospace Abstracts".

(o) Is material sold or loaned or both?
Free to libraries of US Government agencies and other certain publi a% s libraries. Charge for others,
automatic document distribution service (ADDS).
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(- (p) Cost and method of payment for material and services.
Charge for ADPS, $2380 MF, $1810 formal reports subsciption for STAR (US GPO) and IAA from AIAA.

(q) Request and registration forms (samples).
LUsed.

(r) Promotional material available.
Yes.

(s) What aspects of your operation are automated?
NASA scientists and engineers and NASA contractors can use NASA/RECON.

(t) Guidelines for access to sensitive material.
LSTAR announces limited publications not available to general put lic.

(u) Conditions for release of material.
Varies.

(v) Translation services and material availability.
- iNASA Technical Translations, number series NASA TTF-(#).

(w) Customer relation and user need services.
STAR, other announcement journals for special needs.

(y) Staff and training (optional).
230 people including professional researchers.

,l
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-' APPENDIX A-17

National Technical Information Service (NTIS)
- .. Springfield, Va. 22161, USA

DISSEMINATION PRACTICES
I-,

(a) Charter or description of facility and service.
The NTIS of the US Department of Commerce is the central source for the public sale of US and foreign
governmenat-sponsored researih, development and engineering reports and other analyses prepared by national
and local governmental agencies, their contractors or grantees, or by Special TeLhnology Groups. NTIS is also
the centrai source for federally generated machine processable data files and manages the Federal Software
Exchange Center. Distributes microform, paper copy, subscription products, cc,.rputer products.

(b) Sources of data and material distributed.
Government agencies, US corporations and universities under contract to meet specific objectives of Govern-
ment agencies. 150,000 report titles are of foreign origin.

(c) Size of collection (s).
Collection exceeds one million titles.

(d) Listing of data banks - include description.
Many special categories, includes Government owned inventions, foreign technology, expor:ts and imports,
Energy, Environment, Local government.

(e) How is material accessioned and retrieved?
File elements include, report title, personal or corporate author, accession or contract number, subject, key
words, descriptors, or subject codes.

(f) National policies affecting dissemination.
NTIS products and services are intended to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the US R&D enterprise,
and to support US foreign policy goals by assisting social and economic development of other nations.

(g) Initial distribution policy and methods.
Standing Order Microfiche Service - "SRIM". Automatic distribution of paper copies.

(h) Secondary distribution policy and methods.
Individual document order.

(i) Restrictions on dissemination.
See (1).

(j) Who can access the information?
Anyone.

(1) Method of foreign access if permitted.
Foreign customers whose orders are destined for countries in which NTIS has appointed managing dealers
must order through those dealers. Dealers are:

The Netherlands
INTERMEDIAIR

Kelzersgracht 391
Amsterdam, Postbus 3434

Brazil
Nucleo de Informacoes Technologicas
Barros Learn Producoes Didaticas LTOA
Rua 24 deMaio 62, Caixa Postal 6182,
01000 San Paulo, S-P.

United Kingdomn
R public Of Ireland
MICROINFO Ltd
Alton, Hampshire GO34IEF
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France, Belgium, and Switzerland
Center for Business Information
7 rue Buffon
75005 Paris

Japan
Mitsubishi-Research Institute, Inc.
1-8-1 Yuraku-Cho
Chiyoda-Ku
Tokyo 100

Mexico
INFOTEC/CONACYT
Division NTIS
Apt. 20, Postal 19-194
Mexico 12 D.F.
Mexico 19 D.F.

(n) Announcement media.
Government Reports Announcements and Index NTIS Bibliographic Data File (Mag. Tape) Tech. notes,
33 Abstract Newsletters.

(o) Is material sold or loaned or both?
Sold, leased, some information free.

(p) Cost and method of payment for material and services.
Costs vary. Methods - Deposit account, American Express, ship and bill with surcharge. NTIS foreign prices
apply outside North America.

(q) Request and registration forms (samples).
Request forms used.

(r) Promotional material available.
Yes.

(s) What aspects of your operation are automated?
NTIS Search gives 680,000 federally sponsored research report summaries on-line. NTIS Bibliographic Data
File.

(v) Translation services and material availability.
80,000 reports since 1957 by Joint Publications Research Service. Mostly concerned with communist
countries.

(w) Customer relation and user need services.
Many special services. See NTIS Information Services General Catalog #6 for North America.

(z) Comments.
NTIS ships about 23,000 information products daily. Supplies its customers with about six million documents

'\'' and microforms annually. NTIS is directed to recover costs from sales of products and services. At least
26 million referrals are made to specific titles in the NTIS system.

[:.%-.
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APPENDIX A-18

National Translations Center (NTC)
The John Crerar Library
35 West 33rd Street
Chicago, Illinois 60516, USA

DISSEM1INATION PRACTICES

(a) Charter or description of facility and service.
NTC serves as an international depository and information sourue for translations of the world's scientifi and
technical literature available from any known Jource in the US and other English Speaking Countries.

(b) Sources of data and material distributed.
The Center's collection has been accumulated through deposits from go- .rmental, industrial, a~ademic a;,d
other professional organizations willing to share translations.

(c) Size of collection(s).
260,000 individual translations available at the Center. The collection grows at a rate of 10,000 to 12,000
translations per year.

(d) Listing of data banks - include description.
NTC has records of almost 1,000,000 individual translations in some 40 languages. About 1500 new availability
records are added to catalog files each month.

(e) How is material accessioned and retrieved?
Translation Register - Index (TR-I). Translation Register lists selected translations organized in subject
arrangement following COSATI Subject Classification System. The Index Section is computer produced
semi-annually and annually.

(g) Initial distribution policy and methods.
TR-I is the Center's monthly listing and citation index for new materials.

(h) Secondary distribution policy and methods.
NTC provides availability information through a serviceisubscription program. After confirmation of availability
the client can acquire a copy from the indicated source or from the Center itself if on file.

Ci) Who can access the information?
Anyone.

(k) Method of domestic access.
Telephone, teletype or mail. (312) 225-2526,

TNX-910-221-5131.

(n) Announcement media.
All newly available translations, regardless of source from which they can be obtained, are announced in the
Center's monthly translations accession bulletin TR-I.

(o)- Is material sold or loaned or both?
See (z).

(p) Cost and method of payment for material and services.

TR-I yearly subscription $65.00 per year. See (z). If available from the Center, translation copies are $10.50
first ten pages plus $2.25 for each additional 10 pages or fraction thereof.

(r) Promotional material available.
Yes.

(s) What aspects of your operation are automated?
Index computer produced.

(v) Translation services and material availability.
Translation services are not available.

(w) Customer relation and user need services.a,?, See (z). -'
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(y) Staff and training (optional).
Staff of four, two professionals and two clerk-typists.

(z) Comments.
- See attached letter.

r

NTC SERVICE/SUBSCRIPTION PLANS - NTC TRANSLATION
" AVAILABILITY SEARCH FEE SCHEDULE

% DThe National Translations Center is zontinuing its program of free access to NTC files for depositors donating
translations to the Center's collection.

Under the terms of the NTC subscription/service program, information from the Center's data files regarding the
availability of translations can be obtained in several ways. Those who both produce and acquire large numbers of
translations can join the Center in a program which is mutually beneficial. The deposit in or contribution of copies of
translations to the Center will entitle the donors to receive information reports about the availability of other translations
which they may need.

Calendar year 1975, served as the basis for instituting the new procedures in 1976. New depositors in 1976,
automatically and immediately became eligible for whatever category (number of translations deposited) they qualified
for. This policy will continue.

The categories are:

S1. 1-20 translations deposited. Free access on a one-to-one basis. Additional reports, if needed, will be supplied
'I at a fee of $3.00 per item searched.

2- 20-40 translations deposited. 40 free availability searches. If more than 40 are needed additional inquiries
will be processed at $3.00 per item searched.

3 Over 40 translations deposited. Unlimited access. Any organization which wishes to deposit more than 40
translations at any given time immediately qualifies for unlimited free reports during the present and
succeeding years (i.e., 76-77; 77-78). This includes back-file translations as well as current material.

4. Subscribers to Translations Register - Index who do not or cannot deposit translations in the Center can
obtain information reports as needed at a fee of $3.00 per item searched.

5. Occasional users of NTC, who are neither depositors nor subscribers to Translations Register -Index, can
-. obtain information and availability reports at a fee of $5.00 per item.

Organizations wishing further information or a status report on your credit with NTC may address inquiries to;

The Chief
National Translations Center
John Crerar Library
35 West 33rd Street
Chicago, Illinois 60516, USA.

.57 -
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APPENDIX A-19

Smithsonian Science Information Exch..ge Inc. (SSIE)
Room 300
1730 M Street
Washington D.C. 20036, USA

:-./ DISSEMINATION PRACTICES

(a) Charter or description of facility and service.IThe SSIE was established in 1949 in support of medical sciences. Today SSIE processes information on more

than 100,000 research projects each year, in all areas of basic and applied research in the life and physical
sciences. It regularly provides ongoing research information and information services to a steadily growing
number of users in the United States and overseas.

(b) Sources of data and material distributed.
SSIE receives projet information from US Federal Government agencies, state and local governmental agencies,

.: non-profit asso.:iations and foundations, colleges and universities and foreign research organizations, over 1300
different sources in all.

(c) Size of collection(s).
P- More than 200,000 ongoing or recently completed projects.

(d) Listing of data banks - include description.
Basic record is the single-page Notice of Research Project (NRP) giving 200-word abstract, project title support-
ing organization, investigator, period, funding etc.

(e) How is material accessioned and retrieved?
Professional staff responsible for subject indexing and retrieval.

(f) National policies affecting dissem;:ation.
Bridge critical information gap between the time a research project is initiated and results available.

-& (g) Initial distribution policy and methods.
' ', Monthly SDI service (standard).

(h) Secondary distribution policy and methods.
Custom searches and quarterly SDI updates, investigator searches, accession number retrieval, administrative
tabulations, research and information packages.

(j) Who can access the information?
No restrictions.

n."  (k) Method of domestic access.
Letter, telephone, request form.

(1) Method of foreign access if permitted.
Letter, telephone, request form.

(n) Announcement media.
,,, ; Available.

¢ ¢(o) Is material sold or loaned or both?
Sold.

(p) Cost and method of payment for material and services.
Prepaid or chi-rge account, 10% added for postage and handling outside the US, Canada or Mexico.

(q) Request and registration forms (samples).
Request form optional.

(r) Promotional material availabie.
_ Yes.

-(s) What aspects of your operation are automated?
SSIE data base accessible through "ORBIT" or "DIALOG" Internal File Search automated.
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APPENDIX A-20

US Government Printing Office (GPO)
Washington D.C. 20402, USA

DISSEMINAfION PRACTICES

(a) Charter or description of facifJty and service.
Each year the several departments offices and agencies of the Federal Government prepare and release tens of
thousands of publications for the consumer. The superintendent of documents provides nearly 25,000 different
titles broken down into subscr;ptions and publications for sale to both domestic and foreign customers.

(b) Sources of data and material distributed.
US Federal Government.

(d) Listing of data banks - include description.
No central list"ig.

(e) How is material accessioned and retrieved?
* * 5No single hard copy catalog is available but subject bibliographies are offered.

(f) National policies affecting dissemination.
Sale of federal publications must be on a self-sustaining basis.

(g) Initial distribution policy and methods.
Subscription sales - over 400 different dated periodicals and basic manuals with supplementary material.

(h) Secondary distribution policy and methods.
Individual order.

(i) Restrictions on dissemination.
Government publications often contain copyrighted material which is used with permission of copyright owner,
publication in a Government document does not authorize any use or appropriation of such copyright material
without consent of the owner.

(j) Who can access the information?
Anyone.

(k) Method of domestic access.
Address inquiry to point shown in promotional material.

(1) Method of foreign access if permitted.
Permitted - same access - 25% surcharge.

(n) Announcement media.
GPO sales Publication Reference File (PRF) - 4 x 8 microfiche, $50.00 per year domestic, $62.50 per year
foreign, 250 subject bibliographies on various subjects.

" (o) Is material sold or loaned or both?
Sold - some free.

(p) Cost and method of payment for material and services.
Minimum order $ 1.00 foreign orders are subject to a 25 percent surcharge. GPO Publication Sales Reference
File Update (PRFSU) $5.00 domestic, $6.25 foreign.

5,:' (q) Request and registration forms (samples).
Various order forms.

(r) Promotional material available.
Yes.

(w) Customer relation and user need services.
When unsure of proper source, contact your nearest Federal Information Center.
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(y) Staff and training (optional).
Sales organization consists of nearly 1000 professionals, technicians and clerks.

(z) Comments.
Remittance is required in advance of shipping by Master Charge, VISA, draft on a Cr..ted States or Canadian
bank, by UNESCO Coupons or International Postal money order inade payable to the Superintendant of
Documents. All orders must be in English.

g7777
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SAPPENDIX B

DOCUMENT REQUESTS PROCEDURES
(Design of Forms, Processing of Requests)

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the basic services provided lty scientific and technical information centres is the supply of documents in
response to specific requests- This activity is increasingly becoming known as secondary distribution. In order to avoid
irrelevant requests, it is important that the terms of reference of such centres, and their publicity material adequately

-- identify the categories of documents for which they are responsible. The parameters defining these categories include:
subject; classification/releasability; and origin.

2. SOURCES OF INFORMATION RELATING TO DOCUMENT REQUESTS

The sources from which requesters will gain knowledge of documents of interest comprise principally: (i) current
awareness announcements (abstracts bulletins, accessions lists, SDI listings, etc.); (ii) citations in the literature; and
(iii) retrospective bibliographies and the results of literature searches. Hopefully the citations in these three media will
provide sufficient information for the unambiguous identification of the required items.

However, a proportion of requests will arise from more tenuous orig,ns. the requester's own recollection of docu-
,' ments or references seen at an earlier date; scribbled notes made at conferences, meetings or discussions where only

passing reference has been made to relevant papers; the requester's own card index to the literature, etc. In these cases,
it will not be surprising if the information supplied in support of a request is deficient to some degree.

3. THE NEED FOR A STANDARD REQUEST FORM

In order to encourage the orderly presentation of adequate information it is strongly recommended that a standard
document request form is used. A cardinal principle is that only one document should be requested on one form. The

problems of progressing different requests entered on the same form are thus avoided.

4. FORM DESIGN

Increasingly, the practice is to use multipart stationery for document request forms. A typical document request
form is shown on page 114 which illustrates the lequest form in use at the Defence Research Infomiatoa Centre of the

... United Kingdom Ministry of Defence Procurement Ex'cutive. This is a three-part form with interleaved carbon. The
top copy (white) is the requester's reference copy and includes notes on completion of the form. The second and third
copies are for use by the Reports Centre, the second copy (yellow) being used as an action copy until the request is
cleared, during which time the third copy (pink) is retained as a reference copy. At the time the request is cleared, the
pink copy is used as a despatch note. The address section top left is perforated and gummed and can be used as an
address label, while the remainder, being despatched with the document, allows the requester to match the incoming
document with his original demand. At the time of despatch the yellow copy is filed away in numerical order. Thus
all yellow forms in the file represent completed requests while all pink forms indicate outstanding requests.

There are arguments for and against pre-numbered forms. However, the pre-printed serial number on the request
form does allow- (i) the requester, (ii) the documentation centre to which the request has been despatched, and (iii) any
third party to whom application for the document may have to be made, readily to identify the request in question. It
also facilitates unambiguous filing of the request forms.

In addition to sectiors for the usual bibliographical elements of the requested document (title, originator, document
reference number, date of publication, accession number, etc.), the form sbould allow for the format in which the docu-
ment is to be despatched to be indicated. One can thus, hopefully, encour4'e the use of microfiches - an advantage to
the information centre if not necessarily to the end user.

It is common practice for document request forms to include a statement, to be certified by the applicant, hmiting

the purposes for which the requested document is required. This statement is intended as a precaution against infringe-
• " ment of the copyright of the document being supplied.

As a large proportion (if not all) of the report holdings of defcnce information centres have hmitations on their
availability it is also necessary to provide a section on the form where the requester can detail the context in which the
requested document is required. On the DRIC form shown on page 114, provision is also made for entering details of
the relevant Miri-try of Defence Project Officer; this facilitates validation of the applicant's requirement. Alternatively,
a register of authorised users may be maintained, and limited distribution end classified documents released only when
the subject content of the iequested document matches the registered field of interest of the user.
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5. PROCESSING OF REQUESTS

The first action on receipt of a request should be to stamp the date of receipt. Such a date is of material assistance
when resolving queries in respect of delays in fulfilling requests.

The next step will.be to establish whether the requested report is available from stok. If so, an necessary clearance
actions should then be taken.

For documents originated in the parent Defence Department ol the Defence Informalion Centre this may involve
clearances in respect of patent rights, proprietary rights, validation of "need-to-know", and a chek on the authurity of
the recipient to receive material of the classification in question.

For documents originated outside the parent De.ence Department, and this second category inludes, of course,
documents received from overseas, care must be taken that document releases are effected strictly in accordance with
the Conditions of Release upon which they have been supplied.

Where documents cannot be traced in the information centre's holdings, a decision must be made as to whether the
requested items should be acquired or whether the requesters should be advised to apply to alternative sources. For
requests "hich have only partial information, the printed indexes to publications such as the US National Technical
Information Service Government Reports Announcements (NTIS GRA) and the National Aeronautics and Spae
Admi.aistration's Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports (NASA STAR) are useful in tracking down and identify ing
specific documents. Cumulations of these indexes, and others, may be interattively searched using on-line .onnections
to computerised information services.

Irrespective of the cause, when a request cannot be met from stock, it is strongly recommended that receipt of the
request is acknowledged. It will be appreciated by the user if this acknowledgement l. made by way of a standard letter
giving.the reason for the delay or non-fulfilment of the request. Typical reasons for non-supply of documents may
include all stock copies on loan - copy being recalled, document not held - action bcing taken to acqiire, document
not held - alternative source suggested, document cannot be identified from information supplied - further details
requested.

When it has been decidea to acquire a document not held from an alternative source, the action copy of the request
form may be used. Such outstanding requests should be progressed at appropriate intervals.

6. CONCLUSION

It is axiomatic that in fulfilling requests for documents, one is meeting a specific and stated need. This service is
thus fundamental to the role of technical information centres, whereas some other services, e.g. current awarencss and
primary distribution, are to some extent speculative. Methodical and prompt procedures for dealhig with report requests
are fundamental requirements for an efficient scientific and technical information centre.

J.C.Dunne,
UK/DRIC
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- '~Section 9

MICROFORM SYSTEMS AND REPROGRAPHY

by
Peter Rolls, FLIP, ARPS, A Inst AM

United Kingdom

ABSTRACT

This section covers the preparation and reproduction of research and development
publications. Technical details of reprographic and microfilm processes are outlined in
order to show the main factors involved in setting up publication facilities. Tne
requirements for equipment and staff resources are discussed and cost elements are
identified in broad terms. The application of computer output on microfilm (COM)
is outlined and a review of the practical aspects of quality control for publications in
both paper and microfilm media is included.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Aims

Some readers of this Manual have responsiLility for the writing of reports, others are more on.emed with their
storage and retrieval. This Section seek9'to bridge the gap between these two ahtivities, to over the ground beween the
completion of the author's work and the dlivery of the finishe I publication to the user. It is hoped that this w'Vll be of
interest to all those concerned with the effective prezen.ation of sc~entifi,, and te.hni,al information, in both paper and
microfilm media.

The main factors affecting process selection are outlined and operational details are discussed, without any Jdimb
to present a full survey of current equipment or to offer a detailed theoretical treatment. The main aim is to give d
broad appreciation of current practice and an understanding of the implkatons of setting up a unit for producing
scientific documentation. It is assumed that readers will have access to professionai reprographi, .. aff for the further
explanation of technicalities and demonstration of practical details.

Organisational aspects are mentioned mainly in the context of the smaller research establishrr.:.,, rather than the

large information centres. Where cost figures are shown, they relate to UK levels in mid-1979.

1.2 Categories of Material

Scientific documentation may be broadly placed in two categories:
0 Primary documents, such as. form~al reports for external distribution, informal memoranda for local circulation,

contributions to scientific journals, papers for presentation at a conferenct and for subsequent printed
publication as Proceedings
Secondary material, which announces the primary docume-Ats and includes. Newsletters, Bibliographies, State-
of-the-art reviews, abstract lists and Bulletins

All this documentation is normally produced as a paper publication' (hard copy), although formal reportb are often
published simultaneously in the microfiche format, especially for overseas distribution. Some material may be
committed to a computeriscd information system and is then available in the form of omputer pnnt-out or computer
microfilm as an adjunct to immediate access through a visual display terminal.

The announcement services necessary for an information centre have been thoroughly discussed by Ridler in Section
6 Volume II of this Manual.

1.3 Report Production

The production cycle for a typical research publication is outlined in Figure 1. These traditionat approaches to
report production are still generally applicable, a' though computer-aided systems, such as woid processi'g (see paragraph
3 2.3) and computer output mizrofilm (see paragiaph 5.5), have the potential to revolutionise some aspects of the work.

Figure 1(a) shows the stages of production for conventional offset litho printing. The manuscript may have three
components (text, diagrams and photographs) which are assembled into a ,amera-ready master. The litho plates for text
and line-work can be made directly from this camera master, but half-tones call for a streening procedure, involving tht
production of litho negatives in a process camera (see paragraph 3.4.2).

Figure 1(b) shows that a photocopier can be used to provide a much simpler route, which is also cheaper for small
quantities because the expene of plate-making is avoided. In many cases, photocopy quality is not considered adequate
for external publication, especially for half-tones (see paragraph 2.4.4), but a few photocopy systems are now able to
give clean and crisp copies on plain paper that are worthy of comparison with offset litho pnnting.

Finally, Figure 1(c) illustrates the use of the litho camera-ready master as the master for microfilming although if
there are paste-up marks and patches, it is preferable to use a clean litho-printed copy for filming.

2. PUBLICATION REQUIREMENTS

2.1 The Needs of the Reader

Any author must consider the purpose of the written material and must seek to identify the readers and their
reasons for using the publication, because this will affect the language used, the structure of the material and the style
of the document. for example, its layout, size, durability and general appearance. These factors of design, which in

commercial publishing may be considered part of the marketing function, are also relevant in publiations for the I.

scientific community, where the concept of 'marketing' is not normally given great importante. Identification of the
readership and the nature of the publications has several important implications. "-
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Fig. I Stages in the production of R & D publications

In the present context, we are concerned with scientific reports and similar documentation. the readership can
therefore largely be categorised as scientists, engineers, technicians and administrators working in the defence and
aerospace community and their associated contractors. Given these circumstances, certain broad requirements can
be identified for further discussion:

0 Appearance of the documents
0 Speed of publication required
& Half-tone illustrations and colour printing
0 Special symbols in the text
• Security regulations for classified documents
, The volume of printing or microfilming
* The ever-present need for economy

Firstly, it is necessary to consider how the publication will be used and the most appropriate medium. It is normally
assumed that scientific reports will be read in an office, laboratory or library, in which case either paper or microfilm
may be equally acceptable. However, when a document is to be used at a meeting, or in a conference hall, or is read on
a train journey, a microfiche is of little value. In other circumstances, of course, where quick referenme is needed to single
items, microfilm may be an ideal medium.

The whole process of communication, both written and visual, depends on the removal of barners to use of the
document; every publication programme must give attention to the needs of the readers, in both content and form.
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2.2 Appearance

The reputation of a research organisation depends largely upon the scientific quality of its published work. The
Xtechnical content of any publication is therefore the primary consideration, but the reader's acceptance of the work is

always affected in some way by its appearance. This is not simply a matter of the superficial impression given by a
glossy cover, it is the more fundamental question of designing the publication so that if meets the needs of the users in
every way possible.

Authors commonly accept that their writing should follow certain conventions of spelling and grammar, even
where these are not strictly essential to the reader's understanding. Similarly, an organisation more readily gains
credibility if its publications conform to basic standards of appearance and utility. The relevant factors include.

* Cover design - the presentation of essential information (see Reference 1)
* Quality of materials - the weight and finish of paper and covers

N 0 Method of binding - ease of opening and durability
- Evenness of typing and printing
0 Quality of illustrations - clarity

'-,', S Page layout - readability

* Report structure - logical sequence and ease of reference

Most of these items imply a certain expenditure of money and effort, but the reader need look no further than
this AGARD series to consider the effectiveness of a simple and consistent house style.

2.3 Speed of Publication

* Most research and development work is linked to a programme that calls for the prompt distribution of the results.

The frequent need for an urgent and reliable service, together with the problems of security, normally leads to the
%] ', provision of printing facilities within the R & D organisation.

The requirement for a quick and simple printing process, together with the comparatively short runs required in
this field of work, suggests that offset lithography or electrophotographic copying will offer the most practical solution
(see paragraph 4.1).

The procurement of high-speed printing machinery does not, by itself, give a guarantee of rapid report production.
The need for a short tuir -round time calls for an appraisal of the whole publication cycle, from drafting the report to
distribution of the finished copies. A balanced capacity is needed at all stages, which implies the provision of suitable
staff as well as the appropriate equipment.

aeIt wll be recognised that speed, although important, is not the only production constraint cost, quality and volume

are other interacting factors that must be considered when the publication unit is planned. Further reviews are needed
periodically to issess performance in such matters.

2.4 Half-tone Illustrations

The production of half tone illustraticns, has considerable implications in ten,, of equipmeat and staft expertise
(see paragraph 3 4). Some organisations prefer to meet their occasional need for such work by making use of an external
printer The relative complexity of these procedures makes it necessary in every case to question the need for tone
reproduction. There are occasions when it is csential, but in other cases line illustrations may be more effective.

2.4.1 Continuous-tone Reproduction

114 Conventional photographs (black and white bromide prints or colour prints) show a range of continuous tones,
due to variations in the amount of silver or dye present in the image areas. Reproduction of a brightness range of 100.1
is possible on glossy papers and it is this property, together with the ability to retain fine detail, that gives the
phoiographic proces o its reputation for high quality. Over-enlargement of the negative is likely to give rise to graininess,
but in general the process sets the standard by which all other methods are judged. It i. relatively expensive to use
bromide prints for mass circulation, but they have ready application where short runs are required (see paragraph 3.4.1).

2.4.2 Half-tone Litho Reproduction

The majority of scientific reports are printed by the offset lithographic process which, like all photomechanical
systems (%ee paragraph 4.1.3), can only produce intermediate shades of grey ('half-tones') by introduting a screen to break
up the solid picture tones into dots. The dot side varies with the brightness of the subject detail and gives an impre.ssion
of tonal gradation (see paragraph 3.4.2).

The consistent rendering of half-toues depends on the skill of the process camera operator and the htho printer in
controlling the range of dot sizes, judgement must be exercised in reLtior, to the requirements ot" individual pictures.
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It is also necessary to select paper quality appropriate to the type of screen used and the standard of reproduction
required In everyday experience, the results range from the tabloid newspapers using absorbent paper and coarse screen
rulings of about 70 lines per inch, to the art magazines using coated papers and a screen of 150 or 200 lines per inch.
There is no point in seeking to use finer screens unless it is also decided to use art papers with a high surface finish,
these will be more expensive and the need for more highly skilled staff and better equipment must also be recognised.

2.4.3 Tone Reproduction on Microfilm V
Little attention is paid to tonal reproduction in many applications of microfilm. The normal procedure, whereby the N'

master silver negative is duplicated on to diazo film, gives a negative-appearing image which is desirable for the text and
. line matter (see paragraph 5 1 5), but is un-natural and confusing for pictorial illustrations. In addition, most diazo films

have inherently high contrast which gives a harsh tonal reproduction, lacking detail in both shadows and highlights. Some
diazo films have a lower contrast and the manufacturer's advice should be sought if this is an important requirement.

It is possible to produce high quality microfilm of photographic originals (such as radiographs and spectrograms) - .
:",. by using silver film for both the negative and positive stages, but there are considerable penalties in time and cost.

Further difficulties would arise also in the production of paper print-out from the distributed positives, because the
7' standard bromide printing papers would give prints of negative tonality. I

. .~ For most purposes, the convenience of the diazo process outweighs the need for good picture quality. The
producer of microfilm reproductions of reports must bear in mind that photographic illustrations will probably be
degraded to mere outlines when projected in a microfilm reader - and will be even worse on a paper pnnt-out. This
calls into question the whole issue of using photographs in reports that are to be microfilmed. In certain cases it may
be preferable to prepare line drawings instead of half-tone pictures.

2.4.4 Tone Reproduction in Photocopying

The great majority of photocopiers are now based on electrophotography (see paragraph 4.5) which has the
reputation of giving poor reproductions of photographs. the commonly-observed shortcomings are 'hollowed out' solid
areas, a harsh jump from highlights to shadows and a grainy effect that spoils fine detail.

Some photocopying systems now give much better rendering of solid areas but, in general, the standard of tonal
N reproduction does not approach that of offset lithography. If this property is in any way important for a photocopying

installation, a series of tests must be made, to establish the level of quality that can be achieved under normal production
conditions.

Some photcco-ier manufacturers provide a patterned screen to lay over photographs when they are copied. This
serves to break up solid areas in the pictures, but in general the half-tone quality is not improved to an extent that will

-. be of value to the scientific reader.

2.5 Colour Reproduction .. :

In commercial publishing, colour printing is commonly used to enhance sales appeal. In the world of scientific
publicatic;a, the same marketing considerations do not apply, colour reproduction is only used if it serves a specific
purpose of technical communication.

2.5.1 Line-colour Printing

The introduction of simple coloured lines into a diagram often makes a great difference to the ease of interpretation.... -

It does not cause any major technical problems for litho-printed reports, but there are obvious economic penalties (see -.

Figure 5) and it is to be avoided in the case of material intended for microfilming. British Standard BS 481 1 also warns
of the possible loss of differentiation in graphical information if coloured report illustrations are photocopied.

The procedure for preparing the colour artwork may differ according to the printing method in use.

(a) Direct copying in colour (using photographic colour materials, or electrostatic colour copying, or colour
microfilm) calls for conventional full-colour artwork, in which all the required colours are superimposed by
the graphic artist.

(b) Colour printing by offset lithography requires the printing of each coloured image in succession. If a full-colour
original is drawn by tl2 ar . ., colour filters and panchromatic films are used to make 'separation negatives',
a printing plate is then made from each negative.
An alternative method for line work, preferred by some printer, calls for the preparation of a separate artwork
for each colour. This approach requires the artist to draw the separate images in register on a set of overlay
films Plate-making can then proceed as for black-and-white drawings, without the need for special colour-
sensitised materials.

VS.
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2.5.2 Half-tone Colour Printing

The need for full colour reproduction does not often anse in the field. of work covered by this Manual. However,
there are occasions when good colour fidelity i. essential. to show corrusion by -produ-t, heat damage, -amouflage

,"K effectiveness et-. Few Government pnnting units are equipped to produ.e hjgh-quality olour lithograph), and e~unomi,
factors usually preclude the use of a commercial pnnting ontractor for whom the minimum run for ,olour work is

normally measured in thousands of copies, because of the expense of colour separation work.
..

In cases where the quantities do not exceed a few hundred copies, a possible compromise is offered by making
photographic colour prints which are mounted into the report, (see paragraph 3.4.4).

.-- '-..

*2.5.3 Colour Microfilming

Colour microfilm has been used for map reproduction, but its most popular application has becn in mediine and
botany, where it has proved an effective teaching aid.

Commercial coloar production facilities are available from some microfilm bureaux. The setting-up Lharge is likely
to be in the order of £70, with each microfiche copy costing a further £1. Although such rates are far in excess of black
and white microfilm, they are highly competitive with those of produting a multi-page publication by .olour lithography.

The small-scale production of colour microfiche, using colour film in a mitrofilm camera and striplp.;g it into
mic~rofilm jackets, presents little technical difficulty. It would be time-consuming and relatively expensivL to make long
runs in this way, but it might be considered where a few frames of Lolour were vital to the understanding o' a report.

Current developments in the field of colour microfilming have been reviewed by Gunn and Horder2 3 .

Despite its potentiahtlies, the inconvenience of colour microfilm production and duplication is likely to discourage
its widespread use for scientific reports. Every effort should be made to produce drawings and photographs that do nut
call for the use of colour (see Reference 4).

2.6 Special Symbols

,,., ," It is a feature of scientific reports that they often involve tnt use of Greek letters and mathematical or other spe.ial
symbols, the 88 characters of a standard typewriter are not sufficient for this field of work. The difficulty may be
solved by the use of typewriters with interchangeable heads, or by photo-typesetters (see paragraph 3.2).

Although there are a number of technical solutions to this problem, there remains the difficulty of finding staff
iwdlig and able to set out complex mathematical or chemical work within the body of the report text. These tasks

extend beyond the traditional boundaries of a typist's work and due allowance is necessary in the pay and grading
structure.

2.7 Security Regulations
Classified pubhations are subject to control procedures to ensure that copies only reach authorised readers. Apart

, from the duties of the author and vetting officer, a considerable responsibility is therefore plaed upon the _lerital staff

who progress and distribute the report mateial.

II The security regulations may also affect the method of production in a number of minor ways.
% 'The use of colour coding for report covers or microfiche title strips.

The numbering of individual copies of highly classified reports and microfiche.

The use of a fully secure method for binding reports.

The need for vetting of pubhction staff is ,bvious and their training in the practice of security rules is essential.
N A gnfitant requirement anses in protecting paitly-finished work and in handling waste papt;:, platen and film. Secure

storage areas and the provision of ahredding or incineration equipment is a necessity for any repioduction unit

2.8 Economy

The expense involved in producing a report can be determined without undue diffkulty although its value is not
Seasily expressed in a way that permits a cost-beniefit comparison. Nevertheless, it is obviously desirable tu keep the t ost

A',,3, k' of pubhcation to a minimum, and some possible areas for economy are outlined below. It is difficult, of course, to
,.- -- 1determine the point at which a reader may begi to misinterpret infornation, or show sume uther aderse reation, as

a result of cost-cutting measures. Each organisation must develop its own criteria in such matters.

S2.
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2.8.1 Materials

V. Cheap paper tends to be flimsy and allows the printing to show through to the other side of the sheet, it may also
have a coarse surface upon which hdf-f nes and fine detail do not print well. Paper that has not been properly
conditioned and handled may cause Cifficulty on the printing press or other automatic machinery.

The quality of material used for feport covers plays an important part in establishing a good impression with the
reader On a more practical note, BS 4811 requires that "covers shall be substantial, distinctive and of sufficient strength
to protect the contents for a reasonable period".

Most scientific reports are printed on paper with a substance in the range 80-100 grams per square metre (gsm).
The materials used in this AGARD Manual may serve as a bench-mark for other organisations, the paper stock is 85 gbm
and the covers are on 190 gsm material.

S.It is essential to make due provision for paper storage and to control conditions in the litho press room. As a general
gUide, a temperature level of 2 1 C and a relative humidity of 65' RH represent good working conditions for litho
printing materials- If close-register colour wcrk is required, the tolerances necessary to avoid paper stretch may be in
the order of ±20 C and ±5% RH.

2.8.2 Labour

Staff costs are normally the largest item of expense in any publication unit and it is a major decision for
-<'- management to set up a full-scale production team.

As in other fields, there are two approaches to printing production:

(a) Capital intensive, using highly skilled staff with all possible assistance from modern machinery.
(b) Labour intensive, using a high proportion of manual methods.

These extremes co-exist in some printing companies, where part-time staff are often employed for finishing
% o,. operations.

An appropriate balance must be struck between the production requirements and the financial.constraints, although
Government units are more likely to aspire to a small and adaptable staff. However, versatihty deserves to be rewarded

' ' with higher pay and the commitment to training is likely to be increased. A small team also tends to need more
"' productive equipment, which is generally more expensive to purchase and maintain. It must be recognised that a very

small unit is vulnerable to sudden machine break-down or loss of staff, it also gives less flexibility to cope with sudden
' ~ surges of urgent work.

Lowly-paid staff are more likely to be unhappy, unskilled and unproductive, the labour turnover will probably be
higher, with consequent gaps in production and extra training expense.

The planning of staff resources on a continuing basis is a matter for collaboration by the Personnel branch and the
reprographic line management. Other aspects of staffing are discussed in Chapter 7.

2.8.3 Equipment

The purchase price or rental cost of equipment is r~adily established, but the long-term expenditure, involving
maintenance charges, replacement items and breakdown costs, is less easily determined unless there is access to

.'' information from other users. In the United Kingdom, Her Majesty's Stationery Office (HMSO) is the central purchasing
agency for printing and microfilm equipment and offers an impartial source of advice to those within the UK Civil

IService.

Many organisations prefer to minimise running costs by investing in automatic machinery, which may require less
skil on the part of the staff and should reduce handling time. It may, however, cause awkward delays when break-downs
occur, because servicing is a speci~liscd matter for the manufacturer. The guarantee of rapid attention is a vital part of

,"' "1,the purchasing contract in such cases.

There are obvious risks in investing in a single high-capacity machine and some alternative provision must be made
for continuity in an emergency.

Decisions about equipment procurement should not be based solely on historical figures for total annual demand.
A more refined ipproach is necessary, to establish the probable peak loading (whether seasonal or randomly occurring),
the effect of subsequent backlogs and the frequency of genuinely urgent requests. Occasional pressure of this sort is
normally met by overtime, but if this becomes a frequent requirement it may indicate that additional resources would be

ion cost-effective.

4v-
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2.8.4 Productivity

The factors affecting produLtivity in pnnting or mirofilming are much the sam%. as in any other field of prodution.

Staff (motivation, supervision, training)
Environment (noise, lighting)
Materials (quality of raw materials, standard of originals for reproduction)
Equipment (safe'machine speed, breakdown frequency, time spent in routine maitenance) %

Organisation (work flow, interruptions)
Length of run (the time spent in make-ready)
Work quality (the standards set)

An example of photocopier output is calculated in paragr,ph 4.5.4 to make the point that machine speed ,an be
a misleading basis for assumption about throughput. %

3. PREPARATION OF MATERIAL FOR REPRODUCTION

3.1 Preparation of Author's Manuscript

Scientifi.. reports are usually pnnted by offset lithography (see p. igraph 4.6), although the letterpress process is
sometimes still used where widespread pubh. distnbution is required. Photocopiers are also used for short runs (say up

to 20 copies) of internal reports.

For lithography, the author's manu.,npt is given to a typist or photo-ty pesetter for preparation of 'camera-ready
.opy'. Foi letterpress printing, a compositor will set up pages of m-al type. In either base, whether the final text is to
be prepared by a typist or by a commercial printer, it is most important that the author sets out the manuscript dearly,
with adequate instructions. Some aspects that commonly cause difficulty are:

Bad handwriting
Poorly set-out mathematical expressions

Over-crowded diagrams
Poor photographs, lacking shadow or highlight detail

The normal rules of typing for business purposes do not aiways apply to R & D reports, and the need for agreement
on various aspects of 'house style' is discussed in paragraph 3.6.

Computer-aided publication systems are changing the preparation methods in many larger organisations, but an
outhne of the more convention.1 methods is appropnate for most scientific research establishments. The discussion
therefore relates mainly to an internal printing unit using offset lithography or microfilming.

3.2 Text Preparation for Offset Lithography

The production of reports can be treated in two stages:

(a) the preparation of text matter and illustrations as 'camera ready' masters

(b) the reproduction of these masters, either as paper copies or on microfilm.

3.2.1 Equipment

The equipment currently used to prepare the text for scientific reports ranges from .onveitional typewriters to
computer-based word pro~essing and photo-typesetting systems. A conpanson of the basic features of this range of
equipment is given in Table 1.

It may be noted that typographic measurements remain largely unaffected by the general move towards metrkation.
Standard typewriter movements are measured in inches (e.g. 6 lines per inch vertically, 10 or 12 characters per inch
honzontally). Pnnter's type is still measured in the traditional system ot points (letter height and line spacing) and pi.as
(width of type setting). The origins of the system are complex but, for practical purpos:s, a pi.a (0.16604 inch in the %
British-American system) is assumed to be 1/6 inch and a point is 1/72 inch.

8-point type (see F.gire 2) is the smallest recommended size for text to be microfilmed, the upper case characters
in this size are about 2.1 mm high'.

3.2.2 Typographic features ,

Of the many features offered in modem typewriters and word processors, the following have significance for the
preparation of R & D documents:

'- "-.. ,i l
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TABLE 1

. Features of Text Preparation Equipment

Standard typewriter 88 characters 10 or 12 characters per inch
(type-bar design) A few proportionally-spaced machines available

Electric-impression machines available

'Single element' Range of interchangeable heads, including scientific.
typewriter 10 or 12 characters per inch (see Figure 2a-b)

Standard-spaced characters only
Built-in correction ribbon on some machines
All-electric machines, some with external memory media

(magnetic cards or tape)

Office composing machine Interchangeable heads from 8 point to 12 point size (see,
(e.g. Varityper, Figure 2)
IBM Composer) Proportionally spaced characters

All-electric machines
Some machines with internal memory store for text, or
external store on cards or tape

Word processor Interchangeable type heads, including scientific.
Some machines offer proportionally spaced characters
Automatic justification of print-out
Internal memory for text manipulation; storage on magnetic
card or diskette (floppy disc)

Text display on Visual Display Unit
Separate printing unit with speed of 1 cps (golf-ball)

50 cps (daisy wheel)
90 cps (IBM ink jet)

Some models have twin printing wheels, to offer a wider
range of symbols while maintaining high speed"'.

Photo-typesetter Very wide range of type styles (typically 4 different styles
on-line),"-

Range of type sizes immediately available (8 point - 48
point)

Output speeds range from about 20-2000 characters per t
second.

Proportionally spaced characters, with justification (see
Figure 2e) "'

Internal memory for text manipulation; storage on
diskette (floppy disc)

Output on photographic paper or film (processor needed)

(a) Electric impression
Any material typed for printing or microfilming must be clean in outline and consistent in density.

The traditional fabric ribbons do not give the crispness of the more expensive.one time' carbon ribbons. It
is important that an electric-impression typewriter is used, so that each character is strck with exactly the
correct weight.

J Where computer tabulations from a linc printer are included in a report, care must bu taken to produce a
legible print-out, by attention to cleaning and regula, maintenance of ihe orintc. and by running the pnnter at

•o ; 3 low speed. The same precautions are of course necessary in a typewritc,, the most frequent single cause of
illegible microfilm is the poor quality of tie original typewritten inrut.

(b) Correction features
Every typist makes occasional mistakes; the neatness with which they are corrected ib a neasure of the typist's
ability and is an important factor in the appearance of the finished worx. Co-,ecttiv iluitib can be adequate if
used carefully, but a quicker and more effective method is offered by typewriters witi: a bult-ii lift off'

N ribbon; this removes the typed characters by simple back-spacing and over-typing.

The correction of mistakes with a %ord processor or photo-typesetter 5 cffected by use of a deletion key,
which erases the character from the mamory at the same time that it is removed from the display screen.

'S.•
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The effectiveness of these correction features encourages the typist to woik at good speeds, in the knowledge
that the inevitable mistakes will not detract from the finished work.

(c) Proportional spacing
Conventional typewriters produce characters at a fixed spacing (see Figure 2a-b). 10 characters per inch
(so-called Pica type) or 12 charaters per inch (so-called Elite type) or, more rarely, 16 characters per inch
(so-called Petit Roman). Because the machine advances by a standard increment, the narrow letters such as

A T appear with more space than wider letters such as 'i'.

Traditional type-set printing is proportionally spaced, in which the space around each character is carefully
designed for aesthetic reasons (see Figure 2c-d). In addition to the attractive appearance, proportionally-
spaced text occupies significantly less space than standard-spaced typing. A saving of 20% in overall area may
be achieved, with consequent savings in printing time and materials.

a Pica type is similar to the Pica typestyles offered as

b Prestige Elite type is a weighted type similar to the typestyles as

'4, C Press Roman is a practical type face featuring excellent form and clarity. Characteristically, Press

d Press Roman is a unique type face highlighting both appearance and fine legibility. Characteristically, Press

The purpose of this Manual is to describe in a series of separately-published Volumes the basic documenta-
Z .:*J tion practices .vhich are involved in the initial setting-up and subsequent operation of an Information-Library ,1 %

Organisation to provide defence-aerospace scientific and technical information services.

e
(a) Standard spacing - 10 pitch (Pica)

(b) Standard spacing - 12 pitch (Elite)

(c) Proportional spacing - IBM Press Roman 10 point

(d) Proportional spacing - IBM Press Roman 8 point

(e) Justified type-setting -IBM Univers 10 point ''-

Fig.2 Typographic features of typewriting

Q (d) Justification ¢.

Since the early development of the letterpress process, printed text has been set with its left- and right-hand
margins vertically aligned or 'justified' (see Figure 2e). This feature is sometimes sought by those wanting to
give a good appearande to their typing. It may be achieved:

(i) simply by hyphenation of the last word in the line, which can give clumsy word breaks.

(ii) by adjusting the inter-word spacing so that each line is the same length. On conventional typewriters
161 this requires a 'trial' typing or counting of the characters and is generally regarded as being impradticable.

Most '.utomatic typewriters and word processors use a character and line memory, even when ,haracters of ,
varying width are used, these machines can adjust inter word or inter-character spacing to achieve a .hosen
line length.

It is recommended in BS 48111 that the line length in unjustified text should not differ by more than 5%(,
of the notional line length. In a typical A4 page, where a single 6-inch (150 mm) column is used with 12-pitch
type, there are 72 characters per line, which zuggests a permissible variation of ±4 ciaracters. Attainment of
this standard presents the typist with frequent hyphenation decisions, which interrupts the smooth flow of the
work.

(e) Interchangeable heads
Conventional type-bar machines have 88 difrerent characters, while 'daisy wheel' pnnters normally offer 90..".
This selection is adequate for commercial typing, but a range of Greek letters and mathematica. ,)mbols is
essential for many scientific reports. For occasional work it is possible to use 'rub-down' lettering symbols. i-. , ,

indeed this offers the only neat method for the .ypist to insert large brackets, arrows and chemical ,,y mbols '"-'

such as benzene rings.
f .
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..- For a more extended range of symbols it is possible to fit individual 'slugs' into the typewriter, which are
struck by the normal type-bar and then removed. The repeated fitting of such slugs is tedious and it is
preferable to use a machine in which the complete type head can be interchanged.

(a) IBM 'golf ball' heads - Greek, Maths and Technical (10 point)

'4 --.
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(b) Qumne printer 'daisy wheel' - Greek/Maths
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Fig.3 Technical symbols for scientific reports

The best-known systems offering interchangeable heads are the Varityper which has typing 'segments' and the IBM
- Selectric, which uses a spherical 'golf ball' head. Several other makers have adopted the same principle, using the term~ '~ single element' typewriter, but the heads do not always fit other machines. A good range of symbols is offered by such% systemns the IBM series of Greek, Mathematical and Technical heads offers over 200 different characters, which issufficient for many fields of work (se( Figure 3a). Additional symbols can be provided by permanent insertion of special

characters in the type head.

Most word processing systems use a 'daisy wheel' printer to achieve high print-out speeds. These wheels can bechanged, to offer alternative type styles and scientific symbols (see Figure 3b), although the chiange-over takes somewhat
longer than for typewriter 'golf-ball' hevd.

There is considerable interest in systems that offer a wider range of characters. 'Twin track' printers are nowavailable, featuring twin daisy wheels, so that 180 characters are available for immediate use. The value of such systemsis greatly enhanced if the Visual Display Unit can show the full range of symbols, with subscript and superscript
characters in the correct position on the display screen (see paragraph 3.2.3).

The IBM System 6 word processor uses an ink-jet printer capable of producing 5 different type fonts, which can be
mixed as required while operating at the full speed of 90 cps.

copying of a high-quality CRT display. An extensive range of type founts is awilable and considerable variation of letter
size is possible (typically from 8 point to 48 point). The more recent photo-typesetters use Visual Display Units, with

* N. text storage on magnetic dis,:; many of the text-editing features of word processing are offered (see paragraph 3.2.3),plus excellent typographic quality and a wide range of symbols for mathematical work. The application of these systemsW to scientific and technical information is discussed by Rogers in Section 5 of this Manual. A more general reference on
the subject of phototypsetting has been produced by Heath and Faux"'.

*1{ } f - u == " - 1 2 5. ^1/f W , , . , _4 (
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3.2.3 Word Processing and Computer-aided Text Preparation

. There is now a rapid growth in the use of data processing techniques for the preparation of text. Applications
range from office 'word processing' sybtems to large-scale 'text processing' installations which are integrated with main
frame computers.

The common feature of these systems is that the text is held in j computer memory, with a visual display screen to
allow rapid correction and merging with other text. When all the mistakes are corrected, the material can be printcd at
high speed to provide a good quality onginal for litho platemaking or microfilming. Alternatively, the text can be stored
on magnetic media while the draft revision is undertaken, fimal amendments are quickly inserted thi.)ugh the key board
and displayed on the screen, any desired changes to the format of the work can also be made.

The advantages are found to lie in greater productivity at the input stage, improved appearance and a more effective
procedure for making changes to the drafts. Insertion of amendments does not call for total re-typing and the delay in
producing the finished document or camera-ready copy is much reduced.

Figure 4 shows a number of possible word processing (WP) jonfigurations that are applied to scitntific reports.
They all offer, to some degree, the same basic advantages:

* elimination of repetitive typing, reduction of errors
* freedom from some traditional typewriting constraints tends to increase the input speed
* print-out at high speed (typically 50 characters per second)
0 the diskette systems give the ability to re-arrange and modify the tcxt without difficulty, which should

encourage better editing and more readable reports. Authors are largely freed from the task of manual~~re-writing "

Table 2 outhnes the production stages for text preparation and compares the features of a WP system with ,i

conventional typewriter. ,

TABLE 2

Comparison of Typewriter and Word Processor

K I Stage of 1prodtion Typewriter Word processor;"," production "4"

Text entry Keyboard Keyboard

-" Error correction Manual (eraser, correction fluid) Automatic (back-space and strike rM

over)

Storage of draft Paper Magnetic media
Revision Re-typing or paste-in of new Insertion of amendments only .

material
Final output Re-typing Automatic error-free print-out

(5 cps nominal speed) (50 cps nominal speed)

Scientific reports differ in a number of ways irom commercial orrespondence, which affects the criteria for
selecting WP equipment:

(a) Reports are normally l.ngthy and may nted several stages of revision, re-structuring and manipulation of the
text is a frequent requirement.

Diskettes ("floppy discs"), which may have a capacity of over 100 pages and allow rapid access to any point,
offer a better storage medium for lengthy reports than magnetic cards or tape.

A Visual Display Unit (VDU) giving a page or half-page display is inre useful that the single-line display
offered on some office machines.

(b) In most fields of scientifit researcl therc is a need for mathematical and other sy mbols (see paragraph 3.2 2e).
The daisy-wheel printers used for WP output can be interchanged to give additional symbols or italic letters,

'%,i-, although this is a slower operation that, the equivalent inter-change of a 'golf-ball' head on an IBM typewriter

'Twin track' printers are available, which have two daisy-wheel heads. This allows the intermixing of standard
characters with Greek and mathematical symbols without manual inter-change. A total of 192 characters an
be held on-line in this way.

(c) The twin daisy-wheel printer offers a useful approach fur sientific work, but it is important for the typist that
the full range of symbols should be shown in their correct form and position on the VDU screen.
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(d) The ability to interface some UP systems with a photo- ty pesetter offers an extremely wide iange of ty pe sty les.

(e) Interface with a computer allows the computer to be ,sed a. an output printer for numerical data 'hat is h:Id
in store following a research project. The printed qaality of the WP output will be much better than the

S- normal line printer material. r

* The current costs for WVP equipment range from £3K £5K for a 'non-video' systcm no £6K £LOK for a stand
alone' VDU system and £1OK - £IOOK for a shared resource facility.

Further developments of text editing in assouiation with ,.omputers is inevitable. Berman has Jesribed several
examples of computer-aided publication systems in the aerospace industry'.

33 Line Illustrations

In many R & D publications, the graphs and diagrams are the must valuable part of the work. Th)y represent visual
elements that are often remembered when the written details are forgotten.

Graphical material for scientific reports may come from a number of sources:

0 Hand sketches
k * Professionally-prepared art work or tracings

* Illustrations copied from books, maps etc.
0 Computer graphics print-out

: -.* Oscillograms and other instrument recordings

Whatever the ongms of the material, its quality cnticaliy affets the standard of the final printed matter, espe.iall)
where microfilming is required. Indifferent onginals are the diret .ause of pour report illustrations, %vhi~h in turn
degenerate into illegible microfilm.

3.3.1 Line Work

T- It is important that lines are drawn with .onsistent width and veight. Only a tehnial drawing pen using bladk ink

will give a guarantee of clean and co,.istent work, although a pencil or ball pen, if used with are, .an be adequate for
an ;nformal memorandum. A smooth matte ait board is preferablk as a base for the drawing ,nd it should bL prote-tcd
with a translucent cover sheet, upon which any instructions for scaling or annotation can be giver..

Judgement of the quality of line work calls for some experience ana depends to some extent upon th reprodadion

process to be used. In general, copying tends to in..rese .ontrast, which may serve to dean up the bakground, but also
accent iates variations in line density.

For microfilming, where rebolutiu., i. a limiting factor, a line width of 0.25 mm is the recommended minimum for
reductions of 24x, with a spacing between parallel lines of not less than 0.5 mai (Ref. 4). For reductior.s in the range

25-50x line widths of 0.5 mm are necessary..- i

Most publication senes -,an automodate A3 illustrations as 'throw out' or 'fold out' sheets, alth.ugh this depends on

the binding method used. Any larger originals must be ,.opied at reduced s,.ale in a proLess .amera or Lam ,-p,,.ake:.
The size of the largest original that can be ,.opied depends on the copy -board and the magnifitation range of the amera.
Any such over-size drawing must be lettered in a proportionattly large size, so that it remains legible after reduction'.

- 13.3.2 Coloured Line Work

Many organisations are reluctant to use colour litho printing, because of the cost and the problems raised for
microfilm publication (see paragraph 2.5.3), although the value of ,oloured diagrams sumetimes overi-omes the e.-onumi
arguments. Any author planning to use coloured illustrations must consult the printer, to determine the preferred
method of artwork preparation (see paragraph 2.5.1).

Coloured line work or 'spot' colour is much less expensive than .oloured half-tone work, but it is a sensible %orking
princziple to avoid the use of colour whenever possible, differentiation can usually be achieved in monodIrome by the

* I use of dotted lines or hatching in large areio. BS 54444 makes ,.commendations for the width of hathing and shading
lines.

3.3.3 Lettering for Illustrations

Titles captions and annotations can be produced in a number of ways:
typing rub-down lettering (dry transfer)

lettering machine stencilling
photo-typesetting hand lettering

- '. \ , '-
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Co[our Litho
Cost photocopying 3 -colour

50 line work

Litho
30 2-colour

10 copier -duplicator
-""-- -- ifho

- single colour

100 300 50 copies

Fig.5 Line-colour reproduction - bureau costs

BS 5444 specifies a minimum height of 1.8 mm for lettering on illustrations which are to be microfilmed at 24x
reduction. This dimension refers to the smallest lower-case characters, and is sometimes known as the 'x' height.
Illustrations in scientific reports typically have lower case lettering about 2 mm high, the accompanying capitals and
numerals will be about 3 mm high.

Phumb- has produced a useful work-book for those needing a better insight into the language and practice of layout
and typography.

3.4 Tone Illustrations

Artists illustrations and photographs (including radiographs, spectrograms etc.) present the common problem of
- -_ reproducing a continuous range of tones. Conventionl photographic bromide prints are used for high quality

reproduction, but offset lithography is adequate for most purposes and is usually cheaper for runs in excess of 20-30
copies.

,. -3.4.1 Bromide Prints

Where a few copies are required, it is practicable to use the procedure shown in rigure 6a. Bromide prints can be
mounted on to thin card which has previously been printed with the necessary annotation and title. This method gives a

j NJ uanhigh quality tonal reproduction, but calls for the individual mounting of prints and can be time-consuming for large
S quantities.

The method shown in Figure 6b involves the making of a separate copy negative of the annotated photograph, but
avoids the need for a mounting operation and the somewhat clumsy look of mounted sheets.

Method (c) in Figure 6 avoids the quality loss of copying a continuous tone negative and the need to mount the
final prints, but the printing stage is rather laborious and requires two enlargers used in succession for exposure of the
tone and line negatives.

of,
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k'. ~An ex-umple of the relative costs cf these methods is shown in Figure 7 using arbitrary cost units. For small
qbantiries (up to about 15-off in this example) method (a) is the cheapest, but for longer runs the time taken to mount
prints outweighs the time needed to make a copy negative; methud (b) then becomes somewhat cheaper.

Figure 7 also shows in e general way the pattern of cost associatea with the printing of half-tones. In this example.
the economic 'reak-even point is shown to be around 20 copies; longer runs would be more cheaply produced by offset
lithography. The economic factors and staff resources will differ considerably in various printing units, so the break-even
point requires detailed calculation and balancing against the quality of reproduction that can be produced. 'Break even'
points of this nature aic necessary background ktiowledge for the publication management te.im, but they mu3t be
applo. with discretion in the ever-changing situation of daily production.

Job cost
(arbitrary units)

6-
-- - -

>.v>:' '  Litho

~~Bromides :

2

|,,9.

10 20 30 copies
Run length

Fig.7 Production of illustrations - cost of bromide prints and offset litho half-tone prints

. 3.4.2 Screening of Continuous-tone Ofiginals
In order to reproduce continuous-tone originals by the lithographic process, it is necessary to use a half-tone

screening techiique. The tones are converted by use of a contact screer to a dot pattern, with variations of dot size
giving the impression of tonal gradation. In dark areas the printed dots are large and almost mergz ito a solid; in the
hghtest areas tlhe printed dots are small - but if they are allowed to 'drop out' completely, the highlights have a biank,
washed-out appearance, In practice, the range of dot sizes is controlied to run from 5% to 95%, in order to convey a
smooth tonal gradation from white to black.

Photographic illustrations are usually associated with text or line work, which calls for the combination of screened
and line elements. The two most common methods are:

I %1 (a) assembly of screened and live negatives (see Figure 8a)

(b) 'Paste up' of screened prints and line matter in paper form (see Figure 8b).A

The first method is more comimon, although it is confined to relatively simple picture layouts that can be cut into
the film negatives. It allows the use of finer screen rulings, which gives a better tonal quality where glossy papers are to
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be used. Where this method is adopted, authors are sometimes asked not to mix half-tone illustrations and text matter ,
on a single page.

Original
negativ* ' rn

Bromide print Bromide print
(continuous tone) (continuous tone)

Screened
Annotation bromide print

N Annotation
Camera-ready
prita with Camera-ready
annotation print (screened)

Camera Camera

Screened Line
negative negative

Negative
Negative
combination

Metal plate Metal plate

Litho print;ng Litho printing

a Assembly of screened and b Paste-up of screened prints

line negatives with line and text matter

Fig.8 Production methods for half-tone illustrations

The second approach offers greater flexibility because the paper pnnts can bt easily cut and pested iito pages of
text, arrows and othe: annotat'on cam be overlaid on the screened half-tone areas. single litho negative is made from
the 'paste up' camera copy, which coatains both line and screened material. Some dot losses anse in the copying of the .
screened bromide print but, with care, screen rulings up to about 100 lines per inch can be used, to give good tone
separation with the great majority of subjects.

3.4.3 Pe-screened ?fcteria!

It is sometimes necessary for an author to use an illustration from another printed publication. Suc.h pitures will
alZady have been screened and if they are copied through a half-tone streen, an unpleasant moire effect vill be produced,
Jue to interference between the two screen patterns. The rine.y is to omit the screen at the ,oping stage, treating
the entire original as a line subject and seeking to record all the half-tone dots at their correct size. This 'dot for dot' -

technique requires some skill b3 the process .;amera operator, but in general a satisfactory litho izprodu.tion can be p
made fror most illustrations in newspapers and scientific journals.

Contributors to the proceedings of s,;ientific conferenies are sometimes asked to provide their photographic
iliustrations in the form of screened bromide prints, a screen rulin, of 80 or 100 lines per inch is sometimes spefified. .- ,.-

This greatly simplifies the task of the publication staff, who can then produce litho negatives without the need for
screening and combining negatives, (see Figure 8b).

-F-
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3.4.4 Colour Photographs

As discussed in paragraph 2.4.2 one practical method of including colour pictures into a report is to mount the
prints on to the printed litho page. As with bromide prints (see paragraph 3.4.1), this is not a particularly convenient

s process, but it can give high quality colour reproduction from colour negatives or transparencies. For runs of tens or
hundreds of copies the cost can be a fraction of colour lithographic printing.

' r k~I 3.4.5 Presentation of Photographs
Authors may supply the printer with negatives for the production of the final camera-ready illustrations, but in

many cases they will provide finished prints ready to be laid down for copying. There is no need to reduce or enhance
the print contrast, the prints should meet the normal criteria for a good photographic representation.

It is important that prints for copying are not marked in any way, they should not be fastened with paper clips and
there should be no writing on the back, because of the risk of identation showing on the front of the print. Camera-ready
prints must be kept flat and not rolled; preferably they should be mounted on to board, with a protective flap of

translucent paper to keep the print surface clean. Any instructions for cropping, arrowing or annotations should be
pencilled lightly on the overlay sheet. Other details are best written in the clear margin of the mounting board; it is
important that the job title or number should be identified on each original.

3.5 Camera Copy for Microfilm

The requirements for microfilm camera copy are specified in BS 54444. which covers aspects such as type-style,
line width, character size and the placing of illustrations on the microfiche.

It is possible to microfilm either:

(a) the 'camera-ready' masters that are used for litho plate-making

.'] (b) a selected litho-printed copy

.. I The latter is generally preferred because it contai- - no 'pasted-up' material and thus gives no shadow lines; any
photographs may also benefit slightly from the half-tone screening.

BS 5444 also recommends that any marked or creased original should be copied before filming, in order to provide
a clean master for microcopying. It also suggests that the material should be re-examined for possible editing and
re-structuring to suit the needs of the microfilm user; for example, illustrations should be placed in adjacent frames to
the relevant text and should be repeated if necessary throughout the microfilm sequence.

3.6 House Style

) There is usually no desire to impose a standardised style of writing for scientific reports. but it is preferable to
achieve uniformity in the manner of presentation. It saves uncertainty on the part of authors, typists and printers if some

",' '~form of standard instruction is provided:

(a) Guidance to authors on the preparation of drafts and manuscripts

(b) Guidance to typists and other key-board operators preparing camera-ready copy.

3.6.1 Reports

R & D establishments usually give their authors guidance in a number of respects:

0 Structure - sequence of presentation
0 Details required for the cover and documentation page, length of summary
0 Use of illustrations - methods for preparation of diagrams
0 Security requirements
• Advice on distribution lists
0 Vetting procedure

*N 0 Guidance on spelling and abbreviations
0 List of symbols available for the reports* Presentation of mathematical work and chemical symbology

0 Presentation of references

It is preferable to present this guidance in the specified report format, to give a concrete example of the method of
presentation.

3.6.2 Conference Papers

When conference speakers are asked to provide camera-ready copy for publication in the proceedings, they are
normally given guidance for their typists:
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* Margins, column width, line spacing, paragraph spacing
* Manner of setting out the title and author's name
* Style of headings, position of page number
* Size of type (e.g. 12 pitch Elite)
* Any restrictions on the use of illustrations
0 The need to use an electric typewriter and ink drawings. -=

Many conference .ommittees provide authors with layout sheets upon which the typed contribution must appear.
These are printed in non-reproducing blue ink, so that the typist has a frame to work in and uniformity of margins is
ensured.

3.6.3 Preparation Standards

Commercial pubhshers and pnnters often produce their own instructions for authors, but a general source of advice
is offered by BS 526 1" which, though reiated mainly to ty pe-set publications, contains much of relevance where camera
copy is produced by the typewnter (see also Reference 8). The standardisation of instructions to printers is further aided
by BS 5261: tart 2, which specifies the marks to be used when correcting proofs.

Organisations wishing to prepare their own guidance on house style will find a useful basis in BS 48111 and ANSI
Z39.18 9 . Further background on the preparation of scientific papers is given in ANSI Z39.16'0 .

BS 54444 points Lo the special need for the preparation and editing of documents that are being converted to
microfilm.

4. REPROGRAPHY

The purpose of this chapter is to outline the processes that are used for the production of R & D publications. The
operating principles have been covered in detail by Hampshire (see Bibliography), but it is hoped here to indicate some of
the factors affecting process selection (see also Reference 11). The readers of this Manual will recognise that this outline
will by no means make anyone a technical expert, but it may offer a basis upon which further discussion with
reprographic staff can build an understanding of the practical details involved.

4.1 Photocopying, Duplicating and Printing

4.1.1 Photocopying

The original photocopying processes were based on the silver halide materials, using the 'reflex' principle of contact
copying, or the Kodak Photostat camera system. In the special case of engineering drawings and other translucent
originals, the blue-pnnt process was used - although this is now displaced by diazo (dyeline) papers. Diazo paper can"*
still offer economic advantages for office systems using translucent originals, but most photocopying systems are now
based on the electrophotographic proc s (see paragraph 4.5).

The term 'photocopying' or 'convenience copying' implies the production of a few copies, where the primary 7VA
concern is with the speed of production and economy. The results must obviously be readable, but the niceties of
appearance are not of importance.

4.1.2 Duplicating

The term 'copying' usually refers to making a small number of copies from documents not especially prepared for
reproduction. 'Duphating' implies a relatively long run foi which typed or graphical material has been specially prepared.
There are four processes to which the term is commonly applied:

* Stencil duplicating process (see paragraph 4.3)
0 Spirit duplicating process (see paragraph 4.4)
0 Electrophotographic process (see paragraph 4.5)
* Offset lithographic process (see paragraph 4.6).

The distinction between copying (short runs) and duplicating (longer runs) is becoming somewhat blurred, with
the advent of high-volume copying systems capable of competing in quantitative and qualitative terms with some
traditional processes, these systems are generally termed copier/duplicators to denote their versatility.

4.1.3 Printing

The principles of the traditional printing processes are shown in Figure 9:

(a) In offset lithography the ink image is transferred from the printing plate, via a rubber blanket, to the paper or r.-
card material. The formation of the oleophilic (ink-receptive) areas is described in paragraph 4.6.
(Planigraphic printing).
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(b) The letterpress process uses a raised printing surface, prepared by etching a printing 'block' or by the assembly
of metal type. (Relief printing)

(c) In the photogravure process the image is formed by etching into a copper surface, the ink is carried in the
shallow image 'cells' (Intaglio printing)

(d) Screen printing uses a stencil film ca-"ied on a fine-mesh screen (silk, nylon or metal). ink is forced through the r.
stencil onto the paper. This prccess should not be confused with the use of an optical screen to make
half-tone negatives (see paragraph 2.4.2).

ink
plate _

-'''' ink_________. '-'-""" screen

'---4

a b c d
Lithography Letterpress Gravure Silk-screen

V %V1printing printing printing

Fig.9 Principles of the major printing processes is.

Several other methods of printing are in use, ranging from the 'strike-on' methods of typewriters and computer line
-." s. printers, to the newer 'non-impact' systems such as ink-jet and laser printers. In the context of this Manual, interest

centres on the offset litho process (see paragraph 4.6) although, for prestige purposes, report covers are sometimes
screen-printed Organisations without internal resources may send their work to an outside printer who, for the longer
runs, may decide that the letterpress process is more appropriate economically than offset litho printing.

- -

X 4.1.4 Summary

. The terminology of 'photocopying', 'duplicating' and 'printing' may be summarised as follows

Photocopying- The making of a few copies (say I -10 off) from a wide range of originals, where quality is
less important than speed. Photocopiers are simple to use, requiring only a few minutes
training.

Duplicating- The production of longer runs (say 10-100 off), usually from specially-prepared originals.
The increased volume implies a wider readership and quality assumes greater significance. To
achieve trouble-free output, thorough training of the operators is needed.

Printing- In the present context, 'printing' implies the traditional ink-based processes shown in Figure 9,
which are all suitable for long runs of high quality work. A 'printer' is a skilled craftsman with C,-

several years of experience.

Some economic aspects of short-run reproduction are mentioned in paragraph 5.2.4.

4.2 Reprogiaphic Processes
A useful source of information on the operating principles of current processes is provided by Hampshire (see

Bibliograp iy). A summary showing applications of four main processes is given in Table 3; some new materials
16 developed for microfilm applications are mentioned in paragraph 5.3.4.

% 4.3 Stencil Duplicating

For the purpose of this Manual the reproduction processes of major interest are electrophotography and offset
i' lithography It is appropriate to mention stencil duplicating, which is still in use for short run work. although BS 48111 r' .

specifically warns against the unskilled use of stencil or spirit duplicators.

N The stencil is cut by typing or drawing on a sheet of vellum, known as a 'skin', this is fitted to a rotary machine in
which ink is forced through the stencil on to the paper. Duplicating paper needs to have a certain absorbency and has a
characteristic rough surface which detracts from its appearance.

Stencil duplicating has, perhaps unfairly, a reputation for being a messy process and it has lost ground in recent years
as a major office reproduction medium. In its basic form it can only handle simple diagrams that can be cut manually

g ' ~into the stencil. However, electronic scanners can now be used to cut stencils from any existing text or line material.

4,.. .',±
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The reproduction of continuous-tone photographs is also possible with a scanner, although the quality is nut likely to
' be entirely satisfactory for the production of R & D publications.

TABLE 3

Applications of Reprographic Processes

Process Application

-'.'3. Printing &
Photocopying dpiting Microfilm Otherduplicating

Silver halide Virtually obsolete Litho negatives Virtually all camera Photographic films
except for materials (but see
specialised work Some plate-making paragraph 5.3.4) Bromide prints
such as map and materials
drawing repro- Some microfilm Photo-typesetting
duction print-out

Diazo Engineering Some litho plates Widely used for Overhead projection
drawings duplicate microfilm transparencies * L-

.4 (a!so the related (OHPs)
Some document vesicular process)
copying systems

Thermography Limited to low Some stencil (Some silver halide OHPs
volume copying duplicating materials are

masters developed by heat)

Electrophotography The dominant Some litho plates Microfilm print-out OHPs
copying process
(Now competing
offset litho

duplicating) '

~~4.4 Spirit Duplicating -,

4A Spirit duplicating (also known as the hectographic process) is cheap and suitable fur short runs where the highest

quality is not needed. It is probably not used anywhere for scientific reports, its current application is ,onfined to
address labelling arid other business sy sterns although it is popular in s.hools, where many spirit duplicators are still to

be found.

The spirit masters are prepared by typing or drawing on to an art-surfaced paper which is contact with a transfer
sheet bearing a dye. The dye is thus transferred by pressure to the back of the master sheet, which is then fitted to a
rotary spirit duplitator. The printing paper is moistened with spirit and is pressed ., inst the master, picking up a dye
image; the printed image gets weaker as the dye on the master gets used up.

Transfer sheets are available in seven colours, including the purple dye .,hi,,, is most commonly associated with
this process. Masters can be prepared in several colours by successive contact wihh different transfer sheets. Despite its
relative decline, the spirit process still offers short runs of multi-colour line work more cieaply than any other method.

4.5 Electrophotography

4.5.1 Background

Following the development of Carlson's original process (1942), the Xerox Corporation dominated the .ommercial
photocopying market to the extent that the terms 'Xerox copy' and 'photocop ' became almost s)nonunymous in popular %
language. This obscures the fact that there are now many other suppliers and variations of the protess and the genenK. term 'electrophotography' is to be preferred. The development of the piocess has been discussed b Lehmbekk"

The original xerographic process formed an electrostatic, image on a darged selenium drum, the drum -as caswaded
Web with a toner powder, which adhereo to the image area, the powder was then transferred to plain paper or another support

and fused on to the surface. For many years, because of the Xerox patents, ,ompeting Lompaies were obhgcd to use an
-" alternative method, whereby the pigment image was formed and fused directly on to a oated zinc oxide photocondudtie

paper.
", ; , ! . .. .... . . , . ... ... . .. . , . . . . .. . , - . . . . . . . , .1?"
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A general distinction thus arose between 'plain paper copiers' (marketed by Xerox) and 'coated paper copiers'
(offered by all competing suppliers). However, the market has now broadened, other companies now offer plain paper
copiers and improved coated papers have also been developed.

Despite some consumer reaction against heavily coated papers, they offer a useful feature for offset lithography.

The pigment image is oleophilic (ink-receptive) while, if the sheet is treated with a convers.on fluid, the background
coating can be rendered hydrophilic (water-receptive). These are the necessary properties tor an offset litho plate (see

paragraph 4 6.4) and such copies can be used successfully as 'short run' offset litho masters. Machines of this type can
N4 thus be used in a dual role as a photocopier for small numbers of copies and az . platemaker for longer runs by the hitho ;

process. When used as a litho plate, runs of several hundred copies are possible from a master costing only a few pence.

4.5.2 Electrophotographic copiers L
Virtually all photocopiers now operate on the electrophotographic principle, although there are variations in the

methods of toning and fusing that can give significant differences in the cop:es, particularly in the rendenng of solid areas
and half-tones. The quality of most photocopies does not meet the critical standards of external report publication.
There is often a certain lack of crispness in the image and a dirty background which may indicate the need for effective
cleaning. The process is, however, widely accepted for all internal publications and increasingly, as improvements are
made, it approaches the standard expected for external circulation. In such cabs, it is perhaps only in respect of
half-tone illustrations that the process falls short of the technical requirements of scientific authors.

The photocopier market is too large to permit a fulh survey here, but it is appropriate to list features that may be
relevant to the production of reports, although it will be difficult to find a machine with all these desirable
characteristics:

* Document feeders, to work through a stack of originals automatically in sequence
* Reduction copying from A3 to A4 size, which is useful for reducing computer print-out to the standard report

format
• Same-size A3 copying, which is useful for including over-size drawings or tables that are too complex to

withstand reduction in size
• Double-sided copying, to reduce the bulk of the finished document
• 'Computer control', which adjusts the charging and toning levels to give consistent print quality, and assists WN

the operator with immediate diagnosis of faults .-

* On-line sorters, to automatically put the work into sets as the copies are printed (see Figure 10).

There are over 100 photocopiers on the UK market and selection is not a simple choice between a plain paper and a
coated paper system, or between renting and purchase, or between high and low volume - although all these factors have
to be considered, For R & D publications, as in any other field, the criteria of copy quality, operating capacity and
convenience must be applied critically to the competing systems. The total cost. which will include matenals and
machine maintenance as well as meterage and rental charges or capital costs, must be evaluated carefully. The pnce
structure may be complex, and the most economical choice can be affected greatly by the nature of the work, the
monthly volume and the mixture of run length are particularly important factors.

Plain paper is considerably cheaper than coated photocopying paper, but the former machines tend to be more
expensive This leads to a situation where coated pape; machines are cheaper fo, small volume users, but it may be more

9I economical to change to a plain paper system for high volume work.

4.5.3 Electrophotographic Microprinters
Virtually all microform print-out systems are based on electrophotography (see paragraph 5.4.7). In most cases

these use coated paper, but exceptions are the Caiton and Xerox machines, which print on to plan paper, card or film
Mraterials.

A useful feature on many electrostatic printers is the ability to select the polarity mode, so that positive pnnts may
be made from either positive or negative-appearing microfilm.

A full survey of reader-printers on the UK market is published by Baker'.3

4.5.4 Photocopier Output

Photocopy manufacturers normally quote their machine capacity in terms of the number of copies that can be
produced per minute. This can give rather a false picture where the machines ar. used for short runs. As an example,

Nwe may take the case of a high-speed photocopier with a speed of 60 copies per minute (although some faster
machines can now produce 120 copies per minute): ,.1,

(1) The time taken for the machine to produce the first copy of any original is likely to be about 8 seconds (down
to 5 seconds on some new machines)

'-,- .. '-..
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(2) The full running speed (one copy per second) will only be achieved for the second and subsequent copies.

(3) The time taken by the operator to read and understand the request, insert the onginal into the copier and press
the control button will be in the order of 5 seconds. A similar period may well be needed to pick up the

-, .. finished copies and dispose of the job, so the total 'make ready' or 'job handling' time is likely to be about
10 seconds as a minimum.

From the figures in Table 4 it appears that with short runs the output will ineoitably fall far short of the quoted -

machine capacity. With orders for '3 copies off', no more than 3 jobs could be done in a minute, with this pattern of
work it would take almost a full day to produce the 3600 copies that are nominally an hour's work for this copier. It ,- -,

".' 9~ is not suggested that a single operator would sustain this intensive, repetitive work load ford full day, some form of shift
system would be appropriate and an assistant might also be partly occupied in sorting, stapling and despatching this work.

Automatic document feeders and on-line sorters serve to improve document flow and can bnng useful economi•.
benefits by reducing the paper-handling time.

TABLE 4

Photocopier Output - A Worked Example
(assuming a high-speed copier with a rated output of 60 copies per minute)

I off 3 off 10 off

Make-ready time per job 10 seconds 10 seconds 10 seconds

First copy 8 8 8

Subsequent copies (1 per see) - 2 9

Total job time 18 seconds 20 seconds 27 seconds
Otuprmnt(3.3 jobs/minute) (3 jobs/minute) (2.2 jobs/minute)

Output per minute 3.3 copies 9 copies 22 copies
(3.3 jobs x 1 off) (3 jobs x 3 off) (2.2 jobs x 10 off) r 'r

Output per hour 200 copies 540 copies 1320 copies

-. '- Output per 7 hour day* 1400 copies 3640 copies 9240 copies r W_

(1400 orders) (1213 orders) (924 orders) .

* In a standard working day, the time for routine maintenance, machine waim-up ind operator beaks wili occupy a

significant period. 'fie amount of 'lost' time varies to some extent with the process, but 50 -60 minutes is not
untypical.

Similar factors affect almost every machine-aided process, theoretical speeds can paint a grossly optimistic picture
of potential output. In many cases, attempts to sustain the maximum speed smple leads to increased breakdown.

4.6 Offset Lithography

4.6.1 Background

Senefelder's original process (1798) used a limestone surface, upon whikh the image was drawn in greasy ink. The
surface was then 'etched' with an acidified gum solution, whiih entered the grain of tie stone, 'de-sensitised' its affinity
for ink and made it water-receptive (hydrophilii. ror printing, the stone was dampened and ink was rolled over the [. .
entire surface, adhering to the image areas, but being repelled by the dampened background areas. The ink image was
ten transferred by contact on to a sheet of paper and the sequence of damping, inking and image transfer could be

wo, repeated as required.

* The original process is used to produce fine-art lithographs, but in most .onlier ial appl .ations the stone surfac e
has been replaced by flexible plates which are fitted to rotary presses for high-speed reproduction.

*t. !., 4.6.2 The Offset Process

The original lithographic process v as based on tihe transfer of the inked image dire4,tly from the plate bur face to tie . :

paper, but the need to maintain good contat between plate and paper brings the nsk of abrading the image. The 1'%30
principle of offset printing is therefore employed, in whu.h the ink image is transferred firstly to a rubber blanket and
then printed or 'offset' on to the paper or card stock.

This method also givs a plate that reads worre~tly, whereas the plates fo diret hthogwaphy had to be prepared in
mirror-image form in older to give a correct-reading print.
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The phrase 'small offset' is often used to describe litho printing presses of A4 and A3 size, to distinguish them from
the A2 and larger sizes used in the printing industry.

There are several types of litho plate in current use, including the 'direct image' plates for which a greasy ink nbbon
is used to type directly on to a paper plate. The two processes of immediate interest are the 'pre-sensitised' metal plates
for longer runs and half-tones, and the plastic or paper plates for short runs with maximum economy.

4.6.3 Metal Plates

Q ",Originally, the metal plate was coated with a UV-sensitive dichromated colloid immediately pior to use, it was then
dried and exposed by contact with a line or screen litho negative. The current pre-sensitised plates use diazo or
photopolymer compounds which have a much better shelf life and are ready for immediate use. Exposure to UV
radiation hardens the coating in image areas and the plate is then 'developed' by dissolving away the unexposed coating.

< This uncovers the grained metal surface which, after etching, iF water-receptive, the exposed and hardened coating is
ink-receptive but rejects water, so the litho printing sequence of plate damping, inking and image transfer can take place
on the litho p-ess.

Metal plates have a surface and image quality which is ideal for half-tone work and also have the strength to permit
the printing of many tens of thousands of copies. A somewhat cheapoi version is offered by metal ,oil piltes, which have
an aluminium layer on a plasticised support. The limited strength of the support makes the foil plates unsuitable for
re-use, but the surface is capable of giving good half-tones and running several thousand copies if required.

In their traditional form, metal plates are prepared by contact exposure through a line or screen negative. A useful
variant, with less expensive equipment, is offered by chemical transfer plates which can be produced on metal, plastic
or paper supports.

51 .Some electrostatic platemakers can use metal-based materials, whicn offers tne advantage of a robust plate which can
be produced quickly without the need for a wet process.

Systems using light-sensitive coatings wexe originally termed 'photo-lithographic' to distinguish them from the
manually produced images "of pure lithography. The 'photo' prefix is now often omitted, because in the commercial
context there is little chance of confusion with true lithographic materials.

4.6.4 Plastic and Paper Plates

Metal and foil plates, although capable of high quality work, are expensive, the need for photographic negatives also
A 'brings disadvantages in terms of facilities and staff expertise. There is therefore considerable interest in alternative

precesses that produce a litho plate directly ,'om the original, without the need to make an intermediate negative. Such
systems are generally described as 'photo-direct', some are based on variations of the silver halide process, others use the
principle of electrophotography and offer the advantage of operating without the need for drains or water supplies.

Plates may be made by contact printing or in a platemaker-camera, which permits variation of image size and may
allow the use of a screen to permit half-tone reproduction. The degree of half-tone control generally falls short, however,
of that offered by the traditional negative/metal plate process anJ the photographic reproduction quality must be
critically compared to the standards required by the publishing organisation.

For the lowest cost, electrophotographic copiers (see paragraph 4.5.1) may be used to make litho masters, either on
zinc oxide-coated photocopy paper or on a stronger plasticised support. Such plates are ideal for automated htho
systems, where quartities in the order of 10- 100 copies are needed, although runs up to 1000 copies are possible,
depending on the support material. The plates cannot be re-used and will not give satisfactory hif-tones, but
well-prepared text and line originals will give results of sufficiently good quality for the ireat majority of purposes.

The economic 'break even' point between photocopyii, g and offset lithography is a subject of considerable
competition between system suppliers. It is not possible to make a general statement, different printing units may find
their economiral and practical break-even point to be anywhere between 10 off and 50 off, with the litho process more
suited to the longer runs.

4.6.5 Litho Machines

In the field of small offset printing, litho machines may be placed in the following categories:

* Simple table-top machines
0 Conventional floor-standing machines
* Programmed machines, with auto plate-feeding, copy counting and blanket cleaning
0 Integrated systems machines, with on-line plate-maker and paper sorter. C-7
In the world of large-scale commercial printing, other developments include web-offset pnnting tinstead of the

normal sheet-fed presses) and multi-colour machines. In recent years, 'perfetting' presses have been introduced to the
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field of small offset printing, these machines are fitted with two printing plates and print both sides of the paper at a
single pass through the machine.

Given' that good plates have been made, successful litho printing depends on the maintenane of balance between the
ink and water reaching the plate, and the continued monitoring of the work quality as it is delivered from the impression
cylinder A trained "perator will obtain good results quickly and reliably, but for an irinxperiented person the number of
variables in machine setting, ink and paper condition is such that difficulties soon arise.

The selection of a litho press requires ;onsiderable technical experience and a clear understanding of the nature of
the work The need for half-tones, large solid areas, close-register work and the ease of machine adjustment are more
important for some categories of work than the utmost speed of output. .

4.7 Finishing

Before the ftzzishing s+ages can commence, the inked image must be dry enough to withstand smudging and set-off
from one sheet to another. The time required foi drying depends on the type of ink, the paper surface and, to some
extent on the atmospheric conditions. The material Is used for high-volume litho systems are chosen for quick drying, so
that the pages can be collated straight from the press. In other cases, where large areas are printed with considerable
weight of ink te give good half-tones or solid areas, over-night drying may be necessary, especially if an art-surface paper
is used. In such cases the needs of speed and high quality are incompatible.

4.Z1 Checking

Prior to collation, it is necessary to check the material ,or printing quality (even inking, clean background, crisp
outlines, good solid areas) and completeness (no missing pages, a!. pages correctly backed-up in printing).

This is the last stage at which inspection of the report is practicable and, in some cases, it may be felt appropriate to
assemble a complete copy for the author to approve, prior to binding. It is, however, too late for any change of mind
about the text or other detail of the content, many organisations do not offer a checking option to the author at this
stage. W'.

4.Z2 Collating

All the required copies must be assembled into order before binding, trimming or any other finishing operation.
This may be assisted by collr.ting .ra.hinery, although a practised operator can gather small jobs by hand as quickly as a .
machine.

Semi-automatic collators are useful for j( bs up to about 16 sheets per set. The operator is preoented with the top
sheet of each printed stack, so that a complete set can be collected with a single movement of the hand across the front
of the machine.

Automatic collators are available with up to 36 or 50 bins, they gather the sheets into complete sets and 'jog' them
ready for binding. Some machines can be fitted with on-line stitching and folding attachments, so that the work is
converted from printed stacks to finished reports in a single pass through the machine. Double-sheet and no-sheet
detectors are used to ensure that every copy is fully assembled.

4.7.3 Binding .,.

The requirements for binding R & D publications are essentially:

utility - the report should handle well and the pages should lie flat -
versatility the system should ac=rmnilate products ranging in size from a few pages to perhaps a hundred sheets t,.

or more, depending on the nature of tho publication series.
security - pages must not become detached

The most common and economical method of binding reports is wire stapling:

(a) A single staple in the comer (comer pinning). This is adequate for a mem-,randum of a few pages, but is
unsatisfactory for more long-lived publications.

(b) Staples fixed through from front to rear of the stack of sheets (side-stitching - see Figure I Ia). This is perhaps
the most secure method, the spine may be protected and the sharp stal.le ends covered by tape if desired.

(c) Stapies driven through the spine of a folded set of sheets (saddle-stitching see Figure 1 Ib). This gives a neat
appearance but, unless care is taken, there may be a tendency for the central folded sheet to become loose.
This method requires a double size litho press, an A3 machine will be needed to give sheets folding to A4 size.

Stapling by any of these methods is a cheap and secure method, the equipment ranges from simple hand machines
I ? ,, to power-driven wire stitchers. The only problems arise with lent~hy reports, when side stit.hing makes it difficult to
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hold the report open, and saddle stitdiing is less pradi.able beause of the problems of dealing neatly with a tlk sheaf
-I of folded pages.

Glue binding takes longer than stapling, but offers a neat finish, especially if a wrap-round .over is osed. in the style
of a paper back book. This methiod, known .j&'perfect binding', is used for this Agardograph Series (bee Figure I icj
There is a risk that pages may become detached if glued books are continually pressed open, bb wire stithing is
sometimes used within the binding.

.' -"°ii i

;:<:3a b C
:'" "' -:Side Saddle Perfect Spiral

--.. stitching stitching binding binding

. Fig.l1 Methods of binding

' ': ': "Spiral binding (see Figure I Ild), using wire or plastic 'combs', allows the pages oi a report to lie completely flat,
:.-'-k-'?which is ideal for reference purposes. These binder-, are relatively expensive, however, and their loose-leaf nature makes

' them unsuited for classified material.

• This method of binding r~ports has a considerable effect )n the shelf space needed for storage. When tI,. thickness
,. of the staples or paper fold is taken into zecount, the following approxim-.tions can be offered.

Packed paper before printing (90 ;sm) :60 nun per 500 sheets
I = 2.4 mm per 20 sheets

Side stitching =3.2 min per 20 sheet report (inc. covers)
Saddle stitching =4.8 min per 20 sheet report (inc. c.overs)Spiral binding =8 mi per 20 sheet report (inc. covers)

Thus, a l-metre shelf will store 300 20-sheet reports in side stitched form, Lut only about 200 saddle stit.hed

5: , reports. although this latter number is dependent on the extent to which the 'oided sheets can be compressed.

4.Z4 Folding, Trimming etc.
Folded sheets are needed for saddle-stitched reports, although these may be produced on a combined

collator-stitcher-foider. Separate folding machines are available for a variety of work, for report production the

most likely need arises when an A3 'throw out' table or illustration is neeed in an A4 book.

During the binding operation, the printed sheets are jogged tidil together but the neatness of the fished report s
enhanced by trimminhi the edges Te bine. A power-operated guillotwne es a feature of most utho fiishig sections.

mCopy numbering is often required for hily classified reports and is an important part of the document control

S"procedure. It is possible to fit a nmbering box to a litho press but, in view of possible spoilage, at nds probably best to. stamp the reports manually at the colfating stage, destroying any spare ct pits or loose sheets. If lbhly classified work is
involved, it may be necessary to certify that they hve been destroyed in acordance with local secur,y procedures. A

Sheavy-duty paper shredder is a necessary item for any report productioncunit.

Sad4.8 Re-orders

SFigure 12 shows the general way in which printing bureau charges are relatd to the run length. The ,ost of internal
*: t;Tl production are likely to show a similar pattern, although probably at a lower level.

-Figure 12 also serves to illustrate the extra cost of re-ordering a steond run of a publication. In this example, two

col oruns copies th- l csearat 8, cofli mpahe a re a single run 200, o a lengthy report poducton n
roceamount to a considerable sum.
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OFFSET LITHOGRAPHY
A-i based on bureau costs
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Fig. 12 Offset litho printing: cost v run length

The make-ready expense of offset lithography arises from the need to make a plate and 'run-up' the p;ess. The
minimum charge, shown here as £4, is such that a small re-print of, say, 10 extra copies may effeuiyely cost 20-30
*imes as much per copy as those produced in the initial run. In such cases, a photocopier will provide reprints much more
economically - although this is an area in which microfilm also offers powerful advantages (see paragraph 5.2.4).

5. MICROFILM SYSTEMS

The literature contains many sources of reference to the technology and applications of microfilm (see paragraph
10 2); for the theoretical background the works by Nelson and Stevens33', have not been surpassed. This chapter is r
intended to outline those aspects of relevance to scientific reports and related documentation, so that microfilm can be
seen in perspective to the paper-based processes and systems.

5.1 Microfilm Formats

A number of microfilm formats have been developed to meet the needs of industry and commerce.

5.5.1 Roll Film

Where a large quantity of - 'tetial is to be kept in strict scquence, it is appropriate to use roll film, preferably with a
motorised microfilm reader to give rapid access.

(a) 16 mm film has a frame size adequate for filming A4 documents and is the most widely used roll film format.
It may be stored on open spools, cartridges or cassettes. A 30 metre roll of 16 mm film will accommodate
about 2800 images of standard A4 documents. -

(b) 35 mm microfilm is primarily used in the form of aperture cads for engineering drawings (see paragraph 5.1.2),
but it is also employed as a roll film format by some libraries for newspaper files.

I k 2 =-.' -. ,- - :I l.z :. = " ' : " ....- - *- ' " .' -, - , , . ..,= •. . . ..
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(c) 70 mm and A5 mm roll film have been used for specialised purposes sucn as map copying. The mist common
application for 105 mm film is in microfiche roll film cameras, where it is cut into individual microfiche after
exposure or processing.

5.1.2 Aperture Cards

For many purposes, microfilri files must be organised in a form where single images can be handled separately. The
most familiar of these 'unitised microforms is the apexure card, which consists of a single frame of 35 ,r.m film mounted

7 into a standard ADP data card.

Vanations are possible, wherein a number of 16 mm or 35 mm frames are mounted into a single card.

5.1.3 Microfiche
4

The concept of grouping related frames on to a single piece of film finds its most common application in the
standard 105 mm x 148 mm microfiche (the A6 paper size). Variations in fiche layout are shown in Figure 13.

The standard for document-based microfiche" assumes a reduction ratio of 24x and provides for 98 frames, each
10 x 12.5 mm. Many of the older 60-frame standard microfiche (reduction ratio 18x or 20x) are st:ll in existence.

For computer output marofilm (COM) the BS 5644" quotes reduction ratios of 24x and 48x. In the former case,
63 frames can be accommodated in the 'landsape' style (corresponding to 14" x 11" computer output pages) or 98
frames in the 'portrait style (corresponding to A4 pages). At the more common COM reduction of 48x, the microfiche
can hold 270 'landscape' frames (6.25 x 7.75 mm) or 420 'portrait' frames (6.25 x 5 mm) (see Figure 13c-d).

The terms 'siperfiche" and 'ultrafiche' have been used to describe various microfiche systems operating at high
.' reduction ratios (in excess of 100x) and storing up to 3000 images. A number of non-standard microfiche formats,

including the so-called 'jumbo' and 'super jumbo' fiche are used for catalogues, especially in the automu'i;,. industry -6

5.1.4 Selection of Microfilm Format

For scientific reports, the most suitable format is the 98 frame microfiche. A single fiche can accommodate all but
the longest reports and duplicates can readily be made on relatively simple equipment.

Some of the central archives in !ibraries and reformatiun centres may conveniently be recorded on 16 mm film,
which can be loaded into cartridges or cassettes for use in a reader or reader-printer. At

5.1.5 Microfilm Image Polarity

Microfilm systems offer the choice between a positive-appearing image (dark lettering on a clear ground) and a
negative-appearing image (clear tetters on a dark ground). It is generally felt that microfilm users prefer the negative
mode of presentation:

'1 (a) Dirt and scratches on the film are less annoying with a dark ground. .
(b) A clear background tends to be glaring, hot spots from the optical system are more apparent and can be

tiresome for long spells of reading.

On the other hand:
-, (c) The darkened screen surface is more likely to show annoying reflections

(d) Photographic illustrations are confusing when a negative tone rndering is used.

Despite the normal subjective preference for negative polarity, its popularity prubably owes something to the simple
fact that people are used to it. The processes commonly employed fir document microfilming (silver halide film and
diazo duplicates) give this dark-ground mode of presentation. '3 Photographic processes can be categorised as:

0 sign-reversing processes, which change image polarity from positive to negative and vice versa (e.g. the standard
silver halide process, vesicular films)

0 Sign-maintaining.processes, which produce negative images from negative originals (e.g. diazo films, the silver --

halide reversal process)

Conventional document-based mitrofilming proceeds from a positive uriginal and requires a sign reversing process ", -
for the camera stage, with a sign-maintaining process for subsequent duplicates. Computer output microfilm (COM)
starts with a negative-appearing display, so a different approach is needed, in whid a 'reversal' process is often used to
give a negative-appearing master (see paragraph 5.5.5). It should be noted that this 'reversal' process (as in the popular
colour transparency films) maintains the sign of the original, confusingly, it does not imply a reversal of the image
polarity.
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5.2 Microffim Features

v. '~ 5.2.1 Summary of Advantages

(a) Reduced space
Microfilm can offer major savings in storage space (see paragraph 5.2.2), although this may only give significant
saving3 in large installations.

(b) Improved access
The reduced buik of microfilm can place more documents within easy reach of the archivist (within the same
room, or within the same building) and thus tends to increase the speed of access.

F; "(c) Greater security
The compact nature of microfilm assists its physical control (see paragraph 5.2.3)

(d) Cheap duplicates
The ability to duplicate up to 98 pages in a single operation offers obvious advantages compared to the
alternative of photocopying from paper originals (see paragraph 5.2.4). In the case of COM, film can replace

- ' the use of expensive computer tape for data storage (see paragraphs 5.5 and 5.6).

(e) Insurance
The cheapness of duplicate rm.crofilms makes it possible to keep an insurance copy of any vital documents
without undue expense.

(f) Easy transportation
A single sheet of medium weight .'.- paper (80 gsm) weighs 5 grams, a standard microfiche with its protective
envelope weighs about 7 ,z grams. For ,engthy reports, useful savings in transport and postal costs are clearly
possible (see paragraph 5.2.5).

(g) Speed of production
In general, large-scale microfilm roductioa can be simpler and quicker than offset litho printing. In the case
of COM, the greater speed is an important advantage compared to conventional impact printers and the
productivity of the whole computer installation can be improved.

(h) Speed of re-ordering
Duplicates c.n be made with such ease that it is practicable to make them 'on demand' as the need arises. It is
not necessar y, as with litho-printed reports, to hold large stocks to meet possible requests for further copies.

Against the preceding benefits must be set certain disadvantages:

) Inconvenience
Mny people react against using a microfilm reader, especially for continuous use of the sort associated with
R & D pubhcatiois . Even where readers are readily available for personal issue, the users generally prefer theHI! ability to browse through a paper report, rather than adopt the more disciplined appro, ch imposed by the
microfilm structure. Bell' has reported that, while most scientists have a reasonably positive attitude to the
use cf microfiche, they will only accept microfiche where no eye-legible material is available. The reactions
)f librarians to the microfiln media have been studied by Woodend and Jardire'.

The inability to make marginal notes is regarded as irksome by some users.

(k) Staff training
In some production units the reprographic staff undertake both microfilm and offset lithography, other units'7"
employ specialits for the two tasks. In either case, a separate training programme is needed for the operators

(1) Organisation

The nature of microfilm is such that an effecuve index systeni is essential, any carelessness in filing will have
even worse repercussions than with paper reports.

(in) Updating ,,-

Vith conventional microfilm it is not possible to amend individual pages. A correction to published report
data requires a total re-issue of the microfiche.

(n) Installation cost
Many R & D estabhshments are already well equipped with microfilm readers and reader-printers, to give
general acc. ss to film received from elsewhere. in most cases, a microfiche duplicator is also available for
making copies of fiche for local distribution.
The additmonai cost of installing a e..omplete microfilm production unit, with camera, processor and high volume
duphcator ncvertheless calls for careful consideration. Apart from the capital cost of the equipment, there may
be considerable expense and inconvenie,,ce involved in the installation of a dark room with watei supplies and
drainage for processing the master negatives.

(o) Quality 777
With due care at all uiges of production, distributed mwrofilm should transmit fully readable images to all
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users, even where third generation copies are used. It must be faced, however, that many microfiche received
in libraries are of low quality. After examining a sample of 90 microfiche reports, Horder"9 found that only
49% were completely legible without difficulty, 38% could only be read with difficulty and 13% were illegible
to some degree. The largest single cause was evidently the quality of the original camera copy. The standard
of the original typing and illustrations is crucial to the success of a report microfilming operation.

(p) Half-tones

Half-tone pictures or coloured illustrations can only be microfilmed by special techniques (see paragraphs 2.4.3
and 2.5.3). Distribution copies made on the nor..ial diazo films are unsatisfactory for these categories of
material.

' The disadvantages of internal production of microfilm often ientre on the problems of installation and finding
* suitable staff When the volume of work does not warrant the setting up of these facilities, it may be possible to use a

central government agency. Alternatively, a commercial bureau may offer a practical and economicai solution.

5.2.2 Economy in Space

The space-saving advantages of microfilm are well advertised, and are attractive for a number of reasons:
Furniture and storage equipment is costly, especially for classified material

Archive space represents a major expense, where re-building or rental charges are involved.
Good storage conditions are necessary even when the archive areas are not continuously occupied. Temperature,
humidity and cleanliness must be kept at a satisfactory level (see paragraph 5.3.6) and it is clearly economical to
confine this expense to the smallest possible area.

Dramatic savings in space are often claimed for microfilm. Such claims are usually based on the mathemati-al
fact that filming at a linear reduction ratio of 24x reduces the image area by a factor of 242 or 576, the film image thus
occupies only 0 17% of the original paper area. However, the impressive theoretical savings must be related to the real
needs of users and economies of this magnitude are unlikely to be realised in practice.

Example:

A conventional 98-frame microfiche is sufficient for many scientific reports. For the present purpose, one fiche is
therefore regarded as equivalent to one paper report. A comparison of the space needed for fiche and paper versions

,.-r of reports may be made as follows:

(a) Microfiche are normally made on film 0.007" thick (0.178 mm), which, for the purpose of calculation, may be
rounded up to 0.2 mm. However, because of the risk of scratching and fingermarks, it is essential to keep
silver masters and any diazo sub-masters in protective envelopes, which increases their effective thickness by
about 4x. Ten microfiche ii envelopes may be reckoned to occupy 8 mm and a typical drawer 300 mm deep
will therefore hold about 375 microfiche.

.. ' (b) Paper reports may contain anything from a few pages to several hundred pages, but for the present calculation
an average size of 50 pages is assumed (25 sheets, including covers). In side-stitched form such reports would

*- ~ each be about 4 mm thizk (see paragraph 4.7.3). A collection of 750 paper reports would thus occupy about
3 metres of drawer space, which is more than can be accommodated in a standard 4-drawer A4 size filing
cabinet (4 drawers x 550 mm deep = 2.2 metres). Six standard drawers would be needed (see Figure 14). - -

In this example, which might relate to a collection of material kept by a small research team, the comparison is
between:

(a) 750 microfiche, which would require shelf space of 0.06 m2 for a typical twin-drawer cabinet (200 mm wide x

300 mm deep x 275 mm high)
(b) 750 paper reports, which would require two cabinets (floor area 900 mm x 620 mm 0.56 in 2 .

Clearly, the r'icrofiche file could be fitted on to a desk or shelf in most offices without any difficulty, whereas the
paper reports would occupy floor space that might have other uses. However, microfilm is of no use without a film
reader; this may occupy 0.25 m2 of bench space, with still more room needed to make notes.

The example which is illustrated in Figure 14, has deliberately been put in the context of a small-scale installation,
:-, to make the point that the saving in space may not always amount to a great deal in concrete terms, the need for access

to the film may negate most of the notional saving in floor space. The economies can be much more significant in
large-scale installations; in the right circumstances ieductions of more than 90% in storage area can be achieved.

N.J 5.2.3 Microfilm Security

'w Classified material is in many ways more secure on microfilm than on paper. It might be easier to conceal or lose a
microfiche than a multipage A4 report, but the need fo- a film reader militates against casual access by unauthorised
people. The reduced bulk also assists the physical control of the documents.
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It has been suggested that on average nearly 6%/ of all paper documents become misfiled or lost2° . Mkrofilm has a
good reputation for maintaining file integrity, but this relates particularly to roll film. In the Lontext of report
microfiche, the advantages are not so obvious, once a fiche is misfiled in a large archive, its uniform appearance makes
for difficulty in re-locating it.

FrStorage for 750 50-page reports

Storage
:L .,' for 750

microfiche

,.. ~reports

Fig. 14 Reduced storage space required for microfilm

Security regulations must be enforced to control the production of microfilm print-out and duplicates, the use of
reader-printers must be controlled in the same way as photocopiers.

Special shredders are needed for microfilm, which can reduced the film to very small chips or powder.

5.2.4 Microfilm Duplicates and Reprints

With conventional paper publications the production of additional copies by offset lithography is relatively
expensive once the original run is completed. The need for re-printing ma be minimised by filing a few spare paper
copies, but this occupies valuable space and causes risks with classified material. However, using a microfiche master, a
copy of the complete report can be made quickly and cheaply whenever the demand arises. some organisations will

!: only supply re-orders in this form.

The economic advantages of microfiche for single reprints are shown in Figure 15, using typical bureau prices for
comparison. Internal production costs differ considerably from these levels, depending on the loLal circumstances, but
the overall ratio between paper and fiche copies will tend to be similar.

It is assumed here that a microfiche sub-master is available, from which the alternatives are.

,-(a) paper print-out, using a reader-printer
V " (b) duplication on diazo fihn (or vesicular film, for some COM applications)

In cases where a litho-printed report or the original camera-ready copy is available for copying, another option is
4_L available:

(c) photocopying

To offer a simple example of the cost of these alternatives for a single re-printed copy, the following approximation
may be made for a 50-page report, using typical bureau charges:

Paper print out 2p per A4 page x 50 = £6.00
Photocopy 7p per page x 50 = £3.50
Diazo duplicate 12p per copy = £0.12

As a rule of thumb, it may be found that a complete microfiche duplicate (which may contain up to 98 pages)
costs no more than a single page of microfilm print-out, for a full fiche the cost advantage can thus approach 100.1

The low cost of microfiche reprints does not, of course, invalidate the nced for occasional paper prints (see
paragraph 5.2.6), but it is a powerful argument against the regular provision of full-scale print-out.
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Fig. 15 Cost comparison: microcopying v photocopying

5.2.5 Postal Charges and Transportation

A report comprising 24 A4 sheets (48 pages) on 80 gsm paper weighs about 120 grams, the covers will -.dd another
15 grams. It currently costs 14p to send such a report by first class post within the UK.

By comparison, a microfiche weighs about 4 grams, plus about 3 grams for its protective envelope. The cost for
first class post in this case is I Op.

The advantage of microfiche is greatly increased for a batch of reports because the lower weight band of 0-60 grams
allows 8 fiche to be sent for the same cost of 1Op. The equivalent cost of letter post for 8 paper reports would be £1.22.

The physical movement of bulk publications is obviously eased by the use of microfiche. For example, a batch of
five hundred 48-page reports weighs over 67 kg (148 lb) and represents a sizeable problem in handling, packing and
lifting; delivery trolleys and despatch vehicles become a necessary expense. Alternatively, the equivalent stack of 500
microfiche and envelopes would weigh about 3.75 kg (8 lb) and could easily be carried by any messenger.

These factors, together with the cheapness of fiche duplicates, explain the popularity of microfilm with the
distributors of scientific documentation. Virtually all overseas transportation of technical reports is by microfiche.

5.2.6 Microfilm Print-out

The protagonists of microfilm are reluctant to admit that there is any general justification for 'hard copy' prints
from microfilm However, although it is undoubtedly very expensive to make a full-scale prnt-out, there are certainly
occasions when prints of key pages are essential, to give the user a reference copy of tables or diagrams.

It is usual, therefore, to provide a central reader-printer in a library and to apply due control in the interests of
economy and security (see paragraph 5.4.7).

5.2.7 Access
%~i In stating all the advantages of microfilm, it must be remembered that the success of such systems requires that all

users should have access to a film reader. Bearing in mind that readers range in price from about £80-£ 100 for a
portable model to about £150 £200 for a cabinet reader, it is clear that an investment of several hundred pounds may be

* needed to capitalise on the benefits of microfilm.
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If this :.money is not available, it will be more pra%.ticable to retain a paper-based system, there is no point in -,

adopting microfilm unless there is ready access to the records.

Vessey 2" has suggested that at least one mirofilm ieader should be provided for every team in an R & D laboratory,
in addition to the central library resources.

5.3 Microfilm Materials

5.3.1 Silver Halide Films

The great majority of microfilm is originated on silver halide materials, employing the standard process (develop-
fix-wash-dry) that has formed the basis of photography for the past hundred yedrs or so. The prime advantage of these
materials lies in their high film speed, whch allows reasonably short exposures in a camera system. Other materials
offer superior resolution and simpler processing, but with a few exceptions (see paragraph 5.3.4) their low sensitivity
confines their use to duplicating systems that rely on UV contact printing. , 4.

Silver halide films are still sometimes used to make distribution copies of microfilm, where a positive-appearing
image is needed, but for most purposes duplicates are made on diazo or vesicular films (see paragraphs 5.3.2 and 5.3.3).
Colour films, which are based on silver halides with dye-coupling chemistry, are mentioned in paragraph 2.5.3.

The inconvenience of wet processing and the associated supply and effluent problems, which are especially ..,
undesirable in a computer environment, have lead to the introduction by 3 M and Kodak of dry silver films for COM
applications. These are developed simply by the application of heat for a few seconds, which produces a silver image in
exposed areas. A similar film, evidently with enhanced speed, is used ir the recent 3M step and repeat document
microfiche camera.

The long history of silver halide films and the extensive research into their image permanence brings them the
advantage that their image life can be predicted with some confidence if due precautions are observed (see paragraph
6.2.4).

Special films have been designed for COM recording (see paragraph 5.5), to meet the need for very short exposure to
CRT images and the possible need for reversal processing. I

Photographic matenals are made to a stringent specification and it is extremely rare for any operating faults to be
attributable to the film stock. With correct storage m cool, dry conditions, unexposed microfilm has a shelf life of some * -,
years before the background fog level begins to increase.

5.3.2 Diazo Materials

Diazonium salts form the basis of a number of photosensitive processes and they provide the most common method
of making microfilm duplicates. Their popularity arises from their cheapness (about 3p per microfiche), their high

resolution (up to 1000 line pairs per millimetre) and the simplicity of the process. Diazo microfilm is normally
'developed' in ammonia gas although, as an exception, the new 3M Dry Diazo film is developed by heat.

Diazo films form a visible image by the combination of unexposed diazo salt with a dye ;oupler. A number of
colours are available, blue is the most popular for microfilm because it gives good visual contrast, although black or ,
sepia images offer somewhat better contrast for printing or the production of subsequent generations of duplicates (see
paragraph 6.2.3). The process is positive-working and gives the preferred negative-appearing image from negative
microfilm masters. Al generations of diazo-copies are therefore negative-appearing, whereas negative-working materials
such as silver or vesicular films change the image polarity alternately with each successive generation.

i'he sensitivity of diazo materials is confined largely to the ultraviolet. Their response to visible light is so low that
they cannot be used for camera recording, although they are used in some high-energy laser COM systems. They can be
handled in normal room lighting. .

The storage life of these materials is of great interest because of their widespread use for microfilm - and the fact

that diazo dyes are well known for their instability under strong light. Careul study under accelerated ageing conditions
has indicated that if the films are stored properly in the dark their life shouid be in the range from 10 100 years2 ,
although for active records the twin problems of dark-ageing and light fading23 make the prediction of image life very _

difficult2 l . The storage conditions should be as for silver halide films (see paragraph 5.3.6), although the two materals
should not be mixed.
5.3.3 Vesicular Materials"

The vesicular process is based on diazo compounds coated in a plastic binder. When the diazo salts are exposed to .

UV, nitrogen is produced as a decomposition product, 'development' then consists of heating the film to about
130- 140*C for a few seconds. This causes the nitrogen to expand into small bubbles or vesicles (hence the name
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'v c vesicular'). When the heat is removed, a crystalline shell is formed round each vesicle, which has the property of
scattering incident light and thus rendering the image visible.

Once the image is formed,,the film may be irrz'4iated with UV in order to decompose the remaining diazo compound
in previously urexposed areas. The nitrogen formed at this optional 'fixation' stage is allowed to escape naturally from
the film.

The vesicular image has low contrast when viewed in normal diffuse light (see paragraph 6.2.3) and the 'eye legible'
title strip on vesicular microfiche is not so easily read as with diazo films. Howc.er, in a condenser optical system such as

% "a microfilm reader the image contrast is excellent. Resolution is good, although not quite so high as for diazo, figures
of 200 300 line pairs per millimetre are achieved, there bhould be little loss of original film resolution, if the duplicating

A ': exposure is optimised. The nature of the vesicular image, a crystalline shell in an inert polymenc binder, would seem to
make t an ideal archival material, provided that excessively high temperatures are avoided. However, no standards
are established and, although it seem probable that these films will prove to have a long life, there is insufficient evidence
at present to offer guarantees.

-o Vesicular films offer a clean-working process without any need for the disposal of water, chemicals or gas, the only
:- *' by-product is heat, which can be dissipated in the office ventilation system. The process is negative-working and is used

for duplicates when the master film has a positive appearance. This situation commonly anses in COM and the debate
about the relative merits of vesicular and diazo duplicates for COM has been thoroughly reviewed by Horder 5 , who
concludes that there is a place for both materials in this field.

5.3.4 Unconventional Materials

The ideal microfilm camera material would have high sensitivity, high resolution, good image contrast, dry
processing, extreme image stability and low cost. Additionally, for some purposes it is useful to be able to erase the
image and record new data. Unfortunately, no material possesses all these properties. in particular, there is a
fundamental difficulty in obtaining enough speed for the camera recording of normal documents. Until recently, only
the traditional silver halide materials offered this capability, but th, .xL,:nbive research into new processes2 '" has
produced at least two commercial alternatives:

(a) The AB Dick/Scott 200 microfiche camera, which uses an organic photoconductor (OPC), images can be
overprinted or cancelled and unused frames can be retained for later additions to the record2

1.

(b) The Microx process, which was developed by General Electric, is based on a photoplastic film (PPF). After
exposure and thermal development, the film carries an image in the form of microscopic plaster deformations.
Any frame can be ,raseJ by lotal heating, which allows insertions, amendments or additions to be made.

In Section 4 Vol.11 of this Manual, Petrie has mentioned a number of novel processes that are beginning to find
applications for information storage (e.g. holographic memory systems) or for mass distribution of recorded data
(e.g. video discs (see Reference 29).

5.3.5 Microfilm Print-out Materials

The older methods of microfilm printing, based on wet-processed silver halide document papers, are becoming
obsolete except in specialised draughting applications. With the exception of the 3M Dry Silver and elettrolytic papers,
which are based on dry-processed silver halide materials, the dominant process for microfilm pnnt-out is electro-
photography (see paragraph 4.5). Coated papers are the most commonly used, but some plain paper systems are now
offered which may have lower print costs.

5.3.6 Storage Conditions

The useful life of silver microfilm images is affected by two aspects of its treatment.

(a) the processing, of which the fixing and washing stages are critical (see paragraph 6.2.4)

(b) the storage conditions.

BS 115330 categorises storage conditions as 'archival' (the longest possible life) and 'commercial' (over 10 years), 0
it nwakes the point that processing should be the same for both categories, because the film's eventual use is not
necessarily known at the time of production. In practice, therefore, storage governs the permanente of the microfilm .. _

image, more than the film processing. Each producer of scientific reports must de,ide if anything more than the
commercial standard is justified.

A summary of the storage factors will indicate the major implications of setting up a long-term armhive. . -

(1) For commercial storage, room conditions should not exceed 250 C and 60% RIt, protection must be given
against fire, flood and chemical contamination.

(2) For archival storage: a temperature range of 15 20*C is preferred and the humidity should be between 20%
and 40% RH. Air purification and air conditioning are also specified in addition to the precautions noted for
commercial storage.
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BS 1153 lists injurious storage materials and outlines the need for sealed airtight containers where the ambient
L '- "N conditions cannot be controlled.

BS 1153 relates only to silver film given conventional or full-reversal processing. All other films, such as diazo,
vesicular, colour or partially-reversed silver film are exi.luded from its provisions. These films do not meet th!
requirement for an 'archival' medium, but the same general principles of tontrolled storage are appropriate and will be

.~ ~ ,onducive to longer life.

The term 'archival permanence' is often used loosely, but it is now becoming accepted that it means 'lasting forever'

A.1l - or, at the very least, lasting as long as the good quality paper currently used for archival storage.

This imphes a life of some hundreds of years, which can only be achieved by the use of silver film correctly
processed and stored under controlled conditions.

In their study of diazo matenals, Adelstein and McCrea22 introduced the description of 'medium-term' (over 10
years) and 'long term' (over 100 years), although they concluded that no diazo films meet the strict requirement for
archival materials.

5A Microfilm Equipment and Methods

The equipment chain for producing microfilm is shown in Figure 16. The major aspect of choice lies in the type of
camera. a 'step and repeat' camera produces finished microfiche (Figure 16a), whereas a 'planetary' or 'rotary' camera
produces roll film for loading into cartridge or cassett (Figure 16b). Alternatively, by use of a 'jacket filler' the roll film
can be converted into a microfiche format.

Step and repeat camera Roll film camera

;-S., -

Microfiche processor Roll film processor

r Quality control Quality control

- - -.-- .- -- Jacket filler

Microfiche duplicator Roll film duplicator

1, Quality control Quality control

Cassette or cartridge loader

Microfiche reader Roll film reader

Storage Storage

a b
Step and repeat camera Roll film camera

%Fig.16 Microfilm equipment chain

SIN z There is a wide range of commercial equipment in most of these categories. The current market has been covered
in the UK by Baker and in the USA by the National MicrograIkcs Association (see Bibliography 2b).

N

X., % Suggestions for the maintenance of microfih.i equipment hav been made by Jones" t
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5.4.1 Microfilm Cameras

(a) Step and repeat cameras
By moving a sheet of film into stepped positions behind a fixed lens, it is possible to expose rows and colamns
of images to conform to the standard microfiche formats. The film is carried in a cassette or 'dark slide' which
can be removed for processing.

A necessary adjunct is a titling camera which will expose the usual headings in eye-legible size at the top of the
- icrofiche. This feature is either built into the main camera body, with a secondary optical system, or is
provided as a separate unit into which the film cassette is placed for titling.

Some cameras offer the ability to select from a range of microfiche formats (e.g. 98, 208 or 270 frames) with
appropriate change of lens. The higher reduction ratios are compatible with COM microfiche, but are not
normally recommended for document microfilming unless the originals are of sufficient quality to withstand
the large reduction.

Most microfiche cameras use sheet film, but some deliver the film in the formof 105 mm rolls, which allows
the use of the high speed roll-to-roll duplicators for the distribution copies.
Step and repeat cameras (see Figure 17a) offer the quickest method of making microfiche and produce the
highest quality; they range in cost from about £5000 to £12000. Some have integral processors which can
produce microfiche fully processed, but not archivally permanent, 90 seconds after finishing the exposure
series. With manual feeding of the documents at, say, one every 6 seconds (600 per hour) a complete 98

, '. frame microfiche would take about 12 minutes to produce.

(b) Roll film cameras
There are two basic types of roll-film camera:
'Planetary' or 'flat-bed' cameras - 35 mm or 16 mm film (some cameras accept both sizes)
'Flow' or 'rotary' cameras mormally 16 mm film (except a few 35 mm cameras for filming computer
stationery)

; Planetary roll film cameras work on the same principle as a conventional miniature camera, exposing the
images in sequence on to a standard 100-foot (30.5 m) spool which will accommodate 2500 frames. Title
frames or 'flash' frames are introduced into the filmed sequence in order to aid subsequent visual searching, in
some cameras coding 'blips' can be exposed on to the film to permit automatic retrieval in a special roll-film
reader (see paragraph 5.7.2). Simple cameras of this type are priced in the range of £600-£1000.

i .~ Rotary cameras operate at high speed by filming single sheets as they are driven on a continuous belt past a
fixed lens. The film is moved at a corresponding speed behind a narrow slit in the focal plane and a sharp image ,'< -

is preserved despite the continual movement of the original. The film transport is actuated by the insertion of
a document and, with suitable paper feeding attachments, can record lengthy material, such as trace-recordings,
or computer fan-folded stationery in a single continuous image.

Flow cameras are not expected to give the very highest optical quality, but they are widely used for filming
cheques, vouchers and c3rrespondence and give adequate results even with such mixed material, With good N
originals, such as are prepared for reports, the image quality should be entirely satisfactory 32 .

These cameras are designed to deal quickly with large quantities of documents and the limiting factor is usually '5.

the rate at which the operator can sustain in feeding the material into the camera throat (probably in the range
1000-2000 per hour). Auto-feed machines are capable of much higher output.
It is unlikel, that a publishing organisation would install a rotary ,amera for report microfilming, but if such a

4 camera is purchased for other reasons, it would be practicable to use it for making microfiche on a small scale, *77,
using a jacket filler (see paragraph 5.4.4).

Flow cameras range in price from about £1000 for a simple machine, to about £4000 for a camera with
automatic feed, automatic exposure, interchangeable lenses and the ability to record simultaneously the front • • -

and back of documents (duplex recording).

5.4.2 Film Processors

For document microfilming, the standard photographic protuss is used, to make a conventional negative, in the .ase
of COM, a more complex 'reversal' process is sometimes used (see paragraph 5.5.5). In either case, the use of pre-mixed
liquid chemicals helps to ensure clean and consistent results.

]Continuous film processors are used to control the sulution temperature and prot.ess time and to ensure appropriate

-" agitation. In the larger machines, the solution activity may be adjusted by controlled replenishment.

When buying a film processor, there are a number of points to observe:

The machine speed
The 'dry to dry' time for a complete spool or sheet of film to pass through
The effectiveness of solution circulation Z.Z-
The feed mechanism - must a leader be fitted to the film before loading?
The control of machine speed and temperature
Washing efficiency (films can vary in their rate of fixation and washing °6.)
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a Step and repeat bTypical roll film 'flow' camera
microfiche camera
(GAF 8000 CC)

'VV

00

C Planetary roll d Microfwhe duplicator (GAF 1050, 105 1)
film camera

Fig. 17 Microfilme.quipment
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The need to provide water and drainage for a processor can cause difficulty at some sites, for this reason, some
.., . machines can be operated in a free-standing mode, with zontainers to collect the spent solutions and usin, a still-water

final rinse This is suitable for many commercial applications, but the resulting image life is likely to be measured in
months or a few years at most, which is not generally acceptable for report microf-!a' masters. The desire for 'instant
access' is understandable, but is largely incompatible with any plans for archival permanence.

In addition to the drainage load of wash water, the disposal of waste developer, fixer and bleach solutions needs
consideration for environmental reasons. It is a common practice to sell the spent fixer and bleach so that the silver
content can be recovered.

The installation of a film processor brings the need for a weekly cleaning routine, machine maintenance and regular
(perhaps daily) process control checks by a trained technician.

5.4.3 Quality Control Equipment

In order to ensure that the microfilm product is of high quality, certain items of equipment are necessary (see also
paragraph 6.2)

Gloves - for handling the master microfilm
Densitometer - for checking film density
Low power microscope (about 50-100x) - for checking resolution tests *

Laboratory glassware - for carrying out chemical tests
Microfilm viewer - for checking legibility, correct sequence, image cleanliness etc.
Illuminated bench - for general inspection

Large-scale microfilm producers will also concern themselves with the measurement of film bow, brittleness, film
adhesion tests etc.; the full range of such tests has been outlined by Nelson13 . Advice on the haadling of micrographic
materials has been gi-en by Jones34 .

5.4.4 Jacket Filler

By use of microfilm jackets, short lengths of 16 mm microfilm can be converted into a block of images similar to
a microfiche The jacket filler incorporates a viewing screen, so that the images can be checked prior to cutting and
inserting This approach also allows the jacket to be used as an active file, adding new frames as required. The necessary
eye-legible title is usually typed on to the jacket heading area or on to adhesive film.

Diazo duplicates can be made from the jackets, although they are not as neat as those made from a step and repeat
camera The equipment for making fiche by this method (a simple planetary camera, processor and jacket filler) is much
cheaper than a step and repeat camera. The method is used by many of the smaller microfilm bureau and may be of value :71
to publication units that have only occasional need for microfiche, especially where the camera and processor are
available for other purposes.

5.4.5 Microfiche Duplicators
The diazo process requires a UV source for exposure and an ammonia chamber for development (see paragraph

93 5 3 2) In its simplest form, as in the equipment used for diazo lecture transparenies, the facilities for diazo fiche
duplicates may cost about £400 or less. Ilowever, output will be limited to about 15-20 fiche per hour and most
microfilm production units have more powerful duplicators with an output of around 100 an hour, for which £1 OUU-
£1500 is the more likely price range. High-volume diazo duplicators with automatic collators are able to make I U0
fiche per hour, high-speed roll-to-roll duplicators are also available with a capacity of 250 feet per minute.

The vesicular process (see paragraph 5.3.3) requires only a UV source for exposLre, and heat for development. The
-~ equipment ranges from simple units for low-volume users at about £500 to high-speed roll-to-roll duplicators costing

about £10,000, which are capable of making 1800 fiche pe. hour.

.,.,i .5.4.6 Microfilm Readers

A microfilm production unit needs viewing equipment so that the images can be checked for correctness of
sequence, legibility and any sign of damage (see paragraph 6.2). It is essential to avoid damage to the film master and 77
good quality equipment must therefore be used, the cost is likey to be in the order of £150 -£200, rather than £1OU or
so for a portable reader. Motorised roll-film readers are naturally more expensive, in the region of £500.

A useful source of impartial advice on microfilm equipment in the UK is offered by the National Reprographic
Centre for Documentation (NRCd), details of this service and the Guides by Baker are given in the Bibliography. Ie
NRCd evaluation reports for microfilm readers cover many practikal details s h as ease of use, engineering and safety

.* ~ standards, as well as quantitative measurement of resolution, luminance and temperature.

7 .5'
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BS 41915 gives a specifitation for microfilm readers, covering such aspects as foc.uo adjustment, machine stability,
film temperature and electrical characteristics, a resolution test film is included as an appendix to the standard.

An introductory guide to the selection of microfilm readers is described in Reference 36.

5.4.7 Microfilm Reader-printers

A printer is not normally needed for thZ microfilm test routine, but it provides an essential part of the production
facility in support of any library or information centre.

The cost of an A4 reader-printer is likely to be in the range of £900 £1500, although the more versatile machines
accepting several roll and fiche formats may cost up to £2500. Production printers, capable of making 10 pnnts a minute
are available for about £7000.

The materials used for microfiln. .ints are mentioned in paragraph 5.3.5.

5.5 Computer Output Microfilm (CO1)

The principles of computer output microfilming and current developments in this field have been covered in detail
elsewhere ' 3 8 , the present description will be confined to an outline of COM and a discussion of those aspects related to
scientific documentation.

5.5.1 Applcautons of COM

The primary advantage of COM lies in its ability to produce computer output at much greater speed than a
conventional line pnnter. The compact form of the output (typically at 42x or 48x reduction) brings all the attendant
economic advantages of microfilm.

COM techniques are applicable for any data stored in a computer or in some compatible form. They may be
considered for publication work wherever computer-based storage is used for reports text. Such organisations will be
abl. to gain the benefits of word processing or photo-typesetting to make high quality masters for litho printing, using
the same data base to produce COM masters for simultaneous microfilm publication.

5.5.2 The COM System

The processing and distribution of COM film follows the same principles as for document-based microfilm, although
the greater speed and larger scale of operation have brought some novel features to the microfilm field.

The essential feature of COM lies in the origination of the material which, after data preparation in the hcst
computer, is tiansferred to a cathode ray tube (CRT), where it is converted to a visible form on the fluorescent tube
face. The display is photographed by a precision camera, using a film specially designed for the requirements of COM.
An alternative approach, employed in COM recorders by 3M and Kodak, is based on a laser which writes directly on to
the film.

As shown in Figure 18, a forms overlay feature allows standard outlines or additional graphic material to be
photographed in superimposition with the CRT display.

Mirror

Tape drive Controller CRT Camera

; !, Forms;i! projector

%I Fig. 18 Basic COM system
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I'-" Some COM recorders operate on-line to a main frame computer, but it is often more convenient to work off-line,
writing the data to tape which can be loaded into the COM unit. The concept of off-line recording bnngs problems of
compatibility, especially where tapes from a number of sources are coded differently. This has lead to the distinction
between:

(a) 'front-ended' or 'intelligent' COM recorders, which have a mini-computer capable of re-formatting any input
tape; this converts the data and instructions to a form suitable ft -the recorder.

(b) 'non-intelligent', 'fixed-logic' or 'dumb' COM recorders, which cannot carry out any pre-processing of the
instructions from the originating computer.

A non-intelligent recorder is considerably cheaper than an equivalent front-ended machine, but it places additional
work on the host computer which may well increase the overall cost. These recorders can usually be up-graded by the
addition of a mini-computer 'front-end'.

The factors affecting the choice between intelligent and non-intelligent COM recorders have been outlined by
Terry3 8 . The software requirements of both types of recorder have been described by Audley-Charles39 .

5.5.3 COM Performance

Some COM recorders hate a peak character transfer rate in the order of 100,000 per second, although a more
- suitable measure of petformince is the average number of pages per minute, which includes the time taken by line and
" page shifts. Output rates of current alphanumeric recorders are in the range 100 -300 frames per minute, a complete

microfiche will take only a minute or two to record.

A typical page capacity for a COM frame is 80 lines of 160 characters. The height of the characters is typically in
the order of 0.1-0.2 mm and line widths may be down to 0.01 mm or less.

These figures for printing speed and image packing density illustrate a remarkable level of performance when
compared to litho-printed publications. The image quality is also of a high standard and may be enlarged to make litho
plates.

Alphanumeric COM recorders offer a basic set of 64 characters, but this can usually be extended to 128 characters
or more. The most powerful systems produce over 200 characters or programmed symbols at various sizes, from a
number -f type styles. In such cases the COM recorder is acting in a similar fashion to a high-speed photo-typesetter.

The format and quality standards for COM have been the subject of publications by BSi40 and NMA 41,42.

5.5.4 Graphical COM I

Graphic COM recorders are used to produce .omputer-generated drawings, maps, simulated 3-D models and to
present statistical data in visual form. They replace mechanical flat-bed plotters in much the same way that
alphanumerical COM recorders replace impact printers. The speed of plotting may show a gain in the order of 1000x.
hours of valuable computer time can b., reduced to a matter of a minute or two.

Jrlat

The quality of COM g2phics is high, with urecise line positioning and programmed variation of line width. For
illustrated manuals, a graphic COM recorder can produce all the line diagrams and text, although they way in which the

*,,. characters are drawn makes them inherently slower than the purely alphanumeric systems.

Some alphanumeri: recorders offer the possibility of merging graphic material into a written report by use of the
forms overlay feature. The il!ustrations are previously filmed and mounted into projection slides or aperture card

-- mounts, which can be brought into the camera optical system as required. The slide changeover time is about 2 seconds
and a publication can be filmed at high speed, mixing the text and illustrations by programme command.

Figure 19 shows examples of COM output. It should be noted that this litho reproduction has been taken from
electrostatic prints made at 48x en'largement from second generation diazo duplicate fiche. It is a tribute to the quality
of the original COM silver films that the material retains legibility after this complex reproduction chain.

5.5.5 Features of COM

There are many successful COM installations in commerce and Government administration and their use has
extended to libraries (see'References 43, 44, 45). In the particular case of report production, a ,ompanson between
COM and conventional document-based microfilm may be made as follows:

(a) A fundamental difference lies in the simplicity of the COM process. The information passes from a computer
store or off-line tape, via the output CRT directly to the film. The transfer therefore takes place virtually
at the speed of light: there is no typing, no intermediate 'camera copy' and no separate filming operation.
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FLOREY-FORBES DATAGRAPHIX SYSTEM 4500 FILM SAMPLE - AUTHOR CATALOG

FLOREY, ERNST. FLOURNOY, THEODORE, 1854-1920.
An introduction to general and James, William, 1842-110.

comparative animal phfysiology. The Letters of WitL 'n .J.es and
Philadelphia, W. B. Saunders Co., 1966. Theodore Flournoy. Editt. by Robert C.
xi, 713 p. illus. 26 cm. Le Clair. Madison, University of
Includes bibliographies. Wisconsin Press 1966. xix, 252 p.
QP31.F65 port. 23 cm.

FLORIDA. LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE BUREAU.

Legislators' handbook on Florida FOERSTER, NORMAN, 1887-
government, 1963. Tallahassee? 1963. 1 Eight American writers, an anthology
v. (unpaged) illus., map. 27 cm. of American Literature. Norman Foerster
Cover title. & Robert P. Falk, general editors.

JK4438.A5 1963 Contributing editors: Floyd Stovall and
others. 1st ed. New York, Norton c1963.

FLORIDA. UNIVERSITY, GAINESVILLE. xvi, 1610 p. 22 cm.
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA MONOGRAPHS. Bibliography: p. 1589-1605.
HUMANITIES, NO. 24. CONTENTS: --Edgar Allan Poe.--Ralph

Sims, James H. Waldo Emerson.--Henry David Thoreau.--
Dramatic uses of Biblical allusions in Nathaniel Hawthorne.--Herman Melville.--

Marlowe and Shakespeare. Gainesville, Walt Whitman.--Samuel L. Clemens.--Henry
University of Florida Press, 1966. 82 James.
p. 23 cm. PS535.F6
PR2676.S5

a Alphanumeric recorder

SF III

C 1
-- R3100 UF

44

T C5 '

'II R5 .I .0512

1218

T~7

x:-,',b Graphic iecorder

Fig. 19 Examples of OM output
561.02L 34
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(b) The image quality of the recorded CRT characters is much better than with type itten material. Typograrhk
variations such as bold or italic letters are available on some alphanumeric recorders.

(c) The effective image reduction (normally 48x) and image packini, density of COM (up to 420 frames) ensure
that virtually every report will fit-on to a single microfiche.

(d) COM umts vary in their output rate, but figures of 300 A4 pages per minute are not exceptional. This may be
compared with a line printer (typically 20 pages per minute), or a %ord processor (in many cases abot I page

.1per minute)'or a manuai typewriter (about 10 minutes per page, for a typist wo.king non-stop at 40 words
per minute).
7hesa maximum rated speeds are not a satisfactory guide to potential output, especially in the case of a typist,
but it is clear that a system capable of printing a lengthy report in about one minute, with processing
completed in a further few minuteb, will bring a fundamental change to an organisatior with traditions of
typewritten and liho-printed reports. High-speed duplicators allow this impetus to be maintained, with an
output of several hundred microfiche per hour.

(e) COM installations range in price from £30-40,000 for a basic recorder, to about £50-60,000 for an
intelhgent' front-ended umt with integral film processor. Graphic COM recorders cost from about £80,000
upwards.

Despite its advantages for large-scale users, no-one is likely to install a COM unit solely as a replacement for a smali
microfilm publishing activity based on typing and a simpie fiche -amera. It will only be viable as part of an organisation
with a larg. computer facility and a requirement for COM output perhaps in the order of 1M fames a year of more

For those with an occasional need, COM bureau offer a complete service, ever 30 UK companies and 45 European
bureau are listed by Baker"'. There are normally setting-up or formatting charges, but once these are met, the
production -.harges may range from approximately £1 -£2 for the master fiche, with duplicates costing from £0.07 to

£0.I5 depending on quantity.

5.5.6 COM Processing

The output screen on a COM recorder produces bright characters on a dark ground, which is described as 'negative
appeanng'. The standard process for silver halide films (develop, fix, wabh) is negative -working, so the resulting COM
film is positive-appearing (see Figure 20). In these circumstances, vesicular films are normall used to give the preferred
negative polarity for the distributed film.

CRT
DISPLAY

Conventional Reversal
negative process
process

COM FILMrCO mMASTER -,

Vesicular Diazo
film - film DUPLICATE

-. Fig.20 COM processing procedure
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The required negative appearance can be achieved on the master film by the use of a 'reversal* process. The full
reversal process ,can give archival permanence but is lengthy and relatively complex (develop, bleaw.h, -iear, re-expose,
re-develop, fix, wash) and requires a special processing machine. An abbreviated process known as 'partial reversal, or
'halide reversal' (develop, bleach, wash) gives an image of silver halide instead of the conventional silver image. The
choice of processing and duplicating method (see Reference 25) is shown in Figure 20:

(a) conventional processing, followed by duplication on vesicular (or silver) films,

(b) reversal processing, followed by duplication on diazo films.

: ,: 5.6 Computer Input from Microfilm (CIM)

The cOM techniques outlined above allow alphanumeric or graphical data to be transferred directly from ,omputer
to microfilm. It is possible to operate the opposite process, whereby alphanumeric images on mi.rofilm an be scanned
,nd converted to digital form on magnetic tape. This can be stored or fed into a compuLer for interpretation and further
processing, output can be in the form of COM, or type-set film for litho platemaking if required.

The CIM concept alws 35 mm or 16 mm film to be used for computer archives instead of the normal magnetic
media, film is a cheaper storage medium than tape and may offer more convenient reference.

In some cases the CIM film may be produced by COM techniques, 'dumping' the computer data on to film. More
often, the system works from 'hard copy' such as typewriting, computer print-out or even hand printirib. The error rate
is very low (less than 0.05%) and any unidentifiable character is displayed for a decision by the operator.

As far as the author is aware, the only CIM unit at present available is the Information International Grafix I, which
is a highly sophisticated image processor and image analyser. Several variations are offered on a basic configuration
costing in the order of £1,500,000. Ross4 has outlined its application for CIM in the US Navy and the British

7., Department of Health and Social Security. Tarbet has also described the DHSS system, which can read 5M characters a
i.. day from hand written input4a .

5.7 Microfilm Retrieval

The undoubted benefits of microfilm and the persuasion of the market place should not blind prospective users to
the fact that many documents need not be stored at all, the most useful decision may simply be to destroy them. In our

S desire to participate in technological change, we should remember that the first question to be posed is "Why do we need

to keep these records?" Only when the real need has been studied can the most appropriate storage medium be selected.
In some cases the needs of the users can be met most suitably by the retention of paper records, in other cases a
conversion to microfilm may have positive advantages.

p[ To the user of microfilm, the most important factor is the ability to retrieve the required images. All the advantages
claimed for microfilm are spunous and all the 'economies' are pointless unless the user can gain access to the information
quickly and reliably. he system will usually be planned from this end-point, deciding the most appropriate film format
and reference method before working back to select the most appropriate production hardware.

49.

In a useful review of retrieval methods, Bolnick 9 has discussed the influence of computerised search techniques on
microfilm systems.

5.7.1 Microfiche Retrieval

1 Li e most conimonly-used microfilm format for scientific reports, it is a convenient size for
handling and its indexing and storage cause few problems. Small files can be kept in standard office furniture, or in easel
binders to conform with any required method of subject classification. There are many automated fiche retrieval
systems, including t..omputer-aided installations, these may be more appropriate to commercial and banking users, who
want to make a quick reference to single entries, rather than the reader of scientific reports, who normally want to read
extended passages.

" S" The eye-legible title on a fiche offers help in the first stage of deciding whether the document is of sufficient interest
to wtrant taking it to a reader. Some libraries offer a useful second stage of reference by making an A5 size print-out
of the microfiche index or abstract page and tucking it into the fiche storage envelope.

The physical conditions needed to ensure long life for microfilm records are outlined in paragraph 5.3.6.

5.7.2 Roll Film Retrieval

Roll film is the easiest microfilm format to produce, but it poses problems of indexing and retrieval. Using a rutary
camera, .ollections uf old publications can be committed to film at the rate of several thousand pages per day (see
paragraph 5.4.1). This is obviously a quick way of dumping a paper store on to film, but it suffers from some
disadvantages compared to microfiche:
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(a) a given publication cannot be extracted for duplication

(b) the motorised readers that are necessary for rapid searching are expensive

-. ~(c) indexing is essential to identify the content of each film.

For publication work, where the stored pages are in blocks of. say 10-100 pages a roll of 16 mm film may contain
25-250 reports, all filmed in some pre-determined sequence. Some aid to searching the roll is necessary:

'Flash' frames to separate the image blocks.
i .- Use of a frame counter ('odometer') with an associated index for each roll.

'Code lines' or 'blip codes' recorded on the film.

Film coding can be linked to electronic frame counters and used with key-board operated search programmes to
form a hybrid computer-microfilm information system.

5.8 System Design

-: There are many thousands of microfilm systems employed effectively for scientific documentation and it is hoped
that this Chapter will have pointed to some of the reasons for considering the application of microfilm in this field. But
it must not be taken for granted that microfilm holds the key to all the problems of information storage and retrieval;
nor should it be assumed that the newer, more fashionable methods will always be the best. Every potential application
for microfilm must be studied carefully:

* The needs must be analysed and criteria established for a successful scheme
* Alternative solutions must be explored, including possible paper-based (non-microfilm) solutions
* The benefits of different solutions must be evaluated and a choice made
* The implementation must be planned in detail, with due regard to environmental factors and staff attitudes;

arrangements must be made for a systematic review of the scheme once it has been.in operation for a period.

The fundamentals of the step-by-step approach to system implementation are covered by Petrie in Section 4 of this
Manual. A thorough investigation of the sort proposed here requires the professional approach of a management services

'." specialist or microfilm consultant (see References 38 and 50).

6. QUALITY CONTROL

For the present purpose, 'quality' may be identified with success in meeting the needs of the readers of R & D
publications. It embraces aspects of appearance, but is more concerned with the effectiveness with which the essential
communication is carried out. For the system designer, quality control raises implications in terms of staff training,
organisational procedures, the establishment of standards and the continual feed-back of coirective action.

6.1 Printed Publications V"

6.1.1 Quality Assurance

Quality control is part of the routine of every microfilm producer (see paragraph 6.2) but it is not always applied
so formally to printed paper publications. Nevertheless, unless certain standards and procedures are laid down, the
quality of publications is likely to vary, as it becomes subject to personal preferences and the exigencies of the changing
situation. Most organisations strive to achieve consistency in their publications - although it is not easy to say how much
this is to be 'valued' in comparison with the necessary expenditure.

The concept of quality assurance is an accepted part of most industrial processes and-the same cntieal approach can ,'
be extended to the production of technical literature. Tilly"1 has outlined the application of quality control methods rd
to instruction manuals. Defects in both form and content of the publications are categorised and the numerical weighting
of each type of defect allows an 'acceptable quality level' to be quantified and agreed between the contracting parties.

In a related field, Brill and Fields"2 have described the application of 'value engineering' to measuring the
effectiveness of technical handbooks. They outline a scheme for establishing the functional value of a publication, based
upon responses to questionnaire tests. The scores from the tests can be used to compare the predicted and actual value 1
of the work and also allow comparison of different publications.

It is not suggested here that a highly structured defect analysis should be adopted for scientific reports, but some
form of checking procedure is obviously needed. The nature of the problem is outlined in Table 5, which lists the facets
of report production that contribute to the qua*ty or effectiveness of the printed publication.

6.1.2 Defects

To adapt the terminology of qualityassurance, it is possible to place the defects of a publication into 'critical',
'major' and 'minor' categories. In Table 5 these are shown as categories A, B and C respectively.

.V0~
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TABLE 5

Printed Publications - A quality Check List

Responsible for Responsible Level of
-7. 1 Original Execution for Checking Importance

-J Scientific & Technical content
-: Effective contribution to the R & D research

aims Author Project leader A
Required coverage of subject Author Project leader A
Accuracy of data Author Project leader A

Presentation
N;I Logical structure of report Author Editor B

Suitable language for readers Author Editor B
Clarity of expression, brevity Author Editor B
Style, readability Author Editor B
Accepted spelling, grammar Author Editor B
Consistent units, abbreviations Author Editor B.Appropriate use of illustrations Author Editor B

Correct references Author Editor B
Complete table of contents Author Editor C "
Correct security classification Author Editor A
Content of title page Author Editor B

Format
Paragraph numbering Author Editor C
Line spacing, margin settings page length Typist Supervisor C
Layout of title page Typist Supervisor B

Mechanics of preparation
Typing: evenness of impression Typist Supervisor C

neatness of corrections Typist Supervisor C
neatness of Tables Typist Supervisor C
correct maths layout Typist Author B

Drawings: Consistent line weight Illustrator Supervisor B
comprehensive annotation Author Editor B
clarity Illustrator Author B

Photographs: viewpoint, lighting quality,
sharpness, tonal rendering,

:, .] ~required detail Photographer Author A
, ,-j comprehensive annotation Author Editor B

Materials
Paper quality: weight, surface, colour Litho operator Printing supervisor C

Production
Printing: even inking, clean background Litho operator Supervisor B

correct backing-up Litho operator Supervisor A
consistent positioning Litho operator Supervisor C
half-tone reproduction Process camera Supervisoi B

Litho operator
Finishing: no extra pages Collator Supervisor B

; no missing pages Collator Supervisor A
correct sequence in all copies Collator Supervisor B
neat trimming Guillotine Suoervisor C

operator
secure binding Collator Supervisor A

Administration

R, Meeting agreed deliverydlate Publication Project leader A
Manager

Providing appropriate distribution list Author Project leader B

Matters such as accuracy of data and freedom from ambiguity are cru..ial to the wceptability of a report in scentifiL
circles, similarly, the correct securty classification is vital to the organisation Loncerned. Any defect in this 'A* categur7

would require the issae of a correction slip or the withdrawal of the report. Some specified errors might involve
mandatory reference to a higher authority for disciplinary action.action
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Other faults, such as wrong spelling or inconsistent abbreviations, would rarely cause complete misinterpretation of
the work, but they cause irritation to the reader and can have an unfortunate effect on the credibility of the issuing body.

*- . Such defects (Category B) should obviously be corrected at the preparation stage, but if perchance they escaped notice
* .- . until the work was distributed, total re-printing or re-issue of the report would not be warranted. Repeated occurrances

of this type would show the need for improved training in both the operator and those responsible for the checking.

N * Minor features, such as inconsistent line spacing or uneven inking are more cosmetic in their nature, but act
cumulatively to lower the reputation of the publishing body. Though not serious in themselves, they show a careless
attitude that may be more difficult to eradicate than occasional mistakes of a more serious category.

d -. ~Table 5 shows an example of the way in which the listed defects might be categorised, although there are no fixed

rules in such things. For example, a poorly-lit photograph could represent a critical defect (some vital detail obscured by
shadow) or a minor irritation (uneven background lighting). Or the inclusion of an extra page, which might normally be
regarded as a silly mistake by the collator, would be a cause for alarm if the report were highly classified, as it would be
evidence of careless document control.

Different organisations, having identified their own objectives for their publications, will set their own standards
accordingly: they will also differ in the way in which the checking is carried out. Figure 21 shows the points at which
quality control may be needed in the report production cycle.

6.1.3 Format Standards

Effective checking procedures call for the establishment of agreed standards. In the case of printed publications,
the 'tools' of quality control are:

0 A guide to report format - structure, page layout, style of illustrations
* An agreed dictionary - accepted spellings
* A set of standard publications - agreed abbreviations, international units symbols - a list of those available

from the typist or photo-typesetter.

a Such matters must be the subject of agreement between the authors and the production staff (typists, illustrators
and printers). In some organisations a publication Editor acts as arbiter in cases of difficulty.

Further references to format standards are given in paragraph 3.6.

6.1.4 Defect Analysis

All printed publications are likely to contain mistakes; incorrect spelling is commonplace in newspapers and often
occur in books, despite the employment of specialist proof-readers. The correction of these errors is time-consuming
and expensive: sometimes the mistake is noticed and corrected immediately, sometimes it involves the re-working of
several stages of production. Systematic checks offer an essential safeguard against the publication of senous mistakes,
but the procedure can only add to the general expense and does not in itself prevent errors. The fundamental cure to
the problem is to improve the level of awareness and to improve skill by adequate training programmes.

In order to identify the areas for action in any process, it is useful to record the nature and frequency of corrections
at each stage over a period of time. This may reveal, for example, that some authors consistently demand large-scale
changes when confronted with their fully prepared 'camera-ready' copy; this would indicate the need for improved
drafting and approval procedures. On a more physical level, the number of reports returned with loose binding may
suggest that substandard materials are being used.

The maintenance of records also has value in relation to machine defects. All breakdowns, service calls and replaced
parts should be noted so that the running cost of each machine can be assessed over its full life.

Spelling mistakes are probably the most frequent errors in written work but, arguably, their very obviousness makes
them harmless for the educated reader. Other faults, such as an imprecise aim for the report, poorly structured work, or
obscure and ambiguous language do far more harm to the general process of communication. This is a subject outside
the scope of this Maiiual, but it forms part of any overall assessment of the 'quality' of a publication. Training in
effective report writing is necessary for any scientist, technologist or administrator; a number of useful works for further
reading are listed in Reference 10.

6.2 Checking Microfilm

Reports generated on microfilm naturally need the same checking of content and layout as for printed publications.
In addition, because of the nature of the microfilm image, a number of specific tests are prescribed.

The aspects of microfilm quality may be grouped as follows:

* Physical dimensions (film size, reduction ratio, image position, flm curl)
. ., .
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0 Film density, contrast

,-L' 0 Image quality (resolution, legibility)
. Cleanliness, film damage
. Image permanence
* Completeness of information (correct sequence, indexing).

Freedman 3 has described the operation of a thorough programme for microfiche qudlity assurance, in which defects
are classified into 21 attributes.

6.2.1 Microfilm Dimensions

The dimensions of film and the image positioning are largely beyond the control of the microfilm producer, but they
affect the utility of the product and may form part of a testing routine.

6.2.2 Microfilm Resolving Power (see BS 465711)

The visual quality of a microfilm image is related to the ease with which it can be read ('legibihty') and used to make
|.. ' : .~ duplicates or prints ('printability', sometimes termed 'reproducibility'). These properties are affected by.

(a) the optical resolution of the entire system (film, camera, duplicator, reader),

(b) the density levels of image lines and the background. r.*

Microfilm media differ in their image reduction scale, but they share a general requirement for high resolution. An
A4 page of conventionally typed text, when reduced to a standard 98-page format, occupies an area of 8.75 x 12.38 mm;
each lower case character is in the order of 0.08 mm high. In Computer Output Microfilm, where the effective reduction
ratio is 48x, each character is about 0.2 mm high, individual lines are in the order of 0.01 mm wide.

In his classic work on high resolution microphotography, Stevens"5 has formulated the description of image quahty
as 'perfect', 'excellent', 'commercial' and 'decipherable'. In the latter category, some letters cannot be identified and
must be deduced from the context of the words.

The attainment of high resolution is a complex task, particularly when it must be maintained in high-volume
production. The resolution of the film (about 200 line pairs per mm) is more than adequate, but care is needed at every
stage because small degradations are soon compounded to produce noticeable deterioration.

Every step in the production routine requires attention:

The original 'camera copy' must be of good quality.
The camera stand must be stable and free from vibration.
The focussing mechanism must operate correctly.
The lens must be clean, to minimise scattered light.
The film must lie flat within the camera gate...r
Exposures must be controlled to give the required fin density (D 1.0 ± 0.1).
Processing must give adequate contrast between lin and background.
When making duplicates, good contact is needed in the printer.
Correct exposure and d~velopment are necessary for any duplicates.
Film viewing or print-out equipment should be correctly set up.

It must be realised that the human eye is more tolerant of density variation than are duplicating or print-out
, materials. Microfilm that is judged to be marginally legible may be virtually useless if further generations of duphcates

are required from it. The criterion of acceptability depends upon the application, BS 552556 specifies that maps and
similar originals should be reproducible up to the third generation of microfilm.

If a microfilm camera has been correctly set up and maintained, and the proLedure standardised, a drop in film
resolution is unlikely to arise; the most common reason for poor.legibility is a poor quality original document.

The quality control routine normally calls for resolution test targets to be filmed at the start and end of each roll
or on each microfiche. A low-power microscope is used to inspect the mikrofilmed test pattern and ensure that the
prescribed standard is met. Attainment of the required standard in the test frames gives reaunable assurance that the

,nl system resolving power is being maintained throughout the filmed material. Additional checks of legibility on sample
frames serve to confirm that vibration or other occasional influences are not affectiig the image quaity.

The evaluation of n'icrocopying system resolution has been discussed by Horder"' with particular reference to the
National Bureau of Standards (NBS) test chart and the International Standards Organisation (ISO) 'mire' test character

V1 (see also References 58, 59).
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6.2.3 Microfilm Density .€ '

Microfilm emulsions are made to close tolerances, "hen they are stored properly and given the specified treatment
% they will give the required density with great consistency. In principle, however, microfilm density vanes for two

reasons:

(a) variation of exposure,
(b) variation of dev-lopment.

', It is clearly necessary to identify the ,ause correctly and it is a job for a trained technician to investigate and correct
any deviation.

: ..... '-.

Negative
D=1.0 background

,- density

AD0
Negative
Sline

D-=0.1 Li density P

Fig.22 Microfilm density levels _-,

Ideally, a microfilm image should have two density levels only (see Figure 22.. If the density difference does not

reach a certain level, the image lacks contrast and will not yield satisfactory duplicates or prints. The standards for
microfilm negatives require a background density of 1.0 - 0.1, which gives an indication of the close control that is
necessary for microfilm exposure and processing.

Resolution is at a maximum when film density is about 1.0, higher levels nay give increased visual contrast but W -

bring a greater tendency to graininess and image spread.

The image quality of microfilm depends to a large extent on the density profile within the fine lines of the image (in
the order of 0.02 mm wide), but the measurement of these line densities calls for a specialised microdensitometer.
Normal proLdures therefore involve the use of conventional densitometers to measuic relatively large area. (c.g. 2 mm

diameter), plus the visual judgement of line quality in a microscope or high-magnification reader.

A densitometer is a necessary instrument for any unit wishing to operate in a systematic way, checking the film
against the standard or making process control measurements. However, for the small user, who is uwilling to meet
the cost of a photoelectric densitometer, it is possible to make a visual comparator that will serve most purposes. Frames
of film are exposed to give the specified minimum and maximum densities and are mounted on the inspection benth.
The human eye is very sensitive to side-by-side comparisons and is easily able to detect if any subsequent film is outside 4.:
the range of the comparison frames.

The requirements for the process control of COM film have been outlined by Hayday4 6 .

Ultraviolet density
Microfilm duplicates are commonly made frcm silver film masters on to diazo or vesicular matenals, whidl are UV
sensitive. The important property of the ;mage on the master film is therefore ts ability to absorbe UV radiation

which may be different from its density to visible light. A normal silver image is visually neutral and shows
substantially uniform absorbtion thoughuut the visible and near UV regions, a measurement of the visual densit)
of these films therefore correlates well with the UV density.

Black-image diaz. films are also reasonably neutral in these spetral baiids, but blue diazo films, although having a
pleasing visual contrast, have ,a relatively lo,v UV density w hud gives a low dupliating .ontrast. It is for this reason

__,_ that black diazo films are used to make further generations of diazo duplicates, rather than the .heaper and faster
blue-image films.

A conventional densitometer is entirely adequate for measuring silver filns, but an ultraviolet densitometer is
required for the systematic production of diazo sub-masters that are intended for further dupliation.

.. ' '-'

Specular density
Film density .an be measured by diffuse light (diffuse density) or by a -.olhmated beam tbpciular density), the , .,

latter give- a higher value because light . :ast by s,,attering from the opti.al path. The ratio U.tween the spe'.ula.
and diffuse densities of a film material it termed the Callier coefficient (Q).
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The processed images in silver and diazo films, which function by absorbing light, show little difference between
diffuse and specular densities. Vesicular films (see paragraph 5.3.3) function by scattering the incident light and
have an effective density which is highly dependent on the geometry of the optical system. The specular density
of these films is thus considerably higher than their diffuse density (their Callier coeffictent is 2.0 or more).

Normal densitometers are designed to measure diffuse density and are thus well suited for silver and diazo
microfilms, irrespective of whether these are to be used in projection or contact systems. The measurement of
vesicular films, however, requires a special densitometer, with a condenser optical system effectively similar to that

; -. of microfilm viewing equipment. For the high-volume production of these films, a specular densitometer is required
for effective testing, but infrequent users of vesicular films are unlikely to feel that the cost of such a machine is
justified Visual checking against known standards is probably sufficient, together with occasional print-out tests

.. .to ensure that printability is maintained.

6.2.4 Tests for Image Permanence

Silver halide film, when properly processed and stored, will remain satisfactory for several decades or even for
centuries. Contro.jed stora.e cnnditions are essential (see paragraph 5.3.6) but a low level of residual chemicals in the
film is a pre-requisite for good image stability. The deterioration of silver film, which may show itself as discolouration or
as fading, has two causes:

(a) insufficient fixation, which leaves unstable silver salts in the enmulsion,

(b) insufficient washing, which leaves fixing salts (sodium or ammonium thiosulphate) in the emulsion, where they
will eventually attack the silver image. .7

Thes- problems a~e prevented by (a) the use of fresh fixing solution and (b) by attention to water temperature and
flow ratcq. Such matters are often taken for granted, but there is an inescapable need for chemical tests to check that
processing has been adequate.

.:' -BS 115330 specifies the chemical constituents of a fixing bath and gives details of a number of tests for residual
thiosulphate and silver compounds. The most accurate quantitative analysis of thiosulphate content is given by the

, m- thylene blue test, which requires rigorous chemical control. Those without thu necessary resources may prefer to use
an independent testing laboratory60 .

BS 1153 further recommends that microfilm records should be subject to continuing visual inspection. A

representative 20% sample should be checked every two years, including 2% of the sample from material previously
inspected.

There are no standard methods for testing the permanence of diazo or vesicular films, or the unconventional silver
halide processes such as dry silver or halide reversal (see paragraph 5.5.5).

6.2.5 Image Sequence

Microfilm, whether in roll or fiche, must be examined to ensure that the images are properly orientated and in the
correct sequence In this visual check, it is also appropriate to look for film scratches, fluctuations in density and any
unusual marks - for which an explanation must be found.

7. STAFFING

7.1 Introduction
, ~Staff costs are the major expense in most activities and this is certainly true in the field of scientific report h:,

production. On the other hand, a skilled publication team is a major resource and should make a valuable contribution to
the overall effectiveness of the organisation.

It' , important that anyone planning new reprographic or microfilming facilities should understand the implications
of staffing. This chapter is intended to outline the range of skills needed for a publication unit and points, albeit
cautiously, to the numerical strength needed.

7.2 Job Categories

There is a balance to be drawn between versatility and staff specialisation. Some of the stages in publication work
call for considerable expertise and no-one can be expected to be a skilled practitioner over the wnole range; some

d specialisation is therefore inevitable. On the other hand, few units will seek to employ people exclusively for one
reprographic job. The normal compromise is to group the work functions, so that people in each section can be trained

-* to carry out a range of related work. In the UK Civil Service, where there is a close definition of work categories, the
-~ following structure is normally observed, with posts graded within each occupational group, according to the level of

ability required and the supervisory responsibility.
4. 1
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Manuscript typing - Typist (with mathematics allowance)

Tracing, art-work, annotations - Graphics Officer, Tracer

Photography, bromide prints,
copy negatives, screen negatives Pogah

Plate-making
Litho printing F:
Photocopying PhotoprinterCollating, binding " "

, Microfiming, processing

teIn some organsatons there is a ngid demarnation of job function, in others there may be considerable freedom in

allocating the duties. Versatihty is generally to be welcomed, but evwn with the most willng of staff, there are limits to
' '" "the range of skUll that .an be expected. It is suggested that the ioar categories of staff shown above represent acceptable-

boundaries of personal expertise and therefore lend a natural shape to the publication unit.

7.3 Organisation

Many organisational structures have evc'leti ti, provide reprographic and microfilm services to research
establishments and information centres. Tle basi tasks of repuit preparation and production are similar in most cases,
but there are many factors that have produced different forms of centralisation or functional grouping. There is no
evidence to suggest that any approach is bettcr than anc.her, although some of the more fragmented arrangements might
be expected to experience problems of co-ordination. -a

Despite the preamble, ai seems useful in this discussion to postulate a structure for a publication unit. This will
identify the necessary elemenls ,.d leave the reader at liberty to re-cast the size or shape of the organisation to suit
different needs. The supervisory structure is the most variable feature in such organisations, the pattern in Figure 23
has been shown largely to make the point that profesional supervision and clerical support is needed for effective
operation.

Typist

Illustrator Preparation

Photographer Supervisor

Publication
Litho platemaker Manager

Litho press operator

Finishing assistant Printing
SupervisorS

Microfilm technician

Publication clerk ,__ _ _

Fig.23 Publication unit - possible supervisory structure

A total of 11 jub titles is shown in Figure 23, but it is not in any way suggested that a team of 11 people represents
the miniiaum viable unit size. Nor is it suggested that this is the appropnate balnce of expertise fur all wriumstanes.•
In most cases, certainly with smaller establishments, these staff will be partly engaged in otl ei tasks (administrative
typing, preparation of lecture material, printing of forms etc.) that fall outside the publicition field.

7A Staff Numbers

The number of staff employed in producing scientifli. do,.umentation for an R & D organisatiun is presumaby
2..z. related to the volume of reports written and hence, in some way, to the number and adtivity of authors among the

scientific and technical staff. Published figures for UK Civil Service " ' indicate that, on average, for every person
't . preparing general text or other pnnted matter tgradeh suli as ty pist, illustrators, photographers, duph,atur operators and

photopnnters) there are 25 other staff (sientists, technologists, administrators and .upport grades), A ho are ',ustomers"
in the sense of being potential authors or readers of offi-Jal paperwork. This average level of support (4;:) may not be
found in R & D establishments, where a figure of 2 3,% is probably more .ommon. Furthermore, it niust be expected
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that in the Government Service as a whole, much of this support will be employed for 'dministrative' paperwork, the
proportion engaged in producing 'scientific documentation' within the context of tlis Manual is more likely to be in
the order of 16e. Thus, for an establishment of 500 total staff, it may be found that the equivalent of 5 people are in
various ways engaged in producing scientific and technical repor+s as a supporting service for 100 or more potential
authors.

There is no fixed basis for the approximations given above, the appropriate staff levels must be found by close
examination of the volume of production, checked by independent inspection as necessary. The requirement will be
greatly affected by the aims of the research group as a whole. the 'productivity' of the group in terms of scientific
publications may depend, for example, on the balance between 'research' and 'development'.

Various factors of scale affect staff complements and a higher ratio of suppurt staff may be needed in small -

establishments. For example, with a total staff of 100, one person could clearly not be expected to cover all the activities
needed to prepare and print scientific reports. In such cases, where the staff totals are small and the need for report
work is irregular, the viability of local resources mast seriously be questioned, a central agency may be able to give a
cheaper and more comprehensive service. On the other hand, it is generally felt that an 'on the spot' service is more

Y'!. "efficient in ways that cannot readily be expressed in monetary terms. It is the accepted policy of most research groupsthat local facilities are beneficial and this calls only, perhaps, tor the comment that the overall cost of these activities

" should be known in sufficient detail for a rational decision to be made about their provision.

The selection of staff for publication and reprographic work follows the same general pnnciples as for any other
field of activity; the Printing and Publishing Industry Training Board"2 has produced a guide on recruitment and seiection
that is particularly pertinent. Job descriptions and personal specifications are drawn up, vacanw.es are advert-sed and the
applicants are short-listed; interviewing is sometimes supplemented by practical tests.

* *l 7.5 Training

7.5.1 Training Programme

In simple terms, the training needs of a working section may be met by:
(a) defining the job requirements, by reference to a set of job descriptions,

(b) assessing the staff capability,
(c) designing the content of an appropriate training programme, ,:
(d) deciding the method of training and providing the necessary resources,

(e) assessment of the effectiveness of training,

(f) re-design of the content or method of training if necessary.

A publication unit employs a number of different specialists, so the total training programme is likely to be
complex. It will cover different levels of ability and will embrace both technical studies and supervisory attnbutes. .,. " 

.

Furthermore, the needs of the situation are nct static. new staff are employed, new techniques are introduced and the
trends of activity within the organisation may change. In practice a training review of the unit is required at least once a
year, in addition to the day-to-day oversight of the individual's progress.

The development of an effective training programme calls for collaboiation between training speciahsts and line
1 v, managers The specialist supervisors in typing, illustrating, photography and reprography will generally be aware of the

training opportunities in their field and should be encouraged to keep in touch with their professional bodies.

Where major innovations are made, such as the introduction of word processing or the expansion of microfilm
facilities, the training process must extend beyond the operators and their supervisors. In such cases, the broader benefits
of r -organisation may be lost unless authors and other users are familiar with the proposed ,hanges. If everyone
understands the capabilities of the new system they are less likely to cling to older, less efficient methods. In many cases,
the human reaction to change presents a greater challenge to management than the technial aspects or the financial
implications.

7.5.2 Training and Education
There is a tendency on the part of some equipment suppliers to suggest that their systems need little skill to operate.

This must not be taken to imply that the range of equipment needed for a publiation unit .an be effectively operated
%. . without properly trained staff. The value of technical training is now generally reognised by management and steff

alike" in the larger organisations, where career planning is taken seriously and there is an emphasis on staff develo ,nient "
to meet fut'ire promotion necds, there tends also to be a broader educational purpost. rather than a narrow task-centred

-, approach.

The jobs involved in producing scientific documentation embrace several disciplines but the range of training and
educational opportunities is basically similar to that in other fields:

-p.% ,+
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Training on the job.
Internal couses - induction, safety practice, management.
College courses - professional qualifications, specialised short courses.
Summer schools, Commercial training schools.
Professional society seminars, Conferences.
Exhibitions, Trade shows, Manufacturer's demonstrations.
Technical journals, Trade press.
Periods of external experience, temporary transfers.
Informal visits to other working groups.

Mere attendance at a course or any other form of training gives no guarantee of its effectiveness, follow-up and
i.-inforcement is an essential part of the learning process. Furthermore, prope, feed-baJk of the results ib aneczssaru
part of the training programme, allowing it to develop to meet the changing needs of the organisation.

At the very least, investment in training may be seen as a necessary adjunct to the expenditure on et, ipment, in
a broader sense, the encouragement of personal development repre .nts an investment in the future effetiveness of the
organisation.

. r,"

N,. I

.%...
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Appendix A

NATIONAL MICROFILM SOCIETIES

The International Micrographic Congress (IMC) is a body which draws together the various national microfilm
groups around the world. I am indebted to the Microfilm Association of Great Britain for the complete list of 34
societies from which, I have extracted the following for AGARD member countries:

Canada Norway
Canadian Micrographic Society Norwegian Microfilm Association
P.O. Box 6084, Station 'J' c/o Kodak Norge A/S
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada Toibugaten 35

Oslo I, Norway
Denmark

Dansk Micrografisk Forening The Netherlands
c/o Nova Mikrofilm A/S Nederlandse Microfilm Associatie
1610 Copenhagen V, Denmark Dorpsstraat 35, Holysloot (gem)

Amsterdam, The Netherlands
France -

CIMAB United Kingdom

rue de Castellane, 4 Microfilm Association of Great Britain
75008 Paris, France 8 High Street

Guildford GU2 5AJ, England
Germany

Ausschuss filr Wirtschaftlichte Verwaltung United States of America
Frankfurter Allee 55-59 National Micrographic Association
6236 Eschborn 1 8728 Colesville Road, Suite 1101
Federal Republic of Germany Silver Spring, Maryland 20910, USA

Associazione Italiana di Microfilme V

Corso Venezia, 16
20100 - Milano, Italy

Readr. in countries not listed above may be able to obtain details of microfilm activities from the International
Microg aphic Congress, at P.O. Box 22440, San Diego, California 92122, USA.

V.
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Appendix B

PUBLICATION COSTS

B.1 INTRODUCTION

Organisations differ in their approach to costing information, some firms tiarge for their vork awording to a fixed
price list, others estimate the cost for each job in advance and carefully monitor any vanations from this figure. Internal
printing units may also 'charge' their product to specific projects, but if there is a large number of small jobs the value
of detailed cost-attribution is questionable. It is more common for publication and reprographic work to be regarded as
part of the general overhead and allocated to projects with the other administrative support activities.

There is no standard method for producing scientific documentation, and no universally agreed basis for assessing
the cost of such an operation although in the United Kingdom many commercial printers adopt a method established

.lby the British Printing Industry Federation'. A related approach to reprographic costing and management is being
developed in the UK Civil Service under the title of System 3.

This Appendix has been included to give an indication of the types of cost incurred in the processes of report
production. In order that an example can be worked through, it is proposed to make some assumptions so that the order
of cost involved can be shown. The intention is to outline the costs of preparation and production, albeit in a simplistic
way, but the use of such figures to derive 'selling charges' to customers is outside the scope of this paper.

It should be noted that the chosen examples are purely hypothetical and serve only to stimulate thought on the
' subject and promote cost consciousness.

A"'-.""-

B.2 COST VARIATIONS

The costs and prices used in this Appendix seek to reflect the UK market levels in mid-1979 but should be treated

1with caution for the following reasons:

(a) Any attempt to quote cash figures for salaries or equipment is fraught with difficulty, because of inflation and
the continual variation in international exchange rates.

(b) Even within the same country, there may be regional differences in items such as salaries and building costs. c ,
(c) The nature -)f the research work can greatly affect the cost of the ensuing reports. For example, if half-tone

illustrations are never to be required, there can be major savings in terms of staff expertise and facilities.

(d) The extent of the- demand for .,rgent' work affects the need for high-speed equipment. Such machinery is
naturally expensive and if it is under-utilised the jab costs are presented at a relatively high level - although this
may be judged to be unimp..rtant by comparison with the value of quick transmission uf the report contents.

(e) Equipment prices differ greatly according to the detailed specification, a price range of 2.1 is not uncommon
(see Table 7). Discount arrangements may also affect the purchase price.

(f) Material costs are highly dependent on the quantities ordered, ,onsiderable savings are bometimes possible with X
bulk buying.

(g) The length of a printing run is a vital factor in determining the cost of any publication (see paragraph 4.8).

(h) The cost of production depends to some extent on the standards set for the finished work. Any form of
quality control brings an associated expense.

(i) The quantity of the work dictates the size of the publication unit, which tends to affect the operating
"%.' efficiency and hence the cost. There is a general tendency for larg; prodLtion unit to benefit from the effects

of scale, but productivity is not solely governed by the amount of money invested, nor by the number of
people employed. Staff attitudes have an intangible but inescapable effect on running ,osts and a small team

%.. may be at no disadvantage in this respect.

(I) Organisations differ in the way in which they allocate their overhead expenses and individual accountants have
di'ferent opinions about the way in which such 7tems should be treated. It is to be expected that there will be
considerable variations in figures from different sources unless care is taken to establish a standardised
approach.

B.3 COST FRAMEWORK

Despite the reservations expressed above and the p. ible danger i mis-interpreting any specific figures, it !s lit
that a worked example will have some value in giving an appreciation of the factors involved.

*T: give a positive framework, the figures are related to a hypothetical research centre with a vigorous publwation
policy and employing a total ot 500 staff, including the equivalent of 5 fall-time people in various aspects of report
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production (see Table 6). This is not piesented as a typical number for such an establishment, but it is a level at which
each individual would have a readily identifiable function for the purpose of costing. It is tertainly not the lowest viable
size, there are many smaller units efficiently producing documentation on an occasional basis, with staff who are -

primarily engaged on other reprographic work.

The items of cost will be considered in three categories, under whkh other overhead expenses may be collected.

Staff.
Equipment.
Materials.

It is assumed that the activities cover litho printing and microfilming and the associated preparation of camera-ready
material. The costs of scientific manpower in authorship and vetting (which may constitute a considerable expense)
are excluded from this exercise.

B.4 STAFF COSTS

In addition to the salaries paid, there are several items that add to the cost of employing staff. These can be assessed
for convenience of calculation as percentages of the basic salary and include: '---V

(a) Pension and insurance contributions.

(b) Accommodation-related overheads.
(c) Administrative support overheads.

By the combination of these items, an 'overhead factor' may be calculated, it is not unusual for these indirect

expenses to equal the direct salary expenses and the total staff costs would then be expressed as 'salary plus 100%'.
Still higher factors may be appropriate for high-cost accommodation and facilities.

In paragraph 7.3 a range of skills covering 11 people has betn shown in relation to the work of a publication unit.
In a small establishment, such a number would no. be fully employed in this work and the more baoic structure of 4

.:', - people plus occasional help is taken here as the basis for calculation (see Table 6).

The salaries for this group would be in the order of £20,000 at the UK Civil Service rates for mid-1979. If an
'overhead factor' of 100c was found to be appropriate, a figure of £40,000 would emerge as the annual cost of staff and

, i associated overheads.

n 'ITABLE 6

Example of Staff Structure and Costs

Sage of Number of Staff Total Salary*
Production

Preparation Typists (2)
Tracer/Illustrator (part time) L11,000

%I Photographer (part time)

Printing Repio.,raphic staff (2) £ 8,000 %
Microfilm Microfilm operator (part time) £ 1,000

* Including an element for supervision

For some purposes, such as photocopying, it is convenient to express the staff ct,'s per minute. In such cases, it is
useful to assume that the working year contains 100,000 minutes:

(45 weeks at work x 5 days per week x 7V hours per day x 60 minutes per hour)
10 1,250 minutes, or 100,000 minutes approximately)

An annual salary of £3000 can thus be reckoned as £0.03 per minute.

B.5 EQUIPMENT COSTS

B.5.1 Purchase Price

The facilities needed to produce scientifiL reports includes typing, photographic, litho pnnting and mirofilmmg
equipment. The purchase of such items is best left to specialists and it is not intended here to comment on the vast
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range of equipment currently marketed. Nevertheless, it is possible in general terms to list the major items needed for a
self-contained publication unit (see Table 7). It will be recognised that many of these items may also be useful for other
purposes within the organisation which would then fairly attrat a share of the associated expenses, thereby leading
to lower costs for the publication activity.

The 2.1 range of cost shown in Table 7 is not unrealistic, it serves to make the point that equipment specifications
differ considerably. The necessary balance, between highly-productive (but expensive) equipment and more labour-
intensive methods, requires careful study in the light of local circumstances. The lower total of £25,000 in Table 7
could certainly be reduced by adopting manual methods at some stages, on the other hand, the sum of £50,000 would -..

be insufficient for a medium or large-scale unit.

There is no intention here to justify any detailed figures, the object of the exercise is simply to indicate the order
of cost for a relatively modest publication unit. It is evident that for this range of litho and microfilmig work, the
capital investment will be measured in tens of thousands of pounds.

B.5.2 Installation

Table 7 does not include the many items of speciahsed furniture or darkroom and workroom equipment. Nor does
it cover the expense of installing plumbing, waste disposal, heat extraction, dust extrat.tion, ventilation, air conditioning
and power supplies.

The running costs associated with these building services would normally be covered by setting them as part of the

accommodation overhead, which in turn may be treated as part of the staff cost (see paragraph B.4).

TABLE 7

Major Items of Report Production Equipment
(approx. UK prices. mid-1979)

A
Preparation

Electric typewriters, with interchangeable
type heads (two machines) £1400-£ 1800
Small pr camera for litho negatives
and othL - 'ing work ZI500-£ 3500 'd N

FiLn processor for litho negatives £1700-£ 4500
Photo-typesetter and processor (for captions) £1200-£ 2500
Photographic enlarger (5" x 4") £ 400-£ 700 p.Bench-top processor for bromide prints L 600-£ 1000 . .

V.£ 7000-£14000 ¢'''

Printing

Exposure unit for metal plates £ 300-£ 400
Camera-platemaker for plastic or paper plates £4000-£ 7000
Offset litho printing press (A4 size) £2500-£ 5000
Plate converte: £ 200-£ 300
Collating machine £ 500-£ 2400
Wire stitcher £ 500-£ 900
Power guillotine £1000-£ 2000-.
Photocopier £I000-£ 2000

£10000-£20000

Microfilming

Microfiche camera £5000-£L0000
Microfilm processor £1200-£ 2500
Densitometer £ 200-£ 500
Microfiche duplicator £ 800-£ 1800
Microfilm reader-printer £ 800-£ 1200

£ 8000-£16000

Total £25000-£50000 .

B.5.3 Equipment Expenses

Quite apart from the initial funding, the ownership of equipment brings a number of expenses, which may be
summarised under three headings:
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(a) Interest on capital
Putting aside the accounting arguments over whether interest on capital should, or should not, be included in
cost accounts, the purchase of equipment represents a loss of opportunity to invest the money elsewhere.
The same argument applies to funds spent on buildings and the use of cash (working capital), but these are

- '- excluded from the present example. This 'opportunity cost' is usually represented as a cost in succeeding
years, by calculating the interest that would have been gained from investing the money elsewhere. Thus, if
the £25,000 which is spent on equipment, could have earned interest of £2500 p.a., the latter sum would be
set as a charge on the publication activity.

(b) Depreciation

For accounting purposes it is necessary to allow for the depreciation of the equipment. In times of inflation,
it is considered good accounting practice to base the depreciation on the replacement cost of the asset. Using
the simplest 'straight line' method of depreciation and assuming an average equipment life of 7 years, the
annual depreciation could be assessed as in Table 8. For the purpose of later calculation, the Table allocates
the depreciation costs to the three main activities: r.

Preparation (typing, illustration, photography).
- ~Printing (plate-making, printing, finishing).

Microfilming (camera work, duplicating)

TABLE 8

Annual Depreciation - A Worked Example

Replacement Estimated Annual

r ase Trade-in Life-time Depreciation
.Prcae ale Depreciation (assuming '.

NPrice (after7,years) 7 year life),. 7 7years) %

Preparation £ 7000 £1000 £ 6000 £ 860
Printing £10000 £2000 £ 8000 £1140

Microfilming £ 8000 £1000 £ 7000 £1000

£25000 £4000 £21000 £3000 p.a. 'A

(c) Maintenance costs
The regular servicing of equipment is one of the keys to effective operation. The working schedule must
iclude an allowance for maintenance and cleaning, which naturally reduces the number of productive hours in
a week and is reflected in the job costs.
With highly productive equipment, upon which a large staff may depend for their effective employment,
unplanned breakdowns can be disruptive and expensive. A policy of preventative maintenance, using a service
contract, gives a more regular and predictable expense and the timing can be chosen to suit local needs. A
contract by no means excludes the possibility of break-down, but it is generally felt to be a necessary insurance.
Indeed, when buying key items of equipment, the existence of a rapid and reliable servicing organisation is a
major (if imponderable) factor in selecting the supplier.

The cost of a service contract depends upon many factors, but for the present exercise a figure of 10% of the
purchase price is taken as the basis for the annual charge. For the equipment listed in Table 7 a provision of
£2500-£5000 could be appropriate for servicing, plus the cost of any replacement parts. Such agreements
would be the subject of an annual review by the supplier.

The need to keep records of expenditure for each machine is noted in paragraph 6.1.4.

41 1 B.5.4 Equipment Rental

Most government organisations prefer to purchase their equipment outright, but there are a number of alternatives.
Hire purchase and contract leasing are offered by some suppliers and rental schemes are commonly operated in the office
machinery field.

Investment decisions of this type are largely made on financial grounds, bearing in mind the complexities of cash
flow and taxation. The only technical factors bearing on the matter are:

(a) The possibility of an impending change in technology that may make long term investment unwise.

ZOO (b) The feeling that a rental agreeemnt puts the user in a stronger position to demand rapid service.

Rental charges vary considerably, but it is not unusual for the monthly charge to be about 3% of the full purchase
price; a service contract might be additional to this figure.
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*B.6 MATERIAL COSTS

The major consumable item associated with report production is litho paper. Commercial prices for a good medium
weight (100 gsm) litho paper range from about £4 to £3 per 1000 A4 sheets, the lower figure relating to deliveries of a
tonne or more (a tonne of 100 gsm paper gives 10,000 m2 , or 160,000 A4 sheets). As will be shown below, even a
modest printing operation will consume a few tonnes of paper per year. It is mure econmical to buy this material in
bulk, but the saving must be set against the cost of providing suitable storage. paper that is riot kept in good Londition

I will give trouble during production.

For a given output, the expenditure on materials and consumables can readily be estimated. For example, %ith an
output of 100 reports a year, each of 25 sheets (50 pages of content) and a run of 200 copies of each report, the paper
usage will be 500,000 A4 sheets p.a., with an approximate cost of £3 x 500 = £1500. The other consumables will ,iclude

- photographic materials, chemicals and litho inks, but the most significant item will be the litho plates. The work load
suggested above calls for 100 jobs x 50 plates = 5000 plates p.a. which, with paper plates at a cost cf 1Cp, indicates an

4. .i annual cost of £500.

In the present example the total expenditure on litho printing materials, including wastage and unavoidable
over-runs will be in the order of £2500.

TheThe materials needed for internal microfilm publication would be ,onsiderably less than those for the paper version.

., The silver microfiche master (£0.10 each) plus 200 diazo duplicates (£0.03 each) would cost £6.10 for each report,
giving an annual material cost of £610 for 100 reports.

w B.7 SUMMARY OF PRODUCTION COSTS

The cost elements calculated above for this hypothetical report activity may be summarised as in Table 9. It is
assumed that 100 reports are written each year, with a requirement for 200 paper copies and 200 microfiche copies.

TABLE 9

Summary of Internal Production Costs - A Worked Example

Preparation Litho Printing Microfilming TOTAL

Capital costs (£25,000 total investment) (£7000) (£10000) (£8000)Interest (10% p.a.) £ 700 £ 1000 £ 800

Depreciation (7 years) £ 860 £ 1140 £1000
Maintenance (10% of cost p.a.) £ 700 £. 1000 £ 800

SE- £2260 £ 3140 £2600 £ 8000

Materials (100 reports x 200 copies
x 50 pages) £ 200 £ 2300 £ 610 £ 3110
Staff costs and supervision

Salaries £11000 £ 8000 £1000 £20000
Staff overheads (100% rate) £11000 £ 8000 £1000 £20000

%£24460 £21440 £5210 £51110

The costs for each stage of the activity can be expressed as follows:
Total cost

Preparation of 100 reports p.a. £24460 = £244.60 per job = £1.22 per copy
Printing 20000 report copies p.a.
(100jobs x 200 copies) £21440 = £214.40 per job = £1.07 per copy

Total litho production cost £45900 = £459.00 per job = £2.29 per copy

%. Production of microfilm
(100 jobs x 200 duplicates) £ 5210 = £ 52.10perjob = £0.26 per copy)

(excluding preparation cost)

*B.8 BUREAU COSTS

In most large towns there is at least one commercial printer or 'print shop' that is able to prod,.e litho-pinted
reports to the standard required for publication. In many .ases, the security tegulations preclude the use L., exterada
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.. ", printers, but it is instructive to have a knowledge of local commercial prices. The scales of charges can vary widely, but
typical bureau costs for the work-load set out in Table 9 would be as follows:

. oPrinting (including plate-making)
200 copies from one master - £5
per 50-page report (25 sheets) - £5 x 50 = £250

Finishing (including collating, stitching, trimming) = £ 20
Total forjob - 270

The total cost for a year's output of 100 litho-printed reports would thus be £27,000.

Microfilm bureaux also exist in most cities, although not all can produce microfiche by the preferred step-and-repeat
method. Typical charges would be in the order of £6 for a microfiche master, plus £0.12 for each diazo duplicate. A
run of 200 copies would thus cost £30 including the original filming and a sum of £3,000 would cover the annual output
of 100 reports assumed in this example.

There is usually a minimum charge for any order; this may be £10 or £20, depending on the bureau price structure, ,,.
so the notional savings of microfilm production may be somewhat ,educed for an irregular, small-scale operation. The
expense of administration and postage must also be considered when decisions are made about the use of a bureau.

B.9 COMPARISON OF INTERNAL AND BUREAU COSTS

B.9.1 Litho Printing

In the example given, the prepa'ation cost (typing and illustration) for 100 reports is shown to be £24460. It will
not usually be practicable to send this work to an outside agency, because of the need for close liaison with the author.
However, in the absence of any security restrictions, it may be possible to use an outside bureau for the printing and
finishing stages, the relative internal and external costs are then of interest. Using the figures from B.7 and B.8, the
following hypothetical comparison emerges:

Using a
Internal bureau for
production printing r

Preparation cost £24460 £24460
.- Litho production £21440 £27000

Total p.a. £45900 £51460

For the choson conditions and cost assumptions, it appears that the internal printing operation would be the cheaper "s'
S.- option - although, if more expensive equipment had been s, ;,cted, this might not be the case. Furthermore, without

going too far into the realms of conjecture, it is quite prot .le that some of the staff and equipment would be
under-utilised with the stated work-load. If additional work could be undertaken from elsewhere within the parent
organisation, many of the cost elements could be shared over a larger work-load; the consequent reduction in the amount
attributable to the scientific documentation would increase the price advantage of internal production.

B.9.2 Microfilming

For simplicity, in this example the preparation costs are regarded as part of the litho printing operation. For
microfilming, there is therefore a simple comparison between the internal and bureau costs calculated in paragraphs B.7
and B.8:

Internal cost £5210 Bureau cost £3000

A number of factors might outweigh this cost advantage of the bureau, but at first sight there is a clear case for the
use of the external contractor or some central agency. The internal operation clearly suffers from the burden of relatively

expense, under-utilised equipment: for example a camera costing £5000 is only used to make 2 masters a week.

*tl B.I0 SUMMARY ___._

The preceding calculations have reached certain conclusions in the specific circumstances of the example, but this

cannot be taken as a general statement about the viability of internal production. The exercise has been carried through
simply to show non-specialists a possible structure for suct, calculations and to suggest some of the simplifying
assumptions that may be appropriate. In practice, professional accountants will advise on the most suitable method of 2'r .
treatment to meet the needs of the organisation. _h _

Despite the genera! need for economy, it is not suggested that cost is always the over-riding factor. As pointed .....

out in paragraph 2.1, there are several other criteria that determine the effectiveness of a publication programme: aspects
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such as qualty, reliability, security and speed of access. All these factors bring cost penalities to some degree and it is
desirable for staff at every level to be aware in broad terms of the expense involved. For example. 4%

(a) Authors can often make useful economies by suitable choice of presentation.
(b) Operating staff can give practical attention to the areas in which cost reduction is shown to be the mosti effective.

(c) The publication managemcnt is given a firmer basis for planning current work and future investment.

auProvided that the cost information is available in a meaningful form, the R & D directozate will be ab!e to assess the
value of the publication work in relation to their central aim. If the major objectives are to conduct research and to
communikate the rsults to the scientific and technical community, the cost of producing the documentation is an .
essential part of the programme and must be given realistic budgetary provision.

BIBLIOGRAPHY r

.. ' In addition to the specific references given throughout this Section, there are a number of books that can be
recommended for further reading.

1. REPROGRAPHY , %

'A guide to reprographic processes for the small user' by T.Hampshire. Agardograph 199 (1975).
'Reprographic management handbook' by F.C.Crix. Business Books, London. 345 pages 2nd edn. (1979).

2. MICROFILM

(a) Microfilm is fast-growing field of activity, but a sound introduction to current systems is offered by. .z-

'Microfilm system. design and implementation' Microfilm Association of Great Britain (MAGB), 8 High Street,
Guildford, Surrey, UK. 56 pages (1977).
'Micrographic systems' by D.M.Costigan. National Micrographics Association (NMA), 8728 Colesville Road,
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910, USA, 250 pages (1975).
For librarians, an excellent further reference is offered by:
'Microform librarianship' by S.J.Teague. Butterworth, London, UK. 125 pages 2nd edn (1979).

(b) Three L~seful equipment guides are published by G.G.Baker & Associates of 54 Quarry Street, Guildford, -

Surrey (who are also UK agents for NMA, MAGB and BSI micrographic publications). These books have
become the continuing source of reference for the microfilm equipment available in the UK and much of
the information is relevant to microfilm users elsewhere. '--

~iI 'A guile to microfilm production equipment' 2nd edn. (1977).
'A guide to microfilm readers and reader-printers' 4th edn. (1979).
'A guide to Computer Output Microfitm' 5th edn. (1979).
For users in the United States, a similar role is taken by the NMA publication:
'Guide to micrographic equipment' 2 vols. 7th edn. (1979).

(c) For the individual research worker and user of microfilm, a useful introduction is available in an earlier
AGARD publication:
'The use of microfiches for slientific and technical reports considerations tor the small user' B.J.S.Williams
and R.N.Broadhurst. 21 pages AGARD-AG- 198 (1974). '

(d) for detailed descriptions and ratings of mitrofilm equipment, The NRCJ Evaluation Reports have a feputation

"or a thoroughy practical approach. Quite apart from any interest in the specific items of equipment, the
desLription of the test methodology and the critical dis,.ussiod of the results can serve as useful educational
material in its own right. Details of the subscription service are available from:
The National Reptographic Centre for Documentation, Hatfield Polytechnic, Endymion Road, Hatfield,
Hertfordshire, UK.

3. JOURNALS %

The fields of reprography and microfilm are subjet to Luontinung tecinologial progress and market change. fIe
following are given as examples of journals available in 'he UK that will help interested parties to keep abreas. of Lurrent ,"S"
developments in equipment and methods.

'Reprographics Quarterly' published by NRCd,
'Microdoc' published quarterly by MAGB,
'Microinfo' published monthly by Microinfo Ltd., P.O. Box 3, Alton, Hants.,
'Reproduction' published monthly by B.E.D. Business Journals, Restmor Way, Wallington, Surrey.
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